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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Butler
Council, City
Karen White
Please Pull AMI Meters from the Consent Agenda
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:43:02 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hon. Members of the Palo Alto City Council
My wife and I are opposed to the action item on tonight's consent agenda to spend 17.1
million dollars for so-called "smart" (AMI) meters and an additional 1.3 million dollars for yet
another consultant and contractor to manage the project. As I remember the proposal mentions
the saving of salaries for lower-paid meter readers yet also indicates that two new city
employees and a supervisor would be hired to interface with the contractor.
The funds for this significant project would come from the "Electric Special Project Reserve",
which I assume has come from millions of dollars in overcharges to customers from the grid
price as we have watched our electric bills climb close to PG&E rates from the lower prices
we paid just a few years ago.
I have lived with a conversion from analog to AMI meters in a home that also had natural gas
for forced-air heating and AC, water heating and our stove, and the electric bill tripled. We
tried to shift our usage to times when the rates were lower, but the bill just dropped to double
what it was before the new meter was installed.
I presume that you know that the CA Public Utilities Commission provides for residents to opt
out of these so-called "smart" meters and continue with a flat rate. There is a one-time charge
of $75 ($10 for lower income) and then a monthly rate of $10 ($5 for low income) and that
monthly fee expires after three years:
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/analyze-your-usage/yourusage/view-and-share-your-data-with-smartmeter/smartmeter-updates/smart-meter-opt-outprogram.page
We will certainly take that option to keep our meter, and most of our neighbors after
discussing the subject indicated they will do so as well. You will need to keep some of those
meter readers and might want to make sure you are not committed to buying all of those
30,076 meters.
If the city really wants to pull in some extra funds you might look at the rates charged for our
commercial customers - they are lower than the residential rates and the more you use the less
you pay.
There was a trial run of “smart" meters conducted by Palo Alto that ended in 2019. As I
remember, there were numerous complaints from those that tried the program on a volunteer
basis and who, I believe, were more inclined to make the sacrifice than those who you will try
to force into the system.

I understand you want to push electric power usage to off-peak times but the only way to do
this is by hurting customers and charging them significantly more for power when they want
to use it. I would guess that this item is on the consent agenda as I have the feeling that this
will not be a popular program when you switch on those new high rates in 2025.
Last, these new high electric rates will hit just as Palo Alto is planning to phase out the use of
natural gas for residents (not the city or commercial customers) and, it is proposed, end the
service in 2025. Too bad we just tore up all of our streets installing new gas lines. So, our
residents will lose natural gas in a symbolic gesture to end global warming while paying huge
new electric bills. Cold at night? Put on another sweater.
Respectfully,
Patrick Butler
Karen White
Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Westenberger
Council, City
Please enforce leaf blower regulations!!
Monday, October 4, 2021 8:17:41 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Council Members,
Please do something to stop this awful form of pollution and dust. I have called to report gas blowers multiple times,
but have not seen much effect. I do ask the garrdeners to stop, but they just get out the gas blower on their next visit.
Thanks,
Maureen Bard

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LWV Palo Alto VOTER
Council, City
LWVPA October VOTER - Your League in Action
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:00:43 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

View this email in your browser.
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Message from our President
Greetings to all!
It’s our beautiful Fall season here in Palo Alto,
and we are already talking about the Holidays
and the LVWPA Winter Luncheon. Also October
marks a decrease in the number of COVID cases,
thanks to our county and city persevering to carry
out the vaccination program. I mention this
because many have asked when we can have inperson and indoor meetings again. As long as the
state mandate for masking is in effect, we can meet outdoors, but not yet inside
homes or public places.
After nearly 18 months of Zoom meetings, the Board had a chance to see and
talk with each other at what was described as a “very successful” retreat two
weeks ago. We had many lively conversations discussing ways the League has
influenced positive outcomes in our city. Look for action-oriented items
regarding campaign finance reform and a successful resolution to the gun
storage issue.
The League has been successfully engaged in discussions for several months
regarding our other 2021-22 priorities such as Natural Resources, Housing and
Transportation, and Civics Education. County Redistricting is another big item,
and Raven Malone is on the County Advisory Citizens Commission for District
5, Joe Simitian’s district. She will have an update at our next Board meeting

regarding their progress. In addition, the Foothill-DeAnza Community College
District is transitioning from “At Large” to “District” elections.
We will have a special speaker, Manu Meel, on October 13, arranged by Myra
Lessner and the Events team, starting at 6pm for one hour. Don’t miss this
interesting program!
Enjoy our colorful fall season!
Warmly,
Liz

LWVPA Virtual Speaker Event
We are proud to announce our next webinar event featuring:

Manu Meel
CEO of BridgeUSA

"Improving Democracy One Conversation at a Time"
Democracy is in danger if the next generation is disengaged and
polarized because young people are the future of our country.
Wednesday, October 13th, 2021
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Manu Meel is a leading practitioner in bridge building across the country. Manu
is a graduate of UC Berkeley and the CEO of BridgeUSA, where he is leading
the country's largest and fastest growing student movement to bring Americans

together. Through his work he has contributed to media outlets and advanced
pro-democracy efforts nationally.
“BridgeUSA’s chapter network is at the core of our mission. Our chapters invest
in the future of democracy by combining grassroots organizing with institutional
impact on college campuses and at high schools nationwide.”
Please share with others who might be interested. Submit your questions for
Manu Meel in advance here.
Register Now

LWVPA Membership Renewal Drive Coming Soon!
It’s that time again when we will be
reaching out to you about renewing your
membership for next year. We are moving
to an online payment system which will
make it easier for you to renew and stay
connected with the League. Stay tuned for more information!
- Cari Templeton, Membership Director

September 2021 Board Meeting Highlights
The following motions were approved:
1. Approved A through C on Consent Calendar
including minutes, EAC letter to the City
Council in support of Eden Housing
proposal, and gratis membership for youth
volunteer Allen Zhang.
2. Approved appointment of Jeannie Lythcott to serve as director to develop

and work on diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).
3. Approved the Campaign Finance Reform team taking actions in pursuit of
three campaign finance reforms for Palo Alto City Council elections:
0 voluntary campaign expenditure limits, with incentives for
candidates who comply;
0 mandatory donation limits from single sources (lower than the CA
limit of $4,900); and
0 enhanced disclosures of spending on political advertising (lower
than the state threshold of $50,000)
4. Approved authorization of up to $2,000 to support implementation of the
ClubExpress association management platform.
Our next Board Meeting is on Tuesday, October 26, 7 - 9 pm. All members are
invited! Please use our Zoom meeting link to join.
- Megan Swezey Fogarty, Secretary

Advocacy Reports
   

National
LWVUS supports the new Voting Rights Act, the Freedom to Vote Act. The Act
expands the right to vote, decreases the influence of money in politics, and
curbs partisan gerrymandering.
The Board of Directors of LWVUS voted to support filibuster reform, and as
necessary, the elimination of the filibuster.
In a case brought by the LWVUS and other plaintiffs, a federal court has
blocked proof of citizenship as a voting requirement in Alabama, Georgia, and
Kansas. The League argued that requiring documentary proof of citizenship

would deprive thousands of voters of their fundamental right to vote because
many American citizens do not have a passport or birth certificate.

State
LWV of California and partners filed an amicus letter in support of the California
Citizens Redistricting Commission's emergency motion to extend California's
redistricting deadline to January 14th, 2022.
LWVC supported the signing of the housing bills by Governor Newsom: Senate
Bill 8 to extend the Housing Crisis Act of 2019 for more housing production;
Senate Bill 9 to make it easier for large lots to be split for new housing, including
being exempt from California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and California
Coastal Act hearings, as well as more easily conforming to local zoning laws;
and Senate Bill 10 to allow multiple unit housing to be placed on single-family
and other zoned areas without CEQA approval as long as they are near transit
or high traffic areas. These bills are designed to increase housing, speed up the
process to approve multi-family housing, and to alter the approval process for
new housing.

Local
The LWV Palo Alto Board received a report from its Local Campaign Finance Task
Force and approved recommending certain reforms which would expand citizen
participation in local government and lessen the appearance of undue influence
by donors. These policy goals reflect state and national LWV positions on
campaign financing reform.
- Lisa Ratner, 2nd Vice President and Advocacy Chair

LWVPA is on Instagram and Twitter!
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A big thanks to Rachel Kellerman (Election Confidence Committee) and our
student volunteer, Bella Daly (Youth Vote Team), for launching the League's
new social media platforms! Come check out the many events that our League
is organizing and support the work by our dedicated volunteers, including our
Youth Vote Team student interns.
As we build up our base, we'd love to have you follow us! Check them out here
and join us in our efforts in defending democracy!

Events from Other Leagues and in the
Community

Your Colleges,
Your Voice
Moving to

Area Elections

Foothill-De Anza New Area
Elections Public Hearing
Monday, October 4, 2021
7:00 pm

The Foothill-De Anza Community College
District is changing the way it elects
members of its Board of Trustees. The district will be divided into five trustee
areas and a person from each area will be elected to the board. Community
members are invited to provide information and ideas to assist in the drawing of

trustee area boundary lines.   
This public hearing will gather information about "communities of interest" (COI)
throughout the district. COI are groups of people who live together in a
contiguous geographic area who have common social and economic interests.
Information gathered will be used in preparing and evaluating draft trustee area
boundary maps. Those maps will be available for comment later this year and
early next year.
The public hearing agenda can be found the Thursday before the meeting,
here, under the heading Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Health Reform & Social Justice:
Opportunities for Reducing Inequity
and Addressing Health Disparities
LWV Davis Area
Wednesday, October 6, 2021
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
LWV Davis Area will be hosting an evening with Dr. Susan Rogers, President
of Physicians for a National Health Plan (PNHP), who will present an overview
of the U.S. healthcare system through a social justice lens, followed by a
discussion highlighting disparities resulting from our current policies and
opportunities to improve inequities through health reform. This forum aims to
educate voters about our current healthcare model and how it impacts local
care access, affordability, quality and equity.
Submit your questions in advance to komalh@lwvdavisarea.org before October
4.
Register Now

                               Voter Suppression Tactics Attack

Democracy
LWV of Southwest Santa Clara Valley
Saturday, October 16, 2021
10:00 am - 11:30 am
Join this webinar for a morning of enlightenment about
the very important and distressing topic of how voter
suppression threatens democracy. We have two
Excellent Speakers, Film Clips, and a Question &
Answer period!
Ann Ravel, J.D. – “Highlights of Voter Suppression throughout History”
Mac Heller – Executive Producer of Rigged will highlight aspects of the Voter
Suppression Playbook.
Register Now

Drive Clean with the League

LWV California
This event has two times to choose
from:

Saturday, October 16, 2021, 5:00 pm - 6:00
pm
Wednesday, October 20, 2021, 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
LWV of California, together with Drive Clean California, is co-hosting Drive
Clean with the League, an educational and inspirational gathering to improve
air quality and reduce carbon emissions.
During the event, experts from Drive Clean California, EV drivers, and climate
and clean air enthusiasts will share their interest in clean air and a cool planet:

•
•

EV and e-bike experts and owners will share their experiences, the latest
trends, vehicles, costs, and considerations when moving to electric.
Experts will discuss government incentives, solutions for residents who
live in apartments and additional financial incentives for disadvantaged

•
•

communities.
We will debunk common EV myths and answer your questions.
Attendees who are residents of California will receive priority placement
for Drive Clean’s EV Discount Program in November 2021.

Register Now

0.

PAILO ALTO
FORWARD

Palo Alto Forward Monthly Speaker
Series: Why Does Palo Alto’s
Housing Element Matter to the
Region?
Sunday, October 17, 2021
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Join Palo Alto Forward board member Robert
Chun for a monthly speaker series to learn about
what the Housing Element is, why it matters regionally, what makes Palo Alto
so hard to build affordable housing in, and what's happening across the state.
The October speaker event will feature Antonio Lopez, City Council Member in
the City of East Palo Alto.
Find the recording of the August 17, 2021 Palo Alto Forward event “What is the
Housing Element?” here.
Register Now

LWV Oakland Book Club

Thursday, October 21, 2021
6:00 pm - 7:15 pm

The LWV of Oakland's Centennial Book Club's selection for
October is Tony Horwitz's immensely readable book,
Confederates in the Attic: Dispatches from the Unfinished Civil

- ... .:..~.$~~;:.;.Ois,1tchs from th U1fi1i1hd Ci,il War

War. The book isn't so much about the Civil War then, but the
civil war now. The humorously written narrative tells us about a part of the
country where there's still suspicion about the federal government, and helps
us understand what's motivating some of the divisions we find in the country
today. All are welcome!
To receive a Zoom invitation, please send an email to:
lwvobookclub@gmail.com/ with "LWVO Book Club RSVP" in the Subject Field.

) ~
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Civic Education: Government 101 Series
LWV of Southwest Santa Clara Valley

Thursday, October 21 through Thursday, November 18, 2021
7:00 pm - 7:45 pm

Please share this information with all your (currently and yet-to-be) naturalized
friends!
Many naturalized citizens, including the series creator, Aileen Kao, “didn’t have
a chance to learn civic education in high school. We had learned pieces of it
from news, books, and friends, but not in a systematic way.”

Each class will have approximately 30 minutes to cover the materials, 10
minutes for Q&A, then 5 minutes to wrap up for a total of 45 minutes.
We strongly believe this Government 101 series is one way to demonstrate to
our communities that Democracy truly works and has worked in the U.S. for the
past 245 years!
Register Now

Announcements
City of Palo Alto Boards and Commissions Recruitment
Want to make a difference in Palo Alto? Fall recruitment of open Boards,
Commissions and Committees positions is underway! If you would like to
contribute towards helping our City continue fostering recovery, make progress
on city priorities, and further the city’s legislative process, please consider
applying for one of these open positions:

•
•
•
•

Architectural Review Board (3 Open Positions)
Parks and Recreation Commission (4 Open Positions)
Planning and Transportation Commission (2 Open Positions)

  

Historic Resources Board (1 Open Position)

To submit an application or for more information, visit the Boards and
Commissions Recruitment Page. Questions? Please contact the City Clerk's
Office at City.Clerk@CityofPaloAlto.org.

MidPeninsula Open Space District Ward
Redistricting
Interested in helping MidPen evaluate and adjust the
boundaries of its seven wards? You can sign up to receive more
info and also provide input here.

Bay Area Monitor Notes

•
•
•
•
•

Happy Anniversary
Ethnobotany Education
Housing and Wildfire
Meet Your Water District
Cool Block

NOTE: As a highlight to the Cool Block item, did you
know that Palo Alto has over 50 Cool Blocks and, due to their success, will be
adding more soon? Stay tuned!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning
Council, City
Objective Standards
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:50:15 AM
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and
clicking on links.

October 3, 2021
Dear City Council Members,
We believe it critically important to express to you our concerns over the new, proposed Objective Standards, the need to have more
community involvement, and a detailed analysis of how these new standards will affect our entire community.
To quickly summarize, we hope you will focus on 7 key issues or areas which we believe are deeply concerning to us:
1. There is no explanation of the impacts of these proposed new standards on neighbors and our City. Which specific rules
are being removed or modified? What is being lost or changed? The staff report fails to provide any details on the impacts of
removing these criteria or even have a public discussion on these impacts in a manner that residents, Council, or others can
review.
2. The new standards clearly eliminate meaningful privacy protections for residents. For example – the current law states
that new projects must “respect privacy of neighboring structures, with windows and upper floor balconies positioned so
they minimize views into neighboring properties.” The new standards eliminate the above statement and replace it with only
“a landscape screen that includes a row of trees with a minimum 1 tree per 25 linear feet and continuous shrubbery
planting”. It doesn’t say anything about respecting privacy or how those trees or shrubbery will prevent views from a second
or third floor of a building.
3. Several new loopholes – buried inside -- are created by the new standards. Table 1 on page 111 says that the new
standards will apply to a number of zones, but there is huge exemption. Largely, commercial properties. Instead, these
commercial properties will be able to avoid the Objective Standards and be only asked to comply with a series of very weak
“Intent Statements”, which are located inside the chapter of the Objective Design Standards. So, to put it simply, if a
commercial building is less than 2/3rds residential, they don’t have to follow the Objective Standards and instead just the
“Intent Statements”.
4. The staff proposal favors upzoning for commercial development. The proposed ordinance would allow more large-scale
housing by commercial developers without acknowledging that this will raise land values and make it harder – not easier – to
build the affordable housing we need in our City.
5. The new standards would remove protections from multi-family residences, thus discriminating against the same
residents they are trying to attract. Example – the current Context-Based Criteria states, “Where new projects are built
abutting existing lower-scale residential development, care shall be taken to respect to scale and privacy of neighboring
properties . . . “. The new standards totally eliminate this sentence and says, “When a building abuts a side and/or rear
property line with a RE, RMD, R-1, or R-2 zoned parcel or existing single-family use, the building shall break down the
abutting façade by . . .”. This means that some people living in RM-20, RM-30, or RM-40 could be losing their rights and
protections. It’s simply unconceivable that these residents should be discriminated against by our City and they should be
treated in the exact same way as other residents. It is critically important that this be changed.
6. The new standards are poorly-written and could eventually lead to being unenforceable. One example – in the proposed
Objective Design Standards at 18.24.050(b)(1), page 136, it says, “When the height of the subject building is more than 20
feet above the average height of an “adjacent” building an upper floor step back shall start within 2 vertical feet of the height
of the adjacent building.” However, the law doesn’t specific what “adjacent” means, so isn’t that up to staff to interpret? A
court could one day rule that this law requires too much staff interpretation and consider all the objective standards invalid.
7. Lastly, these standards were developed by not treating residents as “stakeholders” too. In the staff report, page 120, it
says, “On January 22nd, March 23rd, . . ., staff sent an email to a wide range of architects and consultants that have worked
with the City in the recent past on development projects to solicit their comments on the draft objective standards.” It’s a
shame that Staff did not consider that residents might also be interested or be “key stakeholders” as well in this process. It’s
unfortunate that developers and contractors that the City has “worked with” are treated as their primary stakeholders and
not residents.

We sincerely hope you will review these 7 points and truly take the time necessary to change and reformulate these objective
standards. It is critical to all Palo Altans and is not something left to Staff to decide. Thank you.
Respectfully,
Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning

Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning
PO Box 305, Palo Alto, CA 94302
http://sensiblezoning.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Grondel
Council, City
Melanie Grondel
Oblective Standards
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:49:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois and Council Members,
The Objective Standards package is a hot topic of conversation in the community,
accompanied by much confusion. Below are my concerns.
As I understand it, the Objective Standards will streamline the approval process for multifamily housing development.
Recently a package of State Laws, sponsored by the legislators Wiener and Atkins, that
includes but is not limited to SB 9, and SB10, has been added to existing legislation that
includes SB35, for the purpose of facilitating housing development.
To my great regret these new laws do not focus in any way on developing affordable housing.
I urge you to facilitate the development of affordable housing in every way you can.
In addition livability is of key importance for all residents whether they live in the new
multifamily housing or live with the multifamily housing as neighbors, all need the benefit of
green in de form of trees, plants and open space such as parks.
Objective Standards need to keep our city livable for all.
It is my undedtanding that if a multifamily project exceeds the Objective Standards it will be
returned for approval to the ARB according to the regular process.
I am concerned that office development included in many housing development projects will
increase the amount of jobs and thereby contribute to new and increased RHNA demands for
the next Element. This way we end up in endless games of housing development allocations,
never getting ahead but remaining under the gun to accommodate developers and the
investment community demanding to build multifamily housing at market rate but not as
affordable housing.
I did listen in on the Objective Standards discussion at the PTC, and was struck by a lack of
clarity in the Staff proposal. At one point Staff maintained that changing a sentence for
stylistic reasons was necessary to "clean up the code", while the Commisioners perceived a
significant change in policy. This pertained to the 150 ft required between a highrise and
single family houses.
Clarity is extremely important.
In particular when the frequent use of the ministerial method of approval that bypasses
neighborhood notification and input, will be felt as a significant sacrifice by a great many
homeowners.
Therefore I urge the Council to improve communications with the residents on the subject of
Objective Standards.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Melanie Grondel
College Terrace
Palo Alto, Ca

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

David Coale
Council, City
Shikada, Ed
Bike Palo Alto is back!
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:14:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Mayor, Council Members and follow Palo Altans,
Bike Palo Alto is back! We took last year off due to Covid but have brought the rides back in
a virtual format. The rides are real, but there are no day-of-event registration and there are no
treat stops. Instead, Bike Palo Alto is running the whole month of October and you can ride
and explore the fun ways to get around Palo Alto anytime during the month of October.
New this year are the use of route arrows to mark the routes. These brightly colored arrows
make it easy to find your way and enjoy the ride. You may have even seen some of these
around town. Don’t worry, these paper arrows bio-degrade in about a month - perfect timing!
So I invite you to come and join the fun! Get your friends, families, and neighbors together
and explore bike friendly routes for people of all ages and abilities. Bike Palo Alto is free!
Visit https://bikepaloalto.org/ for more details and to get started.
David Coale
Bike Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Human Relations Commission; Binder, Andrew; Council, City; Jeff Moore; Winter Dellenbach;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Planning Commission; Sajid Khan; Raj; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Rosen
Canine unit 2005
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:04:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

FYI: can’t confirm if my piece from
2005 was actually published by the Daily News
Who let the Dogs Out!

Dear Editor:
Thank you for the article by Luke Stangel highlighting abuses of the citizenry by
the PAPD’s canine unit. And for exposing, from the police department's own
data, the disproportionate targeting of African-Americans and other minorities
by the canine unit of this city's notoriously out-of-control police department
(Police dog policy is reviewed for council, Palo Alto Daily News, Jan 7, 2005).
As the City manager's report, dated 1/10/05, on the canine unit notes: canine
units in Palo Alto are assigned to evening and night shifts, suggesting that
much of the abuse of this unit occurs under the cover of darkness which only
minimal opportunity for public exposure.
As such, to prevent future abuses and ongoing racial targeting by this unit close
monitoring is a necessity.  The alternative banning canines unit altogether,
except for rescue purposes, should be strongly considered.
Certainly, pending a close review of the canine unit by an outside agency, FBI,
Department of Justice, and hard evidence that the department has remedied its
overall problem of racial profiling, the City Manager should order an immediate
moratorium on the use of canine units in Palo Alto.
Given the recent history of Chief Johnson thumbing her nose at any serious
suggestions for reforming police practices in her department, this may be the
only way to get her attention.
Sincerely,

Aram James
832 Los Robles Avenue
Palo Alto, Ca 94306
(650) 424-1249
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Thanks for sending!
She’s one of my favorites.
It is warmer today. Audrey and I just got back from a two hour walk but probably only got
half a mile. Smells are her goal not steps.
They’re giving out beef for the food program here. I’ll try to check out the food pantry
tomorrow or Wednesday for sure. It’s from FFA, future farmers of America- Students raised
the animals organic and pampered. 10K lbs to SLO food banks!
On Sun, Oct 3, 2021 at 2:52 PM Roberta Ahlquist <roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu> wrote:
LaDoris Cordell speech at MV Abortion Rights Protest Oct 2 in MV---inspirational event
Date: Sun, Oct 3, 2021 at 12:02 AM
Subject: text of Judge Cordell's Opinion piece

looks like it is similar or same as her speech yesterday.

MY OPINION PIECE RE THE TEXAS ANTIABORTION LAW
On May 19, 2021, Texas Governor Greg
Abbott signed SB 8 into law, effectively
banning abortion when an ultrasound can
detect a “fetal heartbeat” any time after
the first six weeks of pregnancy. Rather
than relying on the state to enforce this
law, the Texas legislature did an end-run
around the constitutional mandate of Roe v.
Wade by empowering private citizens to do
the Lone Star State’s dirty work. Under SB
8, “Any person may bring a civil action

against any person who knowingly engages
in conduct that aids or abets the
performance or inducement of an
abortion[.]” And should that person prevail
in the civil action, “the court shall award
statutory damages in an amount of not less
than $10,000,” plus attorney’s fees and
costs of the litigation, all of which must be
paid by the losing side. This means that the
ride-share driver who transports a
pregnant woman to a clinic, the person who
generously pays for a Texas-prohibited
abortion, the person who accompanies her
pregnant friend to a medical facility, or the
parents who arrange for their daughter’s
Texas-forbidden abortion are all potential
defendants in civil lawsuits that can be filed
up to six years after the alleged aiding and
abetting occurred.
The similarity between SB 8 and the
Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 is as striking as
it is frightening. Both weaponize private
individuals to enforce flagrantly
unconstitutional laws, and both impose
punishment on those who fail to comply.
Masterminded by Senators Henry Clay and
Stephen Douglas, the Fugitive Slave Act
was one of five bills in the Compromise of
1850, created to resolve disputes over
slavery in the country’s new territories. The
Act not only directed federal officials to

seize black people simply on the claim that
they were runaways but imposed a $1,000
fine for anyone who refused to make an
arrest. The law also mandated that private
citizens must aid and assist in the arrests
of the presumed runaway slaves.
Additionally, anyone who “knowingly and
willingly” obstructed or prevented anyone
from arresting the fugitive faced a fine of
$1,000 and six months’ imprisonment.
The first victim of the Fugitive Slave Act
was James Hamlet, a free Black man who
resided in Brooklyn with his wife and three
children while working as a porter in
Manhattan. He was arrested on Gustavas
Brown’s claim that Hamlet had run away
from Brown’s mother’s home in Baltimore.
His protestation that he had been born a
freed person notwithstanding, Hamlet was
forcibly taken to the Baltimore Slave
Market and sold. Associate Justice
Sotomayor’s dissent in the SB 8 case in
which she wrote that the law was “clearly
unconstitutional under existing precedents”
and “a breathtaking act of defiance — of
the Constitution[,]” could just have easily
applied to the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850.
But what happened to James Hamlet gives
hope to all concerned about the protection
of abortion rights. Hamlet’s freedom was

purchased for $800 ($28,000 in today’s
dollars) by his Brooklyn neighbors. His
capture and subsequent communitysponsored emancipation became a rallying
cry against the Fugitive Slave Act, inspiring
abolitionists to call for residents in the Free
States to ignore the law and to assist
fugitives in their escapes to freedom.
Thereafter, Vermont enacted the Habeas
Corpus Law establishing a judicial process
to defend captured fugitives. Abolitionist
Luther Lee, a Methodist pastor in Syracuse,
New York defied the law by publicly writing
in 1855, “I never would obey it. I had
assisted thirty slaves to escape to Canada
during the last month. If the authorities
wanted anything of me, my residence was
at 39 Onondaga Street. I would admit that
and they could take me and lock me up in
the Penitentiary on the hill[.]” That same
year, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
declared the Fugitive Slave Act
unconstitutional, the only state court to do
so, even though four years later, the U.S.
Supreme Court would overturn it. Local
juries refused to convict defendants
accused of violating the Act. And, of course,
there was fugitive Harriet Tubman who,
with her famous battle cry, “We out!”,
courageously defied the law as she led the
enslaved to freedom in the North.

Resistance to SB 8 has already begun.
Twenty businesses and organizations, such
as Bumble, Match Group and the Buckle
Bunnies Fund, are creating relief funds to
“aid and abet” women seeking abortion
services outside of the state. Uber and Lyft
will cover legal fees of their drivers sued
under SB 8. Utilizing litigation, legislation,
economic boycotts, and more, we can
support the resistance. “We out!”
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LaDoris Cordell speech at MV Abortion Rights Protest Oct 2 in MV---inspirational event
Date: Sun, Oct 3, 2021 at 12:02 AM
Subject: text of Judge Cordell's Opinion piece

looks like it is similar or same as her speech yesterday.

MY OPINION PIECE RE THE TEXAS ANTIABORTION LAW
On May 19, 2021, Texas Governor Greg
Abbott signed SB 8 into law, effectively
banning abortion when an ultrasound can
detect a “fetal heartbeat” any time after the
first six weeks of pregnancy. Rather than
relying on the state to enforce this law, the
Texas legislature did an end-run around the
constitutional mandate of Roe v. Wade by
empowering private citizens to do the Lone
Star State’s dirty work. Under SB 8, “Any
person may bring a civil action against any
person who knowingly engages in conduct
that aids or abets the performance or
inducement of an abortion[.]” And should
that person prevail in the civil action, “the
court shall award statutory damages in an
amount of not less than $10,000,” plus
attorney’s fees and costs of the litigation, all

of which must be paid by the losing side.
This means that the ride-share driver who
transports a pregnant woman to a clinic, the
person who generously pays for a Texasprohibited abortion, the person who
accompanies her pregnant friend to a
medical facility, or the parents who arrange
for their daughter’s Texas-forbidden
abortion are all potential defendants in civil
lawsuits that can be filed up to six years
after the alleged aiding and abetting
occurred.
The similarity between SB 8 and the Fugitive
Slave Act of 1850 is as striking as it is
frightening. Both weaponize private
individuals to enforce flagrantly
unconstitutional laws, and both impose
punishment on those who fail to comply.
Masterminded by Senators Henry Clay and
Stephen Douglas, the Fugitive Slave Act was
one of five bills in the Compromise of 1850,
created to resolve disputes over slavery in
the country’s new territories. The Act not
only directed federal officials to seize black
people simply on the claim that they were
runaways but imposed a $1,000 fine for
anyone who refused to make an arrest. The
law also mandated that private citizens
must aid and assist in the arrests of the
presumed runaway slaves. Additionally,
anyone who “knowingly and willingly”

obstructed or prevented anyone from
arresting the fugitive faced a fine of $1,000
and six months’ imprisonment.
The first victim of the Fugitive Slave Act was
James Hamlet, a free Black man who resided
in Brooklyn with his wife and three children
while working as a porter in Manhattan. He
was arrested on Gustavas Brown’s claim
that Hamlet had run away from Brown’s
mother’s home in Baltimore. His
protestation that he had been born a freed
person notwithstanding, Hamlet was forcibly
taken to the Baltimore Slave Market and
sold. Associate Justice Sotomayor’s dissent
in the SB 8 case in which she wrote that the
law was “clearly unconstitutional under
existing precedents” and “a breathtaking act
of defiance — of the Constitution[,]” could
just have easily applied to the Fugitive Slave
Act of 1850.
But what happened to James Hamlet gives
hope to all concerned about the protection
of abortion rights. Hamlet’s freedom was
purchased for $800 ($28,000 in today’s
dollars) by his Brooklyn neighbors. His
capture and subsequent communitysponsored emancipation became a rallying
cry against the Fugitive Slave Act, inspiring
abolitionists to call for residents in the Free
States to ignore the law and to assist

fugitives in their escapes to freedom.
Thereafter, Vermont enacted the Habeas
Corpus Law establishing a judicial process to
defend captured fugitives. Abolitionist
Luther Lee, a Methodist pastor in Syracuse,
New York defied the law by publicly writing
in 1855, “I never would obey it. I had
assisted thirty slaves to escape to Canada
during the last month. If the authorities
wanted anything of me, my residence was at
39 Onondaga Street. I would admit that and
they could take me and lock me up in the
Penitentiary on the hill[.]” That same year,
the Wisconsin Supreme Court declared the
Fugitive Slave Act unconstitutional, the only
state court to do so, even though four years
later, the U.S. Supreme Court would
overturn it. Local juries refused to convict
defendants accused of violating the Act.
And, of course, there was fugitive Harriet
Tubman who, with her famous battle cry,
“We out!”, courageously defied the law as
she led the enslaved to freedom in the
North.
Resistance to SB 8 has already begun.
Twenty businesses and organizations, such
as Bumble, Match Group and the Buckle
Bunnies Fund, are creating relief funds to
“aid and abet” women seeking abortion
services outside of the state. Uber and Lyft

will cover legal fees of their drivers sued
under SB 8. Utilizing litigation, legislation,
economic boycotts, and more, we can
support the resistance. “We out!”
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Aram James
Tanaka, Greg; Kou, Lydia; Greer Stone; Council, City; Human Relations Commission; Jeff Moore; Sajid Khan; Raj;
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From the archives of Aram James re the the police killing of Bich Cau Thi Tran ( circa 2003)
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  10/19/2003
                                                Introduction and Background.

                                         “Democracies

Die Behind Closed Doors”

                                             Detroit Free Press v. Ashcroft, (2002) 303 F. 3d 681

Dear District Attorney George Kennedy: As promised I’m writing you
regarding my exclusion from Judge Thomas Hansen’s courtroom on
Monday, September 29, 2003. On that date, I was scheduled to attend a meeting with
other members of the Coalition for Justice and Accountability, an ad hoc committee formed
in response to the police shooting of Bich-Cau Thi Tran on July 13, 2003.
I’m sure the irony of this situation is not lost on you. That is, that the judge responsible for
signing off on an open and fair grand jury proceeding, Thomas Hansen, summarily deprived
a member of the Coalition, formed in large part to maximize public oversight of these
proceedings, an opportunity to attend the meeting without even a pretense of due process.
I had been working with the coalition as a citizen advocate based on my concern that this
case raised grave community concerns re: the circumstance under which Ms. Tran was
killed and based on my long-standing interest and concern that a pattern exists across this
country, including in Santa Clara County, that too often police killings and other forms of
police violence go unprosecuted.
I have for many years observed that the police are often treated with prosecutorial kid
gloves and that their alleged crimes are often not pursued with the same enthusiasm,
aggressiveness, or expenditure of resources that would apply to a similar criminal allegation
against an ordinary citizen.
In fact one of the reasons I supported your initial candidacy for District Attorney was the
interest you showed regarding the issue of the disproportionate police killings of members
of the African American community across this country. I’m certain you remember our
conversation in that regard despite the passage of many years.

As a member of the Coalition, I had attempted to provide my support and assistance which
includes, in addition to my past advocacy to improve police practices in this county, my
many years of experience as a criminal defense attorney. In preparation for the meeting
with Judge Hansen, I attended a meeting of the Coalition on Friday night September 26.
The meeting took place over several hours and included among other subjects discussion
of the upcoming meeting with Judge Hansen.
During the weekend prior to the meeting with Judge Hansen, I completed several hours of
research on grand jury proceedings in hope that I could ask, if necessary, some relevant
questions of Judge Hansen. My intent was to ensure that our Coalition could better
understand the upcoming open grand jury proceeding in the Tran case and to ensure that
the Coalition and the public they represent were as fully informed as possible regarding the
process.
When I arrived at Judge Hansen’s chambers for the meeting on September 29, his bailiff,
Tony Estrada, advised me that I could not enter the meeting and that I needed to wait to
speak with Richard Konda, the head of our Coalition. Mr. Konda then stepped out of
chambers and advised me that Judge Hansen did not want me at the meeting.
I stated to Mr. Konda that I did not know Judge Hansen personally and to my knowledge
had never appeared in his courtroom and as such there would be no reason to exclude me
based on prior contact. Mr. Konda stated he had advised Judge Hansen that I was a
member of the Coalition but Hansen continued in his insistence that he did not want me at
the meeting. I have enclosed an e-mail from Mr. Konda, that I discovered upon returning
home on September 29, expressing Judge Hansen’s desire to exclude me from the
meeting.
Prior to leaving the courthouse, I advised bailiff Estrada that I would be calling Judge
Hansen later in the day in an attempt to speak with the judge re: the reason for my
exclusion. I in fact did phone later that day but advised bailiff Estrada that I did not think it
would be productive for me to speak with Judge Hansen. Instead, I provided my home
mailing address to bailiff Estrada and requested that he pass it on to Judge Hansen with the
request that he send me a written explanation of his action. To this date, October 19, 2003,
I have received no written or other communication from Judge Hansen.
Prior to the September 29 meeting, I was one of the members of the Coalition who met with
Dan Nishigaya of your office with the intent of expressing my concern re: the upcoming
proceedings and to ask appropriate questions designed to learn as much as possible about
how the Tran case would be handled and to point out our concerns as a Coalition. I think if
you were to inquire with the others present at the meeting that you would find that all
members of the Coalition, including myself, participated in this meeting in a very
professional manner.
                                    The Importance of Citizen Advocates in a Democracy
I think it is fair to say that the criminal justice system relies on public input on numerous
issues from a wide variety of citizen advocates and citizen-based groups/organizations. All
of which play an essential role in allowing the community to have a say in the
implementation of community standards in our local criminal justice system. In fact, such
advocates play a fundamental role in shaping policy in the criminal justice system. It can be
argued that such advocacy groups and individuals play at least as important a role in
shaping policy as a judge, an elected district attorney, public defender, etc.
As an example, but surely not exhaustive, we have groups advocating for stronger
punishment – the movement for the three-strikes-law pushed by citizens after the Polly
Klass case. Similarly, there have been citizen groups working to amend the three-strikes
law so as to ensure that only those who have been convicted of serious or violent offenses

suffer the consequence of this law.
Other groups include Mothers Against Drunk Driving, numerous advocacy organizations
working to curb domestic violence, advocacy groups determined to protect
victims/defendants accused based on false or fabricated evidence or implanted memories
of child molestation. Citizen advocates for harsher drugs laws and groups opposed to the
war on drugs altogether. Citizen advocates pushing to expand the reach of the death
penalty and those on the other side seeking to abolish the death penalty The list of citizen
advocates just within the narrow range of the criminal justice system goes on and on.
The same applies to advocates in the broader area of civil rights and civil liberties. You,
George Kennedy, our District Attorney, if my memory serves me correct, are a long-time
member of one of America’s best-known civil rights advocacy groups the NAACP.
Imagine if you might for a moment the impact of Judge Hansen agreeing to meet with such
a group on an important criminal justice/civil rights issue and then deciding to exclude one
of its members from the meeting without stated reason or due process. This would be
totally unacceptable.
“The First Amendment, the Supreme Court has said, is designed to protect a robust
public debate, and if the government can keep out persons who espouse disfavored
ideas, our opportunity to hear and consider those ideas through the direct personal
exchange will be diminished. More broadly, excluding people for their ideas is
contrary to the spirit of political freedom for which the United States stands.” Enemy
Alien: Double Standards and Constitutional Freedoms in the War on Terrorism by David
Cole attorney and professor at Georgetown University Law Center, page 65
The government and certainly our public officials/judges should do nothing to abridge the
right of citizens to exercise free speech and or to discourage the people in the exercise of
their right to petition the government for a redress of grievances.
Surely the business of the Coalition for Justice and Accountability represents one of the
purest forms of First Amendment activity, citizens joining together to exercise free speech
and more specifically to redress grievances in connection with a matter of utmost
community importance, the Tran case.
In order to act upon their rights, the Coalition requested access to its courts and to the
official most directly accountable to the public vis-à-vis the upcoming grand jury
proceedings. The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court by his actions in unilaterally
excluding one of its members not only violated the civil rights of Mr. James but also the
entire coalition and the community they represent.
  Conclusion
I’m hopeful once you’ve reviewed this matter you will consider having your Public Integrity
Division conduct an investigation of this matter and if appropriate filing charges against
Judge Hansen and or convening a civil grand jury to consider the removal of Judge Hansen
from office or other appropriate sanctions. I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Aram James
832 Los Robles Ave
Palo Alto, Ca 94306

(650) 424-1249
abjpd1@juno.com

P.S. I’ve enclosed a number of articles and other material that demonstrates the type of
citizen advocacy I’ve been involved with over the last several years. I’ve enclosed this
material on the possibility that something I’ve published may have influenced Judge
Hansen’s conduct on September 29.
Enclosures: 1) Several published articles or letters on Prop 36. 2) Letter to the editor of the
Daily Journal “Jurist Shows Contempt For Public Trust” re: Judge Thomas Hastings. 3)
Letter to the editor of the Metro News re: light sentences received by molesting priests in
Santa Clara County. 4) Two letters, one to the Palo Alto Daily and one to the Daily Journal
re: the firing and prosecution of attorney Thomas Spielbauer. 5) Articles written (Metro Eye
and The Recorder) about my recent campaign, October 2002, requesting that judicial
candidates answer questions re: their positions on the issues, the death penalty, abortion,
gay marriage, US Aid to Israel.
. 6) Silk Screen titled: Vote No on Prop 21.7) Two bumper stickers: 1) Impeach The Son Of
A Bush! 2) I do not consent to a search of my person, my vehicle, or my residence So,
Don’t Ask. This individual is protected by the 4th Amendment. 8) Endorsements for the
general election of November 7, 2000.
CC: Richard Konda, Executive Director of the Asian Law Alliance. (No enclosures)
CC: Judge Thomas Hansen, Presiding Judge of The Santa Clara County Superior Court.
(No enclosures)
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I assume the City considers library usage a meaningful metric for determining whether or not to keep a library
open. Unfortunately, the current hours of the College Terrace branch are designed to assure limited usage, making
usage a misleading metric. Having the CT library open only eight hours per week (1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. on
Thursdays and Fridays) eliminates groups of would-be users. Please re-visit this.
The way things are trending with library hours and retail and the elimination of the shuttle, the City is encouraging
vehicle usage. That runs contrary to S/CAP and adds to circulation and parking problems. Any chance of the City
getting into synch with regard to these issues?
Annette Ross
Palo Alto
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Palo Alto seems determined to mess with programs that work. And waste valuable Staff time in the process of
doing that. The report on this item is a bit mind-boggling. As I read it I couldn’t help but wonder if it was
deliberately written to discourage scrutiny. Using numbers or letters to delineate key points would have been more
helpful than the use of bullet points so that one could reference a specific point.
The third bullet in one section references virtual permit options. Is the use of a virtual program really an option?
Can residents instead opt to continue with the physical sticker and hang tags for guests? Transitioning to a virtual
permit parking program leaves wide open potential for rampant abuse by those who do not own a permit to park in a
particular area but choose to park there anyway because it is convenient for them. The physical tags are an
immediate indictor that a car is legitimately parked in a given area. When a street is fully parked, that indicator is
important.
A consistent argument in the Staff Report on this is that the virtual program is better. The report specifically states
that the virtual approach will “streamline operations for staff”. While complicating it for residents? How are
violations - which can easily become problematic - to be known? Cars obviously won’t explode if parked where
they ought not to be parked, so how does a virtual program maintain the protections achieved by the existing RPPP?
How often and how do the license plate readers get read? What is the additional cost associated with that? Will fees
increase so as to maintain the required revenue-neutrality of the program so that costs to operate do not exceed the
fees charged? How is the license plate reader program limited so as to be constitutional?
About guest parking - the existing program that requires a hang tag works perfectly well. Requiring residents to go
on line and register a guest’s vehicle is onerous. Frankly, beyond paying for an annual permit, I cringe at the
thought of having to access a City website for anything to do with parking. I base this on problems experienced
with the utility website. What safeties will be built into the proposed program to assure that permit holders are not
fined b/c the website was not working as it should? And the idea that residents may have to register guests online is
offensive. Very Big Brother.
Tech isn’t always the answer, as we recently learned with regard to the train track monitoring system. I hope
Council will send this proposal back to Staff for serious revision. Or scrap it altogether.
Annette Ross
Palo Alto
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I am visiting Greece now.
Proof of inoculation is required at Museums and indoor eating.
Masks are required indoor public places.
There’s nearly 100% compliance. The POLICE enforce the rules.
Greece has about the same vaccination rate but about half the per capita covid death and case
rate as the US.
Please follow their example.
Steve Rock

ser84@caa.columbia.edu
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Oct 3, 2021, 10:57 AM
Subject: Santa Cruz Sheriff Jim Hart needs the death penalty for the conspiracy of the murder
of Santa Cruz Sheriff Damon Guitzweiler and other Boogaloo movements since 1990's.Argue
it.
To: Justin Sterling <justin@thesterlingfirm.com>, <uff.affarilegislativi@cert.vigilfuoco.it>
Cc: <police@newark.org>, <afg_evac@padilla.senate.gov>
Hi it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman. Jim Hart in the 1990's
was a pedophile in the city of Newark,CA. Jim Hart is violent agressive and wrongful. Jim
Hart has cohorts who adjust his behavorial habitual aggressions to make him adapt to society
to work and live a normal life in a leadership role whereas those around him aren't vocal
enough to describe his habitual aggressions. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs argues that Damon
Guitzweiler had been her friend and acquainted with her other friends such as Steven Carrillo
and his wife Airforce military Cadet Monica Carrillo. Diva argues about their family projects
as setting up a retail store and other family friendly outings and social events which allowed
our friendship to grow closer. Notice how everything was shut down whereas Diva wasn't
allowed to share personal information towards the homicde cases of Damon Guitzweiler and
or Monkica Carrillo and others similar. If information was taken it was covered up or hidden
whereas blacklisted "Do not talk or share information with Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka
Diva Jobs" law enforcement agents including law enforcement detectives including the SF
FBI would avoid, threatened and have psychological evaluations used to throw a charge of
5150 on Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee..to challenge threatened for her to only use the name
Dilma Coleman. All SF FBI agents insist that Dilma give them insight to crack their cases
which has the greatest reward money or they blacklist Dilma not to solve them and in the past
each police report etc has been Solicited for other things with the Netflix community who puts
together stories for TV documentary based on truth etc. The Boogaloo's law enforcement
agents affiliated with the past California Governor Gavin Newsom,Jerry Brown etc including
President Obama, and Trump have hacked previous employment records verification codes
whereas the Boogaloo's insits that Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs never had
credentials in law enforcement and they argue it chasing law enforcement agents to trap Diva
Lee aka Dilma Coleman into a search and sezuires based on a restraining order Daryl Bryant
(former abusive boyfriend who manipulated by the amounts of songwritings and real estate
ownership Diva had produced yet it's stolen and used by the Boogaloo's movements) placed
on Dilma Coleman etc. Jim Hart has the ability to tap into an individuals energies like an
occult therapist and manipulate the individuals to respond from a weaker position as if the

individuals is not able to articulate to disagree with Jim Hart. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
describes a brief description of Jim Hart whereas she is Victimized trapped by Jim Hart. Diva
doesn't go into deeper analysis with greater imagery of the assualts Jim Hart uses or something
like his cohorts use when in contact with Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name of
Dilma Coleman. In fact, the name calling is also a very long habitual behavorial agressions
towards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman which is always
misspelled and mispronounced. Argue it. Dilma Coleman had been kidnapped from a
residential neighborhood in Newark CA yet living at 6229 Thomas Ave Newark CA with
Ronald & Cynthia in the 1980's to the 1990's Argue it. In that home resided Craig & Martina
Robinson. Jim Hart,Laurie Smith and Jeff Rosen and others in law enforcement frequently
visited several homes in area of Newark CA. Why? To be among the wealthy families who
had investments properties in that area of Newark CA. Argue it.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs was trapped by Jim Hart? Why? Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs was a
talented girl(Psychic medium, child italian opera singer )..with abilities to communicate with
energies from the deceased.Diva could recall information about the individuals when they
were alive even though she never met them and was able to sing songs their living relatives
would recognize. In fact, there were TV shows recorded in Los Angeles CA."Touch by an
Angel" and other shows for Paranormal Investigations. The show had a host who acts as if he
could communicate with the deceased loved ones in the audience. During the show the host
would randomly select individuals in the audience and begin to tell them a story of the
deceased loved ones, their desires they didn't get to accomplish, their favorite songs, their
aspirations for their loved ones to achieve and or something like a legacy or legal business
transactions to the family of the deceased to focus on or continue to express a plan the
deceased relatives had for their living relatives. The guests went thru a series of questions and
had to give up valuable information about their careers etc. Jim Hart would collect money
intended for Diva Lee. Jim Hart has corrupt behaviors to insult, verbally abuse,Sexual abuse,
psycho analysis That is false yet it's Psycho analysis of being Victimized by Jim Hart.
Information gathered from individuals who appeared at those tV shows was used in corrupt
schemes for life insurance policy, car insurance and other things mainly Solicited for other
live audience shows etc. . The guests in the audience were moreover con artists or vigilantes,
criminals who had a great deal of law enforcement contacts thru their bad deeds. Jim Hart and
other corrupt individuals in law enforcement agencies in California and or across the U.S had
used their police report information and or files to solitict guests to those LA shows etc. There
was oftentimes lots of drug use and alcohol tobacco products in the parking lots and lots of sex
used products and ripped up clothing. Jim Hart would gather those things into a duffle bag and
scattering those items to use against the guests who appears on the show or went away from
the show into other areas towards the jurisdiction where Jim Hart worked. Oftentimes children
were targeted and used to stir up other issues of involuntary necessities.
What's Jim Hart's favorite insults on Diva Lee? Jim Hart loves to call Diva aka Dilma
Coleman names like delusional schizophrenic..those who use this terminology are in a cult and
the name calling stirs up their powers in sorcerery hypnotism. Argue it. Jim Hart is a crazy
Raggedy Ann and Andy doll on a scary movie. Argue it. In fact, Jim Hart had removed a
Raggedy Ann doll from underneath a deceased baby girl who later was buried in a backyard
and later left the doll there are a peacesake. Jim had focused on trying to make haunted things
as if his hobby was to create items for Winchester Mystery House or something like create an
haunted items or make expensive items haunted so the owner would get rid of them or sell it at
a low price.. Argue it. That Raggedy Ann doll had been targeted for containing demonic

energies and the doll was locked up under the Paranormal Investigations of Ed
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs was trapped backstage using her Psychic medium skills to give
information on those who appear on the show yet the host mimicking the information as if he
discovered it on his own thinking. Those individuals who participated in that show were often
Solicited for other scams whereas more and more of their revolving door was more deceased
individuals either neighbors, co-workers or friends as if they were really good and Solicited
thru their contact with law enforcement agents.
Jim Hart was often using hypnosis sorcerery spells and he targeted the health weaknesses on
his Co workers's hiring profiles etc. . Such as asthmatic individuals and or diabetes etc. It
doesn't matter Jim Hart is a serial killer,serial thief who often times is found with objects he
claims was gifts then he surrenders the items as gifts and it's use of often similar to contain an
energy whereas the individual who recieves it also surrenders the item. Why? Because Jim
Hart had studied how to transfer engery to items which are connected to a demonic energies .
Jim is a big big fan of the demonic items in the haunted objects and artifacts such as displayed
in the Ed Warren and Lorraine Warren's occult museum in Connecticut. That is how Jim Hart
manipulated outcomes of when he would use drugs on individuals and bargain charges and
give ultimatums and suggestions as to what the judge would grant them later. Jim Hart is the
law enforcement individual who needs to be Assassinated under the death penalty. Argue it.
JIM Hart and several Santa Clara County Judges are in secrecy using assets sharing
information and financial resources on the name Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs while the name
Dilma Coleman is trapped in a revolving door of poverty and homelessness. To capture Jim
Hart or have a fair Investigations for his accused habitual behavorial agressions is to trapped
Jim Hart with his entire head covered by a bag because of his powerful sorcerery. For a
detailed analysis of what led Jim Hart and his cohorts including Richard Blum (Diane's
Feinstein's husband and others in his Entourage led to the Assassinations of Damon
Guitzweiler. Damon Guitzweiler's murder was not done by Steven Carrillo. Argue it. Irronic
how the majority of those whom frequently visited the Boulder Creek area and or Santa Cruz
Area once frequently visited the Palo Alto,CA areas where the hot spots for santanic ritualistic
practices. Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Jonsen, Robert; Cecilia Taylor; Tony Dixon; Binder, Andrew; Perron, Zachary; Jeff Moore; Winter Dellenbach;
Human Relations Commission; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Braden Cartwright; Emily Mibach; Council,
City; Planning Commission; Dave Price; Betsy Nash; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Raj; Rebecca Eisenberg;
Roberta Ahlquist; Greer Stone; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Jay Boyarsky; DuBois, Tom; Shikada, Ed; chuck
jagoda; Joe Simitian
PROPUBLICA: In a California Desert, Sheriff’s Deputies Settle Schoolyard Disputes. Black Teens Bear the Brunt.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:37:53 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

In a California Desert, Sheriff’s Deputies Settle Schoolyard Disputes. Black Teens Bear
the Brunt.
Deputies in California’s Antelope Valley are disproportionately citing Black teens, often for
minor infractions, like getting in fights or smoking. “They’re turning the principal’s office into
the police station,” said one lawyer.
Read in ProPublica: https://apple.news/AWpLvcvqNQeuFCoGwCUq3og
Shared from Apple News

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brigham Wilson
Council, City
Library, housing, and tennis courts
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:47:33 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello City Council Members,
There are three items of feedback that I'd like to give you:
Downtown library hours are only 1-5pm Thursday and Friday. This is very inconvenient
for folks who work and the many pedestrian visitors to the University Ave area. It
would be nice to have weekend and evening hours at the Downtown Library.
With an affordable housing crisis in our city, why are you considering spending tens of
millions on a train solution instead of developing apartment buildings over cityowned parking lots near Caltrain stations? It is great that you are building a homeless
shelter, but putting it east of 101 makes it very inconvenient for people who rely on
public transportation. The Opportunity Center is located near jobs, transit, and
healthcare - we should build more affordable high-density housing in those types of
areas.
Finally, the tennis court policy is that "Only 50% of the available courts at any location
can be reserved at the same time and date. All other courts will remain open to the
general public." However, the Kim Grant tennis academy is reserving 6 of the 7 (87%)
Paly courts from 7-9pm M-F. I have gone on Mondays and Thursdays to Rinconada and
seen USTA tournament using 3 courts and private lessons using the other 3 courts 79pm. Since the remaining 3 courts do not have lights, this is 100% of the available
courts! Why is the 50% rule being ignored?
Thank you for your time,
-Brigham Wilson

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Human Relations Commission; Council, City; Planning Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda;
wintergery@earthlink.net; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; Greer Stone; Raj; Jeff Moore;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; DuBois, Tom; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Cormack, Alison; Joe Simitian;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com
Harris does damage control on the truth about Israel
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:17:36 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
FYI:
https://www.politico.com/amp/news/2021/09/30/harris-office-does-damage-control-over-students-israel-comment514837
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Perron, Zachary; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Winter Dellenbach; Council, City; Jeff Moore; chuck jagoda;
Raj; Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; Rebecca Eisenberg; Sajid Khan; Jeff
Rosen; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Greer Stone; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; DuBois, Tom; Filseth, Eric
(Internal); Cormack, Alison; Joe Simitian; Jay Boyarsky; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Wadixon@menlopark.org;
Betsy Nash; Cecilia Taylor; alisa mallari tu
NYTimes: How a Racist Scandal at the F.D.N.Y. Led to Its Biggest Suspensions Ever
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:41:09 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
How a Racist Scandal at the F.D.N.Y. Led to Its Biggest Suspensions Ever
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/01/nyregion/fdny-racism-scandal.html?referringSource=articleShare
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mickey suen
Council, City
City of Palo Alto is totally noise free from Gas Leaf Blowers
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:52:09 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Palo Alto Zero Tolerance for gas leaf blowers
with 100% Compliance.
Wouldn’t that be some headline. It has been really nice not to have the gas blowers disturbing
the peace during the shelter in place for a few weeks. How wonderful it is to get all the
gardeners back to work, but unfortunately that comes with their gas leaf blowers. On my
block, there are six houses on each side of the street and of these 12 homes, 9 use hired
gardeners. All use gas blowers! When three of them arrive at the same time, I feel like I am
in a war zone. Seems all the gardeners and homeowners have no regard for the law.
So this is NOT an article on complaining about gas blower since there have been many.  
The headline reads “100% Compliance” ok, 99.9% because there will always be someone who
demands to be different.
So how do we achieve 100% Compliance. It is costly for the City to add more enforcers and
the police are overworked and frankly have more important things to do with their time.
This is a step by step plan on how we as a city can reach 100% compliance within 6
months. In this process, reduce and maybe even eliminate this job for the police department,
generate new revenue for the city and create new jobs that cost the City nothing. I present this
to the City of Palo Alto as a free idea.
1. Send out one notice with the utility bill stating the law on Gas Leaf Blowers with the
statement that this is the education part of the ordnance and the only warning that each
home will receive.
2. Setup a city website which can receive reports of violations with a place to input address
of violation and 3 pictures of the violation. These pictures should have a time and date
stamp. Following pictures are required, one of the gardener doing the blowing, one of
the gardener’s truck with license plate or company name on the truck, and one of the
homeowner’s street address. The person making the report name and address for the
reward.
3. The city will fine both the homeowner and the gardener (X) dollars for the first
violation, (2X) dollars for the second violation etc. Half of the fine will be kept by the
City and half will be sent as a reward to the reporter. No more need to have a police
officer spend their valuable time running down violators and we have just created new
jobs for independent reporters.

This will be a win win solution for everybody except the law breakers and in the process,
create extra revenue for the city and create new jobs.
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Council, City
Mauled: When Police Dogs Are Weapons | The Marshall Project( and public records request)
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:20:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Molly & Ed.
Please read the below 13 part award winning series re the extreme danger of police canines.
1. Please, also, pursuant to the California record ac: provide me with the total legal costs thus far spent defending
the city in the canine attack involving Joel Alejo.
Best regards,
Aram James
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/10/15/mauled-when-police-dogs-are-weapons
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Human Relations Commission; Constantino, Mary; Van Der Zwaag, Minka; Greer Stone
Council, City; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Rebecca Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; Binder, Andrew;
Reifschneider, James; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore
For all HRC members who wish to have a complete discussion of canine units and related policy issues … beyond
just PAPD canine police( at the October 14 meeting of the HRC —the below linked to 13 part series is a must
read
Friday, October 1, 2021 6:27:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/10/15/mauled-when-police-dogs-are-weapons
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Machado
Council, City; Kou, Lydia; Tanaka, Greg; Filseth, Eric (Internal); DuBois, Tom; Burt, Patrick;
AlisonLCormack@cityofpaloalto.org; Stone, Greer
item 8AA on 10/4
Friday, October 1, 2021 5:08:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

On page 16 of the staff report it is noted that architects, developers, and consultants
who can benefit financially from changes in the city ordinances were contacted to
assist with this report. I note although residents' homes and their privacy are to be
greatly impacted by these changes, the participation of residents did not seem to be
a primary concern.
Although the invited stakeholders mentioned in the report may know the subject
matter very well, the general public may not. It is believed the more than 30 pages
of new ordinance could have been presented in a manner that explains to the
common resident what exactly they may be losing in the new ordinance and why.
An example is the City required solar panels on our neighbors newly constructed
home. Also we have sought bids for solar panels on our home which the city
encouraged. Will these new changes allow developers to cast a shadow at any time
of the day on a neighbor's solar panels costing the neighbor energy/money. If so
will the city/developer be liable.
Perhaps the staff could return with a report that is more user friendly and not one
that is just intended for professional stakeholders.
Thanks
Paul Machado

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Boyd Smith
Council, City
Lait, Jonathan; Shikada, Ed; Lund Smith
Smith Development Letter - Affordable Housing Commercial Impact Fee
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:41:53 PM
Outlook-kjo15m53.png
Smith Development Comment Letter on Proposed Palo Alto Fee Increase_10-1-2021.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois, Vice Mayor Burt, and Councilmembers,
Please find attached our comment letter on the proposed increase to the Affordable Housing
Commercial Impact Fee.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration of this letter.
Respectfully,
Boyd and Lund Smith

www.smithdevelopment.com
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Date:

October 1, 2021

From:

Boyd Smith, Smith Development
Lund Smith, Smith Development

To:

City of Palo Alto

Subject:

Smith Development Comment Letter on Proposed Increase to the Affordable
Housing Commercial Impact Fee

Mayor DuBois, Vice Mayor Burt, and Councilmembers:
I hope this letter finds you well. Smith Development is writing the City of Palo Alto to provide
input on the proposed increase to the affordable housing commercial impact fee scheduled for
Council action on October 18, 2021. Smith Development reviewed the October 4, 2021 staff report,
and the associated financial feasibility analysis, and identified two key flaws in the assumptions being
used in the analysis. We kindly ask that policymakers and staff review the issues we raise below and
reconsider what an appropriate fee increase would be. Those two key issues are:
1. Conditions as a result of COVID-19 have caused revenues to go down and costs to go up. The
report states, "It is important to note that construction costs are currently at an all-time high
due to COVID-19, which has caused disruptions in the labor market and supply chain
throughout the United States. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that hard costs
return to pre-pandemic conditions." An assumption that hard costs return to pre-pandemic
levels is too subjective at this time. While it's possible that could occur, it's also possible that
costs remain at their current rates (or even increase) as a result of a variety of factors
including supply chain disruption and consumer demand. Additionally, the revenue
assumptions used in this analysis are also based on pre-pandemic figures which make them
uncertain at best in terms of using them to justify an increase in the affordable housing
commercial impact fee moving forward.
2.

Pre-pandemic costs of construction for Class A office space with underground parking in Palo
Alto (excluding land costs and linkage fees) costs at least $1,000 per square foot, whereas the
financial feasibility analysis represents a cost of about $846.50 per square foot. This figure is
based on our calculations using the figures provided in the analysis. Further, additional
dewatering and shoring measures for underground garages, and higher than average
development impact fees, contribute to an already expensive building environment in the
City of Palo Alto that should be fully accounted for in this analysis.

In summary, the low construction cost assumption combined with the assumption that
construction hard costs will return to pre-pandemic levels, makes justifying an increase to the
affordable housing commercial impact fee based on this analysis particularly vulnerable to
overestimating the fee rates that future projects in Palo Alto can sustain. While some people may
not be concerned with over-burdening future development with new fees, such a practice can
have a myriad of unintended consequences including a reduction in other revenue sources
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associated with development. Therefore, we kindly ask that the City of Palo Alto reconsider the
assumptions made in this analysis in-light of the changes we have seen as a result of COVID-19
and bring back a revised analysis with assumption figures that more accurately reflect the current
market conditions.
In closing, while we understand the reasons the City of Palo Alto is looking at this issue, we
hope the information provided above illustrates how this proposed fee increase could over-burden
future projects and have a variety of unintended consequences. Thank you in advance for your time
and consideration of this letter and please let us know if you have any questions.
Respectfully,

Boyd and Lund Smith
Cc:

Palo Alto City Manager Ed Shikada
Palo Alto Planning Director Jonathan Lait
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Deborah Caplan
Milton, Lesley; Clerk, City; City Attorney; Council, City
Public Records Act request
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:10:16 PM
image001.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Ms. Milton, as you know, I submitted a request July 26 and have sent several follow-up emails
regarding that request. On September 22, I received an email saying that I would receive documents
shortly, but mischaracterizing my request – which had been substantially narrowed. The September
22 email referred to the original request. On September 24, I received notice that some documents
were available through the website. That letter continued to refer to the original request rather
than the narrowed request. I responded that I did not wish to use the online feature and asked that
the documents be sent to me electronically. When I received no response, I emailed again
September 29. I repeated my request that documents be sent to me electronically and I again
corrected the scope of the request.
This request is more than 90 days old and I have yet to receive a single document. I have never
experienced such a complete failure to respond to a PRA request from a public agency. If it
necessary to assign additional staff to this request so that it can be handled more expeditiously, I
would ask that you do so. Also, with respect to any claimed exemptions, please provide as much of
the redacted document as possible so that the time and recipients of the communication can be
examined.

Deborah B. Caplan

555 Capitol Mall, Suite 400 | Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 442-2952 | dcaplan@olsonremcho.com
olsonremcho.com
.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yahoo Mail.®
Honky
THIS TRUTH IS A MUST SEE AND IF WE THE PEOPLE? LET IT HAPPEN? MINDBOGGLING
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:47:52 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Global-Warning:e

DR. ARDIS VS. FACT CHECKERS! BLOWS WHISTLE ON FAUCI'S GENOCIDE. COLORADO
SPRINGS CONFERENCE

DR. ARDIS VS. FACT CHECKERS! BLOWS WHISTLE
ON FAUCI'S GENOCIDE. COLORADO...
Dr. Ardis vs. Fact Checkers! Blows Whistle on Fauci's Genocide.
Colorado Springs Conference 75% Off the 1776 Tum...

https://files.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/guidelines/covid19treatmentguidelines.pdf

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Allan Seid
Channing House Bulletin Board; CHOpinion@googlegroups.com
Fwd: scan
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:28:26 AM
20211001071710204.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Horray ! A GOOD AND SIGNIFICANTBEGINNING. MORE REFORM NEEDED STILL.
GOVERNOR NEWSOM also signed the following police reform bills:
* expand a law signed last year prohibiting carotid restraint and choke holds;
*requires police officers to intervene in situations where other officers use excessive
force;
* prohibits retaliation against officers who report an incident of excessive force.
* change minimum age requirement to be hired by law enforcement agency to 21 and
establishes higher educationrequirements for employment and creates a required
quality police curriculum in the community college system;
* requires law enforcement agencies to seek approval from their local governing bodies
when they buy surplus military equipment;
*expands the types of police personnel records that are subjectto public disclosure
inclusding those related to excessive use of force and failure to intervene, unlawful
arrests and discrimination;
*bans restraints an transport methods that carry a substantial risk of suffocating the suspect;
* makes participating in a "law enforcement gang," a group of officers within an agency that
engage in a pattern of rouge on-duty behavior, a fireable offence.
Allan

Friday, October 1, 2021 Daily Post

Ii
California has joined the vast majority of states in setting up a way to strip
the badges of police officers .who act
criminally or with bias, a change that
was among several criminal justice
reforms signed into law yesterday by
Gov. Gavin Newsom.
The reform bills Newsom signed
will also limit the use of rubber bullets
during protests, bar a type of restraint
hold that has led to deaths and detail
when an officer has a duty to intervene
to prevent or report excessive force.
"We are in a crisis of trust when it
comes to law enforcement right now,
across the state, across the nation," said
Attorney General .Rob Bonta, New-
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som's fellow Democrat who supported
the bills. "We're delivering concrete
solutions from banning dangerous
holds that lead to asphyxia to multiple
other mechanisms that improve accountability and oversight and transparency."
Officers can now lose their certification for serious misconduct including using excessive force, committing
sexual assault, intimidating witnesses,
making a false arrest or report, or participating in a law enforcement gang.
Other grounds include "demonstrating
bias" based on race, religion, gender
identity, sexual orientation or mental
disability, among other criteria.

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Aram James
Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; Council, City; Perron, Zachary; Tony Dixon;
wintergery@earthlink.net; Raj; Jeff Rosen; Vara Ramakrishnan; alisa mallari tu; Jay Boyarsky; Rebecca
Eisenberg; Betsy Nash; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Braden Cartwright; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org;
Shikada, Ed; chuck jagoda; Roberta Ahlquist; Emily Mibach; Planning Commission; DuBois, Tom; Greer Stone;
Joe Simitian; Tanaka, Greg; Cecilia Taylor; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Filseth, Eric (Internal); wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Cormack,
Alison; james pitkin; citycouncil@mountainview.gov
Re: USA TODAY: More than half of police killings in the US are unreported in government data, study finds (way
f—king worse then we thought) gotta make you mad or u just don’t care!!!!
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:00:27 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I’ve removed Mr. Dave Prices email address from the original sent by Aram. Mr. Price has
blocked my emails for years. Rather then delete them. Mr. Price as you all no is the publisher
of the Daily Post. You would think he would welcome a different perspectives from anyone
without prejudice.. More importantly from a First Amendment perspective.

Aram,
thanks for send this important story my way……..”Unreported government data” That data is
controlled at the ground level (police) and with strong relationships with the DA’s (Jeff
Rosen) corner’s office and beyond…one word convey the prevailing attitudes, conspirators.

To which everyones turns a blind eye, (city council / HRC with the exception of integrity held
journalism that lay bare the bones of there embraced complicity…..
Palo Alto Free Press
Sent from my iPad
On Oct 1, 2021, at 2:00 AM, Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:


More than half of police killings in the US are unreported in government
data, study finds
More than half of police killings in the U.S. are not reported in official
government data, according to estimates in a new study released Thursday.
Read in USA TODAY: https://apple.news/AdHEGkn5aR2uOy4Sl3-SodA
Shared from Apple News

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Council, City; Perron,
Zachary; Tony Dixon; wintergery@earthlink.net; Raj; Jeff Rosen; Vara Ramakrishnan; alisa mallari tu; Jay
Boyarsky; Rebecca Eisenberg; Tony Dixon; Betsy Nash; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Braden Cartwright;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Shikada, Ed; chuck jagoda; Roberta Ahlquist; Emily Mibach; Dave Price; Planning
Commission; DuBois, Tom; Greer Stone; Joe Simitian; Tanaka, Greg; Cecilia Taylor;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org;
Filseth, Eric (Internal); wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Cormack, Alison; james pitkin;
citycouncil@mountainview.gov
USA TODAY: More than half of police killings in the US are unreported in government data, study finds (way f—
king worse then we thought) gotta make you mad or u just don’t care!!!!
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:00:40 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.


More than half of police killings in the US are unreported in government data, study
finds
More than half of police killings in the U.S. are not reported in official government data,
according to estimates in a new study released Thursday.
Read in USA TODAY: https://apple.news/AdHEGkn5aR2uOy4Sl3-SodA
Shared from Apple News

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Human Relations Commission; Planning
Commission; Council, City; james pitkin; Jeff Moore; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Raj; chuck jagoda; Winter
Dellenbach; Roberta Ahlquist; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa mallari tu
Get the vaccine or get another job!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:54:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://nypost.com/2021/09/30/2600-lapd-workers-will-seek-religious-exemption-to-vax-mandate/amp/
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joy Connolly
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:34:36 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I live in New York but my partner lives here in Palo Alto, so I’m often here. I urge you to make University Avenue
and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY.
It's a matter of quality of life!
Sincerely,
Joy Connolly
A frequent visitor to Palo Alto

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

D Martell
News
Shikada, Ed; Council, City
Resident Feedback re City Newsletter - September 30, 2021
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:51:04 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Re today's online City Newsletter, I found the following to be annoying.
- Most links require acceptance of cookies before viewing ..
My hope is that you can change the way you offer links, so it doesn't invade resident privacy.
Thank you for your understanding. -Danielle Martell

On Thursday, September 30, 2021, City of Palo Alto <news@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
View this email in your browser

Artwork by Lauren Jane Berger

September 30, 2021

Connect with your community each week with the following updates on COVID19, City services, events and programs, dining and retail opportunities,

wellness and family resources, and ways to get or give help through volunteer
opportunities.
Coronavirus Report
Fiscal Year 2021-22 Adopted Budget Blog
Fire Prevention Week Blog
Parking Restriction Enforcement Resumes Oct. 1, 2021
Conserve Water to Prevent Restrictions
City Manager Weekly Update Blog: September 27, 2021

As of Sept. 28, the CDC reported a 7-day average of 107,625 new cases, which
is lower than last week’s average of 127,655. California reported a 7-day
average of 6,524 new cases and Santa Clara County reported a 7-day average
of 185 new cases as of Sept. 30.
More than 83 percent of eligible Santa Clara County residents have been fully
vaccinated for COVID-19, and more than 88 percent of eligible residents have
had at least one dose. The County remains one of the national leaders in
vaccination rates.
Looking for more local COVID-19 information? View Santa Clara County's
COVID-19 Dashboard.
Booster Shots Recommended for Certain Populations
Last week, CDC Director Rochelle Walensky endorsed the recommendation for
a booster shot of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine in certain populations
and recommended a booster dose for those in high-risk occupational and
institutional settings.
The booster shot is now available in Santa Clara County for those who received
initial Pfizer vaccination shots at least six months ago and are eligible according
to Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) guidelines.
Get more information about receiving a booster shot, including eligibility, here.

Free Vaccines and Testing Still Available
Everyone 12 years and older is eligible to receive a COVID-19 vaccine.
Visit sccfreevax.org to schedule your vaccination appointment or connect with
your healthcare provider. There are also multiple opportunities to be tested
throughout the City. Go to cityofpaloalto.org/testing to find convenient testing
dates for your schedule.
With the increased demand for testing, the County is expanding its testing
efforts to host testing events twice a month at the Cubberley Pavilion.
Upcoming testing dates are Thursdays, Oct. 14 & 28.

Fiscal Year 2021-22 Adopted Budget Blog
The City of Palo Alto City Council concluded an eight-week budget process,
with significant community engagement, by adopting a revised Fiscal Year
2021-22 budget on June 21, 2021, paving the way for the announced phased
expansion of City hours and services, restoration of services in the coming
year, and more. The new blog provides an update on the Fiscal Year 2021-22
adopted budget, shares details about community services offered, library hours
restored, and ways for the community to stay connected on the budget. Read
the blog here.
Fire Prevention Week Blog
Fire Prevention Week is Oct. 3-9, 2021—the perfect time to get up to speed on
the latest tips on keeping yourself and those around you safe inside your home
and business.
Sponsored by the National Fire Protection Association® (NFPA®)— this year’s
Fire Prevention Week campaign is “Learn the Sounds of Fire Safety™.” To
celebrate the theme, the latest blog on Fire Prevention Week shares smoke
and carbon monoxide alarm tips, from how to tell when it’s time to replace the
alarm, to how to pick the right one for you and your family.
The blog also includes details about a special Fire Prevention Week
storytime on Oct. 7 with Palo Alto Fire Department Chief Geoffrey

Blackshire. Read the blog here.
Parking Restriction Enforcement Resumes Tomorrow, Oct. 1, 2021
On Friday, Oct. 1, 2021, enforcement of citywide on-street and off-street
parking restrictions in commercial and residential districts resumes, including all
RPP areas. All vehicles without valid permits will be subject to tickets/citations.
The Palo Alto Police Department will also ticket any vehicle parked in such a
way as to present an immediate hazard. Read more in this news article here.
Conserve Water and Help Prevent Future Restrictions
With most of California, including the Bay Area and Palo Alto, considered to be
in an Extreme and Exceptional Drought phase, we urge community members to
act now to conserve water. In under six months, much of California was
upgraded to the Exceptional Drought phase. Conserving water is more
important than ever to help prevent possible future water restrictions. Find
conservation tips, best practices, and permanent water use restrictions here.
One way to conserve valuable water resources is by installing Green
Stormwater Infrastructure such as rain barrels, cisterns, rain gardens, and
pervious pavement to capture rain runoff from these hard surfaces. The City
recently launched a pilot rain barrel program to encourage residents and
businesses to purchase high-quality 50-gallon rain barrels that help conserve
water and reduce water pollution. This is one way you can conserve water
during rainy times. Learn more and order your rain barrel online at
rainbarrelprogram.org/paloalto now through Nov. 14, 2021.
Check back in next week’s e-newsletter for more water conservation tips and
resources.
City Manager Weekly Update Blog: September 27, 2021
At each Council meeting, City Manager Ed Shikada provides “City Manager
Comments” sharing recent City news, and updates for the community to stay
informed on important issues. This blog series summarizes these weekly
updates.
This week's update includes COVID-19 booster shots for certain populations,
Latinx and Hispanic Heritage month events, upcoming Code:ART by the Public
Art Program, volunteer opportunities and more!
Read the blog here.

Relaxing as a Skill: You’ve likely been told to relax at some point in your life.
In today’s busy world, we may see relaxation as a luxury. This article change
shows that relaxation is a skill that can be developed. Read on for tips to hone
this skill here.
Flexing our Attention: As with relaxation, being present and mindful may
improve focus and attention. This is good news in a time when everything is
demanding our attention. Read more about the specific cases where this might
hold true.
Recipe of the Week: The pumpkins are here and everything on the shelves
seems to have fall spices in them. If that’s your taste, we can vouch for this
pumpkin pancake recipe as a perfect Sunday brunch treat this weekend. We
added vanilla paste instead of extract but make it your own!

Code:ART, the interactive public art event, is coming up Oct. 7-9!
Brought to you by the City of Palo Alto Public Art Program, this event will
offer an opportunity to explore engaging artwork together while offering
adequate space for everyone to participate within their personal comfort
zone. The seven installations each have unique interactive components
utilizing light, sound, and projections to animate downtown. Learn more
about Code:ART.
Join the Art Center’s celebration of “The Art of Disability Culture”
exhibition in this unique hybrid community day on Sunday, Oct. 10, from
noon to 4 p.m. Participate in exhibition walkthroughs with the curator,
hands-on art activities, an introduction by Northern California’s only
stuttering female comedian Nina G, gallery activities, Canine
Companions, a performance by Bay Area native, African, Indigenous,
Deaf, Disabled, producer, choreographer, actor, and dancer Antoine
Hunter, and Mozzeria, the Deaf-owned Neapolitan pizza truck! Find more
information here.

In case you are surprised by extra sounds from the sky, keep in mind that
San Francisco’s Fleet Week takes place Oct. 3-11. Check the schedule
to see the events including airshows, concerts, and ship tours.
The Stanford Historical Society presents Sam McDonald: Beloved
Stanford friend, role model, and benefactor on Tuesday, Oct. 5, 4:30 – 6
p.m. Katherine Wright, a San Mateo County Park ranger and
interpretative specialist, will present a virtual slide show about McDonald
and the park that bears his name. Register to attend this free event.
Join the Computer History Museum on Thursday, Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. for
a virtual program that explores how artificial intelligence may change our
world within 20 years. Leading AI expert Kai-Fu Lee and novelist Chen
Qiufan joined forces to create 10 science-fiction stories that show how AI
might shape our lives. Free to attend. Register here.

View all upcoming events on the City Calendar
Helpful Links and Online Resources:
Get help or sign up to volunteer
California's Website for COVID-19 - covid19.ca.gov
California Department of Public Health
Santa Clara County Public Health Department
Find a free vaccine clinic near you
Find free COVID-19 testing near you
Resources for those in need of help and support:
Resources for those seeking help
Employees working for businesses that are struggling or closed
People who are stressed, anxious, or seeking mental support

'See You Soon' Artwork by Lauren Jane Berger, 2021
Palo Alto-based artist Lauren Berger was inspired by the interconnected nature of our community, which
has become even more apparent during these strange and historic times. Learn more about 'See You
Soon' and Lauren's work.
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Fwd: Appreciation
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:25:27 PM
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Following is a consolidation of the 9.29.2021 evening news clips -- from the San Francisco
Bay Area Fox, CBS, NBC, and KTSF. (Note: has 2 separate videos -FOX & CBS)

Enjoy! P. Fung, A. Seid

9.29The ceremony: SJ City Council Resolution
of Apology to Chinese Americans Bay Area
News Reports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhYCY3FqFVo
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Date: September 30, 2021 at 4:26:30 PM PDT
To: Sajid Khan <sajid@votesajid.com>, Dave Price <price@padailypost.com>,
hrc@cityofpaloalto.org, Emily Mibach <emibach@padailypost.com>, Braden
Cartwright <bcartwright@padailypost.com>, City Council
<city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>, Planning.Commission@cityofpaloalto.org,
chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com>, Raj <raj@siliconvalleydebug.org>,
Jay Boyarsky <jboyarsky@dao.sccgov.org>, Roberta Ahlquist
<roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu>, Greer Stone <gstone22@gmail.com>,
wintergery@earthlink.net, Rebecca Eisenberg <rebecca@winwithrebecca.com>,
Vara Ramakrishnan <vara@acm.org>, alisa mallari tu
<alisa@justlikefamily.com>, Joe Simitian <joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org>,
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org, tom.dubois@cityofpaloalto.org, Betsy Nash
<BNash@menlopark.org>, paloaltofreepress@gmail.com, ParkRec Commission
<parkrec.commission@cityofpaloalto.org>, Jeff Rosen <jrosen@dao.sccgov.org>
Subject: Governor Newsom Signs Policing Reform Legislation | California
Governor


https://www.gov.ca.gov/2021/09/30/governor-newsom-signs-policing-reformlegislation/
Sent from my iPhone
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Constantino, Mary
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paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Tanaka, Greg; Greer Stone; Joe Simitian; Van Der Zwaag, Minka; Rebecca
Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; Binder, Andrew; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Winter Dellenbach; Jeff Moore
Re: role of the HRC and scope of conversation on PAPD canine policy
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:39:08 PM
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Hi Mary,
Ok, thanks for this clarification. Just my perspective: Assistant Police Chief Andrew Binder
should be in attendance.
He oversees the PAPD Canine Unit and if at all possible should be in attendance on October
14, to answer questions from HRC members and members of the public( if the chair would be
so kind as to allow public questions on this critical issue).
Thanks so much for the quick turn around on this issue. If you receive any updates on this
matter I would greatly appreciate your receiving them.
Have an excellent and relaxed weekend,
Aram “Ban Canine Units Now” James
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 30, 2021, at 4:24 PM, Constantino, Mary
<Mary.Constantino@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:


Hello Aram,
I just listened to your voicemail. The item regarding Palo Alto PD is just going to be an
informational item regarding the conversation the Commissioners had with PD. At this
point there is no plan on having the police department in attendance. Mary

<image004.png>

Mary Constantino | Program Assistant II | Office of Human Services
Cubberley Community Center | 4000 Middlefield Road, T2 | Palo Alto, CA
94303
D: 650.463.4906 | E: mary.constantino@CityOfPaloAlto.org

Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you!
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Governor Newsom Signs Policing Reform Legislation | California Governor
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:26:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2021/09/30/governor-newsom-signs-policing-reform-legislation/
Sent from my iPhone
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Aram James
Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; chuck jagoda; Planning Commission; Jay Boyarsky;
wintergery@earthlink.net; Jeff Rosen; Vara Ramakrishnan; Rebecca Eisenberg; Raj; Council, City; Roberta
Ahlquist; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org;
Binder, Andrew
More on DA’s suit against his boss DA Jeff Rosen
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:45:51 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Follow the link below to view the article.
DA suit
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=2e43b1477_1345f16
Sent from my iPhone
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Aram James
DuBois, Tom; city.council@menlopark.org; Council, City; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission;
Jay Boyarsky; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Raj; Winter Dellenbach; Tanaka, Greg; gmah@sccoe.org; Vara
Ramakrishnan; Roberta Ahlquist; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Lewis. james; chuck jagoda;
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Dave Price; Greer Stone
Israeli Diplomat Pushed UNC to Remove Israel Critic Teacher
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:05:30 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://theintercept.com/2021/09/28/israel-palestine-unc-academic-freedom/
Sent from my iPhone
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Allan Seid
DENNIS LEE
Fwd: [chbb850] Ceremony of Apology to the Chinese Community - San Jose
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:36:51 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Allan and Mary Seid, John, and I drove to San Jose today (Wednesday) so the CH Racial and
Social Justice Committee could show support for the Ceremony of Apology to the Chinese
American Community, organized by the San Jose City Council. The ceremony included a City
Council resolution, read by an emotional Mayor Sam Licardo, " apologizing to Chinese
immigrants and their descendants for acts of fundamental injustice and discrimination,
seeking forgiveness, and committing to the rectification of past policies and misdeeds ,
which includes the burning of Market Street Chinatown. Several Chinese citizens accepted the
apologies, and all parties vowed to work together to rectify the lingering consequences of the
discriminatory policies of the City of San Jose. It was a very moving ceremony which ended
with a festive, traditional Lion Dance. We were glad to be a part of the great turnout in the
Circle of Palms downtown.
Here are some pictures from the event:
Frances

-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "CHBB" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
chbb850+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit
https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/chbb850/1803625746.65093.1632970316057%40connect.xfinity.com.
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Palo Alto Free Press
Aram James
Sajid Khan; Rosen, Jeff; Binder, Andrew; Council, City; Planning Commission; Gennady Sheyner; Kou, Lydia;
Anna Griffin; Human Relations Commission; Cindy Chavez; Joe Simitian; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; Cecilia Taylor; Jonsen, Robert; Nash, Betsy; Raj Jayadev; Greer Stone;
Tanaka, Greg; eric.filseth@cityofpaloalto.com; Cormack, Alison; DuBois, Tom; james pitkin; Braden Cartwright;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org
Re: Bad Cops keep pensions - investigation
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:00:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

You won't find a single Palo Alto Council person discussing this issue past or present.
I recall writing a story about an ex Palo Alto police detective by the name of Lewis Verbrea
this police detective was sexually assaulting women in the back of his Palo Alto police squad
car many of the current police officers are aware of these events and may have played an
active part in it's cover-up.
He received a slap on the wrist receiving six months in the county jail I believe.
The DA who was involved in his sentencing is now he Santa Clara county judge having since
forgotten her name.
He too is currently receiving his pension... outrageous one set of laws for civilians and an
altogether different set of laws for law for police.
As you know the current Palo Alto hrc member darol savage supports all police officers rights
in this regard.
And will avoid any questions concerning the subject.
Paul Walter Free Press
PS. Any grammatical errors are the result of Siri dictation.
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 29, 2021, at 11:30 PM, Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:

---------> On Sep 29, 2021, at
Check this out! aram
> Convicted cops keep one of their biggest perks ( their pension)
> https://cnn.it/3uqh9XE

>
>
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---------> On Sep 29, 2021, at
Check this out! aram
> Convicted cops keep one of their biggest perks ( their pension)
> https://cnn.it/3uqh9XE
>
>
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Lisa Van Dusen
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Tanner, Rachael
Thank you for your support of more housing
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:04:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Mayor DuBois, City Council members, Ed and city staff,
Thank you for the courage and commitment you all demonstrated on Monday evening in support of providing more
housing for more people in an inclusive way in Palo Alto.
Your hard work and votes to move forward on both the Eden Housing project in Charleston for affordable housing
including the IDD community as well as supporting a joint Project Home Key application for an Emergency
Housing facility with LifeMoves made for a big night!
I realize that there is much more work and some process ahead - and Monday evening represented major milestones
for both projects.
Thank you for your efforts to be creative, resourceful and committed in figuring out how to provide inclusive,
dignified housing in Palo Alto.
May there be continued momentum,
Lisa
Lisa Van Dusen
lvandusen@mac.com
650-799-3883
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
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Date:
Attachments:

PTAC Advocacy
Council, City; supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
PTAC President; april.roeseler@cdph.ca.gov; board@pausd.org; daustin@pausd.org; Shikada, Ed;
president_19_20@paloaltopta.org; rochelle.gaddi@cep.sccgov.org
Palo Alto Council of PTAs — Letter on Vaping Ban Enforcement
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:45:50 PM
2021.09.29 — PTAC Letter on Vaping Ban Enforcement.pdf
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Mayor Dubois and Supervisor Simitian:
On behalf of the Palo Alto Council of PTAs (PTAC), please see the attached letter regarding
the enforcement of the Palo Alto Vaping Ban.
Sincerely,
Steven Lee
Vice President of Advocacy
Palo Alto Council of PTAs

DocuSign Envelope ID: 18E59CD4-7293-4656-B595-1FE30590F4FC

September 29, 2021

Mayor Tom Dubois and Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Sent via Email: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
Supervisor Joe Simitian
70 West Hedding Street
San Jose CA 95110
Sent via Email: supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org

Dear Mayor Dubois and Supervisor Simitian:
We are writing on behalf of the Palo Alto Council of PTAs (PTAC). Over the past couple of years,
PTAC has worked collaboratively with the State of California Department of Public Health, City of Palo
Alto, Santa Clara County, parents, students, nicotine addiction experts at Stanford, and adult and teen
community stakeholders to address the vaping epidemic. The work was started in 2019 and is on-going to
address the teen vaping crisis in Palo Alto.
One of the outcomes of this on-going community collaboration was the passage of the City of
Palo Alto’s Municipal Ordinance No. 5502 (“Vaping Ban”). The Vaping Ban, which mirrors the County’s
ban, prohibits all retailers in Palo Alto from selling vaping devices and flavored tobacco products -- to
anyone (not just minors). Flavored tobacco products are flavored specifically (e.g., cotton candy, unicorn
poo, etc.) to target teens.
Addressing the teen vaping crisis will require a multi-prong approach. That approach includes this
Vaping Ban, along with parent education and student awareness, substance abuse treatment and mental
health services, and other preventative efforts. In 2020, California PTAs passed a statewide resolution
calling out flavored tobacco products that harm our teens. Over 99% of statewide PTAs supported the
resolution. National PTA and local PTAs continue to monitor the teen vaping data and find overwhelming
consensus in the public health community, including the American Medical Association, that measures
like this Vaping Ban are a critical component to protecting teens.
Unfortunately in Palo Alto, we have a problem with enforcement of the Vaping Ban. Not enough is
being done. PTAC has received numerous reports from our parents and community members that the
Raw Smoke Shop on California Avenue has, as recently as this past week, been selling vaping devices
and flavored tobacco products to adults and minors alike in violation of the Vaping Ban. This is a blatant
disregard for the law. PTAC has strong reason to believe that other local retailers may also be in violation
of the Vaping Ban.
PTAC condemns the Raw Smoke Shop for blatantly violating the Vaping Ban and for its
continued role in adversely impacting the health of our teens.
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PTAC formally requests that the City and County work together to more vigorously enforce
the Vaping Ban by suspending Raw Smoke Shop’s tobacco permit and by taking similar
enforcement action against any and all retailers who violate the Vaping Ban.
While there may still be lingering debate in the community about the Vaping Ban as a matter of
policy, that debate has already been decided by our City Council. This is no longer a policy debate. It is
now a matter of enforcement.
Palo Alto parents have been reporting violations to the City. There, however, remains little
visibility or evidence that any enforcement actions have actually occurred.
PTAC respectfully requests a formal response from the City and County on what specific
enforcement actions have or will take place against Raw Smoke Shop and other retailers who are
in violation of the Vaping Ban.
PTAC is optimistic that we can improve and safeguard the health of all children if we remain
vigilant and continue to work together as a collaborative community.

Respectfully submitted,

Christina Schmidt
President, Palo Alto Council of PTAs

Steven Lee
Vice President of Advocacy, Palo Alto Council of PTAs

Jade Chao
Immediate Past President, Palo Alto Council of PTAs

CC:

Palo Alto City Manager (Ed Shikada)
Director of the Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health (Jim Blamey)
Chief of the Palo Alto Police Department (Robert Jonsen)
PAUSD School Board and Superintendent (Don Austin)
California Department of Public Health Tobacco Control Chief (April Roeseler)
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Fwd: In 1992..the attack on Diva Lee her wineries. Richard Blum witnessed the Fraudulent business transactions
of Gavin Newsom his sorcerery spells to steal PlumbJack including the South Lake Tahoe mansions managed by
a corporation.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 29, 2021, 5:30 PM
Subject: In 1992..the attack on Diva Lee her wineries. Richard Blum witnessed the Fraudulent
business transactions of Gavin Newsom his sorcerery spells to steal PlumbJack including the
South Lake Tahoe mansions managed by a corporation.
To: <segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <districtattorney@sfgov.org>
Cc: <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>
It's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs..argues that the talk is about 1992 The wineries where Diva owned
them whereas it was an inheritance from an Italian relatives. Diva Lee Aka Diva Jobs married
Justin C Sterling..who is a current attorney in Los Angeles CA using the same
slides(plagerized) on his law firm advertising websites whereas Diva created them during law
school.and Justin C Sterling possibly used DIVA's law school books or hid them as a dream
this n that to oppress Diva Lee. . It was Justin C Sterling who was forced to hire Lucinda
Southworth to work at the winery business while Diva focused on her motherhood and
teaching preschool nursery kids..etc. That's what they did. Lucinda Southworth had a sexual
relationship with DIVA's husband Justin Sterling. DIVA's adopted dad Steve Jobs caught
Justin Sterling in the acts..and Justin C Sterling divorced Diva and forced Diva to never use
his name Sterling. Argue it. What did Lucinda Southworth do..she was in a Sexual relationship
with Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana..during her interview with The wineries. Lucinda
Southworth had used product scented Vagasil and showered at the winery In 1992 . Diva
arrived at the winery with Steve Jobs and took a shower and seen the Vagasil products. Daddy
instructed his daughter diva to use the soap and just trust that he will like the reaction of Justin
Sterling when we got home. Diva had spent nights alone. Steve Jobs was known for his
detailed questions on measurements..sex smells,fart smells good or bad..Dad asks questions
about Did u get sex last night from Justin Sterling. Diva responds no daddy he's tired. Dad
Steve Jobs left the winery retail whatever and Sure. Justin Sterling had to show affection
towards his wife and describe the scent on her body as that's the confession Justin Sterling
made that Steve Jobs made him show His wife Diva what he did to the women he worked with
named Lucinda Southworth in the 1990's . Argue it. . Diva was only age 16 with multiple
attacks on assets that's what they wanted and they kept it away from Diva since the 1992. Diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs ain't been the same..That evil cohorts of Lucinda Southworth family
Affiliated with Wissam Al Mana continued to antagonize, oppressed and victimized Diva Lee
aka Diva Jobs. DIVA's adopted father Paul Jobs was killed in 1993, Edward Debartolo Sr was
killed in 1994. Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman were killed in 1994. Mary Maxwell

Gates the mother of William Gates was killed in 1994. All of them had frequently visited the
winery. Argue it. All that in the 1990's went on and on based on Gematria santanic ritualistic
practices from Lucinda Southworth's father and his.cohorts, Lucinda Southworth, Larry Page,
Gavin Newsom, and now Richard Blum's cohorts. That same group accompanied a
Oakland,CA warehouse and did a Gematria santanic ritualistic practices with fire which killed
36 people. Diva says Gavin Newsom is a serial Arsonist with sorcerery spells and affiliated
with dangerous Narcissistic Joan Grande.. that's what I am saying. It was Joan Grande her
Communication sorcerery spells on ear pieces. Why did that Warehouse have so many bed
mattesses? Ask Carl Gully (Sophia Vaughn about who set those fires ignited certain materials
mostly wiring inside certain areas of that warehouse fire. Ask Danielle the Life Moves event
coordinator affiliated Joan Grande, Kris Jenner,Gosh you gone crazy if u cant believe to arrest
Lucinda Southworth family members..who did that Warehouse fire on Dec 2,2016. Do you
understand what I'm am saying? There was beach front house Diva owned in Santa Cruz CA
whereas that property was stolen too.and tins of that drug GHB used. ..what else is happening
now? Attachment#1 a biracial man possibly the son of Richard Blum and Afro-American
women..age 33. Argue it. Attachment#2 Richard Bloom in the 1980's. Best regards Dilma
Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Debbie Mytels <debbie.mytels@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 29, 2021 at 3:23 PM
Subject: Why Switching to Electricy Matters, Sun Oct. 10, 4:00 pm
To: Debbie Mytels <debbie.mytels@gmail.com>
Dear Friends,
About a third of global warming comes from the methane gas we burn to heat our water,
warm our homes, and cook our food. We all know methane is a highly flammable safety
hazard — and it creates indoor air pollution when burned. The solution?  Switch to Clean
Energy! We can use the renewable electricity now flowing through our wires to provide the
energy we need.
Come learn how and why "The Switch is On." Panama Bartholomy, head of the Building
Decarbonization Coalition, will share his strategy for shifting from the toxic methane gas
that's often created by a fracking process — and he'll offer a vision of thousands of new, wellpaying jobs. Gunn High School students, Katie Rueff and Saman de Silva, will discuss
practical steps in making the switch: appliances, costs, rebates, and finding an installer.  Sally
Mentzer, electric cooking enthusiast, will offer a tasty demonstration of electric induction
cooking.

Sunday afternoon, October 10, 4:00 - 5:30 pm
St. Bede’s Episcopal Church,
2650 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park (enter driveway from Monte Rosa Drive)
OR join by ZOOM.
Please register to receive Zoom link & so we’ll know how many in-person treats to prepare:
tinyurl.com/S2CEeEe
In-person participants are asked to wear masks and sit socially distanced in the large
sanctuary at St. Bede’s. Treats from the induction cooking demo will be offered in the
courtyard outdoors at the end of the program.
The program is sponsored by 350Silicon Valley’s Palo Alto team, Peninsula Interfaith Climate
Action, St. Bede’s Episcopal, and the Cool Planet group at First Presbyterian Church of Palo
Alto. Questions? pica@interfaithpower.org  

Please share the flyer below with others!
Hope to see you on October 10!
Cheers,
Debbie Mytels
Chair, Peninsula Interfaith Climate Action

Debbie Mytels
2824 Louis Road, Palo Alto, CA  94303
(650) 759-0888
debbie.mytels@gmail.com
Please note my new email address.
Visit The Switch is On to learn about electrifying your home.

SWITCH TO CLEAN ENERGY:

THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELECTRIFYING OUR
HOMES AND BUILDINGS
PRE-REGISTER!

Using the QR code or this link:
tinyurl.com/S2CEeEe
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WHERE?

St. Bede's Episcopal Church
2650 Sand Hill Rd, Menlo Park
AND on Zoom

WHEN?

Sunday, Oct 10 4-5:30pm
We can protect Earth’s climate by switching from gas and by
using clean energy! Come hear:

PANAMA BARTHOLOMY, Building Decarbonization Coalition,
KATIE RUEFF & SAMAN DE SILVA, Gunn students on why and
how to electrify
SALLY MENTZER, Induction cooking demonstration
SPONSORS:
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Palo Alto Climate Team

Peninsula
Interfaith
·
Climate Action (PICA)

c ool Planet
Group
First
Presbyterian
Palo Alto
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Debbie Loveland, Sierra Club
Council, City
Oops! Sincerest apologies from Sierra Club’s Gift Planning team
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:50:17 PM
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Hello Supporter,
Yesterday morning you mistakenly received an email from Sierra Club’s Gift
Planning team. Please accept our sincerest apologies for our communication error.
We respect and value your contact preferences and apologize for any inconvenience
this may have caused you.
If you have requested more information from our team, please allow us a little time to
get back to you.
Warmly,
Sierra Club’s Gift Planning Team
gift.planning@sierraclub.org

This email was sent to: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
This email was sent by the Sierra Club
2101 Webster St Suite 1300 Oakland, CA 94612
View Email as Web Page | Click to unsubscribe
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Keith Ferrell
Baird, Nathan
City Mgr; Transportation; Council, City
Re: Southgate RPP question
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:49:33 PM

Nathan,
That doesn't answer anything. In fact it just brings up more questions.
What Covid effects are being relieved by not enforcing permits that we were told we had to
purchase?
Why were we not told via mail, as we were told to purchase permits, that the program was not
being enforced? That would have prevented people from using daily tags for no reason.
What are the fixed cost components that we are paying for that continue without actually
having a permit program?
Why have you not sent out notices to residents that the program has not been enforced so that
they can ask the city for a refund of their daily passes?
Is it.even legal to collect fees from residents and not.oerform the service as required?
And yes, the city is using this as revenue. You are collecting a fee and not providing a
promised service.
Keith
On Wed, Sep 29, 2021, 2:32 PM Baird, Nathan <Nathan.Baird@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Hello again, Mr. Ferrell,

Enforcement was suspended to provide relief to effects related to the Covid19 pandemic.
Enforcement is now confirmed to return October 1, 2021. The most recent delay to restart
was to provide residents and staff additional time to secure/provide permits. We know this
has been a difficult time and appreciate your understanding as we restart and resume regular
services. The RPP programs are not designed to provide any revenue to the City, but the
collected fees are necessary to provide cost recovery for program components, many of
which were not significantly reduced despite enforcement citations being suspended. Again,
staff can potentially issue replacement of used daily permits (stamped as utilized on days
where no enforcement occurred) but are unable to blanketly provide refunds. Staff have no
means of verifying eligibility for refunds otherwise. Enforcement teams have been
delivering physical warnings to vehicle windshields since at least mid September in all
districts.

Thank you,

Nate Baird

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:55 PM
To: Baird, Nathan <Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Transportation
<Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS! PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CITY IS CHARGING
RESIDENTS FOR AN UNENFORCED PARKING PROGRAM. HOW IS THIS
ACCEPTABLE?

Nathan,
What services have been provided for the Southgate RPP since May 1, 2021? I have been
told there has not been enforcement of the RPP. Essentially what you are saying is that the
city told us to order permits but didn't enforce the program. If you would like, I can direct
you to the city document that states that the neighborhood will be regularly enforced.

We were mailed letters telling us to buy permits and that enforcement would start May 3,
2021. Why were we not mailed letters telling us that it was not being enforced? My guess is
that the city did not want us to know that they were collecting money with zero benefit.

You can not just assume that people read the papers and city council updates. I believe that
is why we have always received physical notices in the past. I expect the same to alert us
that enforcement will continue.

Has the city reached out to ANYONE telling them they are eligible for a refund?

Please completely and full answer my questions.

Thanks.

On Wed, Sep 29, 2021, 1:32 PM Baird, Nathan <Nathan.Baird@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Hello Mr. Ferrell,

Thank you for your queries.

When will we be informed that our permits are being extended?
Annual resident Southgate permits are valid through April 30, 2022 and will not be
extended. Permit costs cover the provision of services provided.

When will we be informed that the program is going to start being enforced?
Staff have been widely informing the public that enforcement returns October 1, 2021, on
the City’s web pages and in City Council updates and messaging. A short grace period is
expected but not guaranteed.

For those that purchased and used daily permits to avoid a ticket thinking the program was
being enforced, will they be refunded the $25 daily permit fee? If not, why not?
Staff can potentially issue replacement used daily permits (stamped as utilized on days
where no enforcement occurred) but are unable to blanketly provide refunds. Staff have
no means of verifying eligibility for refunds otherwise.

Thank you,
Nate Baird
Parking and Shuttles Manager
City of Palo Alto Office of Transportation

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 5:40 PM
To: Transportation <Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Baird, Nathan
<Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Hur, Mark <Mark.Hur@CityofPaloAlto.org>;
Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be
cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Coming back to this as we have yet to receive an explanation.

When will we be informed that our permits are being extended?

When will we be informed that the program is going to start being enforced?

For those that purchased and used daily permits to avoid a ticket thinking the program was
being enforced, will they be refunded the $25 daily permit fee? If not, why not?

Thanks
Keith

On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:30 PM Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com> wrote:
Please explain the portion of the note where it says, "While we understand residents
believe they are losing value on the permits through a lack of enforcement, there are
associated costs to maintaining a program of this kind. The City of Palo Alto RPP
parking program is voluntary, and you are allowed to purchase at any time of the year
or when there is full enforcement."

The purchase price of the permits should easily cover the cost of the program given that
the program is not active. The program is not voluntary. If I need to park on the street,
I need to buy a permit or I will get ticketed. How is that voluntary? We were told that
we would need to buy a permit as enforcement was going to start back in April/May.
We have received no notice that the enforcement has ended. Why is that?

TO THE CITY COUNCIL: Why are residents being asked to purchase a permit for a
program that is essentially not active? I request that all permits that have been
purchased be extended an additional six months, given that the program has not been
enforced for that length of time. If the enforcement does not start on October 1, then I
request that the permits be further extended. This is what was done the prior year.

Residents are not an ATM for the city to use when they need money. If the RPP is not
being managed, what exactly are the costs? If the costs to print and track permits are
more than the cost of the printing and inputting of the information, then something is
very wrong.

I would like an explanation from someone as to how this is being allowed.

Keith

On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:19 PM Transportation <Transportation@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:
Hello Mr. Ferrell,

Here is the response from the parking team:

On behalf of the City Manager, Ed Shikada, thank you for registering your concerns
with the Office of Transportation.

The City’s parking programs have not operated regularly due to the impacts of
COVID. After a couple previous attempts, including in early May, the City will
resume full enforcement on October 1, 2021. Soft enforcement with notices/warnings
will increase as the date approaches.

While we understand residents believe they are losing value on the permits through a
lack of enforcement, there are associated costs to maintaining a program of this kind.
The City of Palo Alto RPP parking program is voluntary, and you are allowed to
purchase at any time of the year or when there is full enforcement.

We apologize if our program management has not been satisfactory over the summer.
Still, we appreciate your feedback and will take it into consideration as the program
evolves, especially as we continue to negotiate the demands of a public health
emergency.

Please let us know if you have any additional questions.

Sarah Wilson (she, her)
Administrative Assistant, Office of Transportation
City of Palo Alto
Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org
(650) 329-2520

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:36 AM
To: Hur, Mark <Mark.Hur@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Baird, Nathan
<Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Council, City
<city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

Mark/Nathan,
Since we were required to renew our residential permits in Southgate back in April, I
would have expected enforcement to also begin shortly thereafter. I can't remember
seeing any vehicles coming through the neighborhood checking on permits. I've seen
several cars in the neighborhood without tags that have been parked for weeks, others
just during the day. I have even left our car on the street several times and forgot to
put a tag on it, but didn't receive a ticket.

If the city isn't going to monitor the parking situation and ticket cars that are illegally
parked, then why are we paying for a permit?

If the city ever looks at the cost of the RPP's around the city, I will expect that staff
points out that one of the reasons that revenues are so low is due to the fact that cars
that are parked illegally are not being ticketed.

Please let me know when I can expect to see enforcement of the Southgate RPP.
Otherwise, please issue an extension or a refund on our current permits.

Thanks
Keith
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To:
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Date:

Aram James
Jeff Rosen; Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission;
chuckjagoda1@gmail.com; Raj; Greer Stone; Tanaka, Greg; Kou, Lydia; Council, City; Dave Price
Prosecutor sues his boss for free speech violations
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:45:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://sanjosespotlight.com/prosecutor-sues-santa-clara-county-da-for-retaliation-lawsuitdistrict-attorney-jeff-rosen/
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Dave Price; Emily Mibach; Braden Cartwright; wintergery@earthlink.net; Human Relations Commission; Council,
City; chuckjagoda1@gmail.com; Planning Commission; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen
Newsom should sign bill, protect news reporters
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:23:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Follow the link below to view the article.
Newsom should sign bill, protect news reporters
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=09c418664_1345f15
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
DuBois, Tom; Pat Burt; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Cormack, Alison; Human Relations Commission; Council, City;
Planning Commission; ParkRec Commission; chuckjagoda1@gmail.com; Roberta Ahlquist; Jeff Moore;
gstone22@gmail.com; Tanaka, Greg; Kou, Lydia; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Joe Simitian; Sajid Khan; Jeff
Rosen; Jay Boyarsky
Newson inks numerous bills to add housing—including integrity unit intended to force city compliance ( about
time)
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:13:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Follow the link below to view the article.
Newsom inks bills to add housing
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=1c2bd9eb6_1345f15
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Keith Ferrell
Baird, Nathan
City Mgr; Transportation; Council, City
Re: Southgate RPP question
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:55:46 PM

CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS! PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CITY IS CHARGING
RESIDENTS FOR AN UNENFORCED PARKING PROGRAM. HOW IS THIS
ACCEPTABLE?
Nathan,
What services have been provided for the Southgate RPP since May 1, 2021? I have been told
there has not been enforcement of the RPP. Essentially what you are saying is that the city told
us to order permits but didn't enforce the program. If you would like, I can direct you to the
city document that states that the neighborhood will be regularly enforced.
We were mailed letters telling us to buy permits and that enforcement would start May 3,
2021. Why were we not mailed letters telling us that it was not being enforced? My guess is
that the city did not want us to know that they were collecting money with zero benefit.
You can not just assume that people read the papers and city council updates. I believe that is
why we have always received physical notices in the past. I expect the same to alert us that
enforcement will continue.
Has the city reached out to ANYONE telling them they are eligible for a refund?
Please completely and full answer my questions.
Thanks.
On Wed, Sep 29, 2021, 1:32 PM Baird, Nathan <Nathan.Baird@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Hello Mr. Ferrell,

Thank you for your queries.

When will we be informed that our permits are being extended?
Annual resident Southgate permits are valid through April 30, 2022 and will not be
extended. Permit costs cover the provision of services provided.

When will we be informed that the program is going to start being enforced?
Staff have been widely informing the public that enforcement returns October 1, 2021, on
the City’s web pages and in City Council updates and messaging. A short grace period is

expected but not guaranteed.

For those that purchased and used daily permits to avoid a ticket thinking the program was
being enforced, will they be refunded the $25 daily permit fee? If not, why not?
Staff can potentially issue replacement used daily permits (stamped as utilized on days
where no enforcement occurred) but are unable to blanketly provide refunds. Staff have no
means of verifying eligibility for refunds otherwise.

Thank you,
Nate Baird
Parking and Shuttles Manager
City of Palo Alto Office of Transportation

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 5:40 PM
To: Transportation <Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Baird, Nathan
<Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Hur, Mark <Mark.Hur@CityofPaloAlto.org>;
Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Coming back to this as we have yet to receive an explanation.

When will we be informed that our permits are being extended?

When will we be informed that the program is going to start being enforced?

For those that purchased and used daily permits to avoid a ticket thinking the program was
being enforced, will they be refunded the $25 daily permit fee? If not, why not?

Thanks
Keith

On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:30 PM Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com> wrote:
Please explain the portion of the note where it says, "While we understand residents
believe they are losing value on the permits through a lack of enforcement, there are
associated costs to maintaining a program of this kind. The City of Palo Alto RPP parking
program is voluntary, and you are allowed to purchase at any time of the year or when
there is full enforcement."

The purchase price of the permits should easily cover the cost of the program given that
the program is not active. The program is not voluntary. If I need to park on the street, I
need to buy a permit or I will get ticketed. How is that voluntary? We were told that we
would need to buy a permit as enforcement was going to start back in April/May. We
have received no notice that the enforcement has ended. Why is that?

TO THE CITY COUNCIL: Why are residents being asked to purchase a permit for a
program that is essentially not active? I request that all permits that have been purchased
be extended an additional six months, given that the program has not been enforced for
that length of time. If the enforcement does not start on October 1, then I request that the
permits be further extended. This is what was done the prior year.

Residents are not an ATM for the city to use when they need money. If the RPP is not
being managed, what exactly are the costs? If the costs to print and track permits are more
than the cost of the printing and inputting of the information, then something is very
wrong.

I would like an explanation from someone as to how this is being allowed.

Keith

On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:19 PM Transportation <Transportation@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:
Hello Mr. Ferrell,

Here is the response from the parking team:

On behalf of the City Manager, Ed Shikada, thank you for registering your concerns
with the Office of Transportation.

The City’s parking programs have not operated regularly due to the impacts of COVID.
After a couple previous attempts, including in early May, the City will resume full
enforcement on October 1, 2021. Soft enforcement with notices/warnings will increase
as the date approaches.

While we understand residents believe they are losing value on the permits through a
lack of enforcement, there are associated costs to maintaining a program of this kind.
The City of Palo Alto RPP parking program is voluntary, and you are allowed to
purchase at any time of the year or when there is full enforcement.

We apologize if our program management has not been satisfactory over the summer.
Still, we appreciate your feedback and will take it into consideration as the program
evolves, especially as we continue to negotiate the demands of a public health
emergency.

Please let us know if you have any additional questions.

Sarah Wilson (she, her)
Administrative Assistant, Office of Transportation
City of Palo Alto
Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org
(650) 329-2520

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:36 AM
To: Hur, Mark <Mark.Hur@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Baird, Nathan
<Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Council, City
<city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

Mark/Nathan,
Since we were required to renew our residential permits in Southgate back in April, I
would have expected enforcement to also begin shortly thereafter. I can't remember
seeing any vehicles coming through the neighborhood checking on permits. I've seen
several cars in the neighborhood without tags that have been parked for weeks, others
just during the day. I have even left our car on the street several times and forgot to put
a tag on it, but didn't receive a ticket.

If the city isn't going to monitor the parking situation and ticket cars that are illegally
parked, then why are we paying for a permit?

If the city ever looks at the cost of the RPP's around the city, I will expect that staff
points out that one of the reasons that revenues are so low is due to the fact that cars
that are parked illegally are not being ticketed.

Please let me know when I can expect to see enforcement of the Southgate RPP.
Otherwise, please issue an extension or a refund on our current permits.

Thanks
Keith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cherrill Spencer
Council, City
Understanding why we cannot have an ordinance on hate speech. My talk to Council, 27 Sept
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:59:49 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council
Here is the speech I made during oral communications on topics NOT on the agenda during the 27th
September 2021 Council Meeting (held via zoom). At the end of this text of my talk I provide some
information on why hate speech is not a crime including several Supreme Court decisions that show
that a city or state cannot have an ordinance that makes hate speech into a punishable crime.
Good Evening Councilors
I am Cherrill Spencer, a member of the Cities for CEDAW Coalition, appearing before you, to once
again complain that your motion of 1st October 2018, to create an ordinance based on CEDAW
(Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women) has been diverted off
the City staff’s task list, this time by a recent motion of the Policy and Services Committee, a motion
to have staff and the Human Relations Commission work on drafting an ordinance to make saying
hate speech a misdemeanor for example.
A little bit of research into the First Amendment of our Constitution and its protection of free speech
leads one to understand that “hate speech” is not a legal term and there are many Supreme Court
decisions that threw out cases where someone tried to legally punish someone else for saying some
words that they thought were offensive.
Why, you might ponder, does our city not already have an ordinance that punishes a person for
spouting hateful things? Because it would not stand up in a court proceeding. I will send you a letter
listing some of these Supreme Court decisions [this is that letter].
So please, tell the City staff NOT to work on a hate speech ordinance, but to get back to working on
an ordinance based on CEDAW which will deal with discrimination against women and girls, which IS
a crime.
Please take the time to understand the difference between a hate crime and hate speech and stop
the City staff from wasting their valuable time on a useless ordinance that tries to legally punish hate
speech. Thank you.
Cherrill Spencer, member of the Cities for CEDAW Coalition of Palo Alto
Resident of Palo Alto since 1974
&&&&&&
SOME EXPLANATIONS ABOUT WHY THERE CANNOT BE AN ORDINANCE ABOUT HATE SPEECH,
Including examples of Supreme Court decisions about hate speech. (blue text is hyperlinked)
A hate crime occurs when some hateful words are accompanied by an action that is clearly
defined as a crime, e.g. a person is punched in the face by the other person saying the
hateful words, or the words are scrawled across the side of someone’s car so it is damaged
(=vandalism). Hate speech without any such action is not a crime.
The right of Americans to voice their beliefs without government approval or oversight is
protected under what may well be the most honored and least understood addendum to the

US Constitution: the First Amendment.
Floyd Abrams, a noted lawyer and award-winning legal scholar specializing in First
Amendment issues, noted that American law protects free speech more often, more
intensely, and more controversially than is the case anywhere else in the world, including
democratic nations such as Canada and England. See more
https://law.duke.edu/news/first-amendment-legend-abrams-urges-broad-protections-freespeech/
In his book “The First” by well regarded law professor, Stanley Fish, he devotes chapter 2
to “Why Hate Speech Cannot be Defined” and in brief says it is impossible to define hate
speech, that it all depends on your own point of view and one cannot make a law about a
thing that changes in time and in the public’s opinion from one period to another. In Cohen
v California Justice Marshall Harlan famously said, “[O]ne man’s vulgarity is another man’s
lyric”. It could be said that one person’s hate speech is another person’s speaking of truth
to a world that needs to hear it. Wouldn’t it be better if the content of hate speech were selfidentifying, such that everyone, upon hearing an instance of it would declare “That’s
hateful” .Then that example would stand still long enough to become the object of
regulation. But it is actually a moving target, some people would say thus and such words
are hateful and others would disagree, so trying to regulate “it” would fail. The result is that
hate speech can be defined only as speech produced by persons whose ideas and
viewpoints you despise and fear. “Hate speech is what your enemy says loudly” to quote
Professor Fish. You will notice these considerations have not mentioned free speech or the
first amendment, just that it is impossible to define hate speech.
Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969), was a landmark decision of the United States
Supreme Court interpreting the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.[1] The Court held that
the government cannot punish inflammatory speech unless that speech is "directed to inciting or
producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such
action".[2][3]: 702. Specifically, the Court struck down Ohio's criminal syndicalism statute, because
that statute broadly prohibited the mere advocacy of violence. In the process, Whitney v.
California (1927)[4] was explicitly overruled, and doubt was cast on Schenck v. United
States (1919),[5] Abrams v.United States (1919),[6] Gitlow v. New York (1925),[7] and Dennis v. United
States (1951).[8]
From https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hate_speech_in_the_United_States :
Hate speech in the United States cannot be directly regulated due to the fundamental
right to freedom of speech protected by the Constitution.[1] While “hate speech” is not a
legal term in the United States, the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled that most of
what would qualify as hate speech in other western countries is legally protected free
speech under the First Amendment. In a Supreme Court case on the issue, Matal v.
Tam (2017), the justices unanimously reaffirmed that there is effectively no "hate speech"
exception to the free speech rights protected by the First Amendment and that the U.S.
government may not discriminate against speech on the basis of the speaker’s viewpoint.[2]
Justice Samuel Alito wrote: Speech that demeans on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender,
religion, age, disability, or any other similar ground is hateful; but the proudest boast of our
free speech jurisprudence is that we protect the freedom to express "the thought that we
hate". United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U. S. 644, 655 (1929) (Holmes, J., dissenting).[15
&&&& END OF SOME EXPLANATIONS ABOUT WHY THERE CANNOT BE AN ORDINANCE ABOUT
HATE SPEECH &&&&&
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Dilma Coleman
attorneygeneral@agc.gov.jm; ncip@scu.edu
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Fwd: Richard Blum fart machine toys for Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs the psychic medium MD to JD those
Conversations at Home Depot San Jose,CA in 2020..with the non fragrance flowers. And non scented Kleenex.
Rent $20 isn"t DIVA"s real farts ENOUGH.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 29, 2021, 12:17 PM
Subject: Richard Blum fart machine toys for Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs the psychic medium MD
to JD those Conversations at Home Depot San Jose,CA in 2020..with the non fragrance
flowers. And non scented Kleenex. Rent $20 isn't DIVA's real farts ENOUGH.
To: <regentsoffice@ucop.edu>, <segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>
Cc: <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>
Hello it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. What's happening now? Is my pa pa and ma ma doing
better something like that baby wipe didn't bite. In 2020, Diane Feinstein's
(Attachment#1)husband Richard Blum stood outside of the Home Depot in San Jose CA..he
recieved unsual prayers a creative way brief go away brief leave me alone conversation with
Diva Lee the psychic medium..MD to JD. Diva Lee survived numberous name calling in that
Home Depot parking lot. All Richard Blum understood was that the baby wipes won't bite.
Yes . Diva asks Ur sick and won't die up here or down there unless Diane Feinstein refuse to
use a baby wipes. Richard Blum debate that his daughters wasn't pregnant. Richard went to his
wife and asks her to proceed with using a baby wipe on him. The paycheck from that. . it was
more like the Diva Lee MD to JD Psychic medium, Psychiatric nurse said that Richard Blum
would survive 6 germ x santiizing wipes. Diane Feinstein refuse that type of debate to be used
all over Richard Blum's body. The conversation seemed really good yet the understanding of
what needed to be illustrated.went to.let me scratch ur back...no I don't excema or MRSA on
that. Richard's hand was over his chest.Diane handed Diva a germ x hand sanitizer ( if ur
suck if thumb in the day..ise this wipe) Diva prayed..the Lord prayer..and said blood of Jesus
Christ. Diva don't want to suck her thumb at age 45 it's embarrassed moments that Diane
Feinstein's Alrithgrams of DIVA's real habitual behavorial habits as a thumb sucker is the
same as if it was still 1978. That's was funny to her..and had fun. We stood in the sunlight in
front of the planted flowers for sale at the home Depot. Diva said those flowers don't have a
scent...Richard Blum understood that he could water his plants.. possibly later that it was a
lemon tree..at the home Depot that needed a hole add soil add water. Richard Blum understood
that Diva answered his questions.yet question#2 was at the shed the display shed in the
parking lot. Richard Blum gave a high five but his fingers didn't touch DIVA's hand. Diva said
the rent was $20. And that's it. DIVA's response was $20 rent. What's ur name sir. My name is
Richard Blum. Diva said ain't no rent $20 and she ain't delusional schizophrenic
anymore...name calling should be more like Diva admits finally that she is a Farter. Yes.

(Attachment#5)Diva says she is louder than the fart toy at Target which is sold for under $5.
That the end of it. Since that parking lot conversation with Richard Blum that $5 fart toy (not
seen in attachment#5)was recalled and no longer sold at Target. Richard Blum understood that
the fart toy he collects are similar to these in attachment#5. Argue it. The home Depot thru the
plant and at Target stores stood people aware that there were several using the identity of Diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs..and her financially abused charectoristics behaviors wasn't hers and the
women using Diva's inherited income and or something like that was a heavy set women who
wore her hair with blonde colors had a romantic relationship with Elon Musk or his identical
twin brother Reeve Musk Wjotyla. Argue it. What's happening now? Dima Coleman currently
recognize that women at Gateway Hall homeless shelter. That women had violent controlling
attacks on Diva Lee in Italy whereas Dilma Coleman reflects on being in Italy Victimized by
people who used that GHB drug on her..and have continued to harrass,strike, and peel off
simple items whichever makes Dilma Coleman survive and look normal without her actual
documents, financial accounts DIVA's real identity and financial resources. Why is Diva Lee
aka Dilma Coleman homeless whereas Richard Blum found DIVA's real estates Properties
filled with individuals who spread their sorcerery spells and oppressed Diva Lee in the name
of Dilma Coleman. Argue it. Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee.
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Tom DuBois
Jean McCown
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Lucy W. Wicks; Joel Berman
Re: Stanford announces steps to acquire Notre Dame de Namur University campus in Belmont
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:48:07 AM

Wow! Very interesting development. Congratulations
On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 4:18 PM Jean McCown <jmccown@stanford.edu> wrote:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Mayor DuBois, City Councilmembers and City Manager Shikada:

It is with great enthusiasm that I share the news that Stanford University has entered into an
agreement with Notre Dame de Namur University (NDNU) to work toward Stanford’s
purchase of NDNU’s campus in Belmont, California. The agreement is designed to support the
academic missions of both universities and stems from a new vision that NDNU is
independently pursuing to transition to a university offering graduate programs and
undergraduate degree completion programs. That shift led NDNU to decide to sell its campus.

For Stanford, the campus presents exciting potential opportunities as it pursues its educational
mission and Long-Range Vision that includes more purposeful engagement with the region,
nation, and world. The universities envision a future for the site under Stanford’s leadership
that honors the shared academic histories of NDNU and Stanford as institutions of higher
education working to advance knowledge and understanding for the betterment of humankind
and supports the distinct plans that each university has for its future.

Attached is a full announcement of this agreement.

Stanford is committed to engaging all stakeholders throughout the process of planning for the
Belmont campus’ future. As it begins the process, the university is inviting interested
stakeholders to send comments and questions to belmontcampus@stanford.edu.  

Please let me know if you have any specific questions.

Sincerely,

Jean McCown

Jean K. McCown
Associate Vice President
Office of Government Affairs
Stanford University
(650) 725 3329
COVID at home (650) 324 8768

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Binder, Andrew
Human Relations Commission; Perron, Zachary; Reifschneider, James; Tony Dixon;
citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Council, City; Betsy Nash; Cecilia Taylor; Stump, Molly; Greer Stone; Sajid Khan;
Jeff Rosen; Raj; Jeff Moore; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; city.council@menlopark.org; Tanaka, Greg; Rebecca
Eisenberg; Planning Commission; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com
Human Relations Commission Meeting ( Oct 14, 2021) Re: Canine Unit policies changes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:46:10 PM
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September 29, 2021
Hi Andrew, ( Assistant Chief Andrew Binder)
Just wondering if you intend to be at the HRC meeting on October 14, 2021 to address
proposed policy changes re the current PAPD canine unit?
As you and I have discussed I believe the only moral and just policy would to ban canine units
in all situations involving the apprehension of presumed innocent crime suspects.
I hope by the time of the HRC meeting you will have read the Pulitzer Prize award-winning
series: Mauled: when police dogs are weapons ( see link below) so you can give the
community a true picture of the danger of this extraordinary dangerous weapon ( police
weaponized canines).
I know you supervise the canine unit for the PAPD. And I know you would like to be the next
chief of the PAPD.
As such it behooves you to be transparent with the community in other words to tell the truth,
no half truths or obfuscation, that these vicious canines have a long history of being trained
and deployed by mostly white police officers on African Americans and other people of color.
We both know this is true, correct?
The Palo Alto community also deserves to know the annual cost of maintaining our canine
unit: the cost of two high paid officers used in large part to parade these dangerous canines to
our school children and to other, and numerous, public functions, without ever presenting to
our children, our community, the vile racialized history re the use of canine units.
Time to tell the entire story Assistant Chief Andrew Binder. I for one am counting on you.
Best regards,
Aram James   
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/10/15/mauled-when-police-dogs-are-weapons



9/27/2021
Hi Mary,

The chair is a very bright man. And despite my
criticism, it’s seems the HRC continues to function well
and benefit the community on a number of critical
issues.

That said his refusal to give folks sufficient time to
speak is inexcusable and anti-democratic. As you know
the HRC, prior to the current regime, was communityfriendly …and in my view consistent with the mission of
the HRC encouraged community participation.

The HRC historically, for all the years I‘ve attended,
gave speakers five minutes for oral communication and
five minutes to speak on separate agenda items. The
meetings were often packed with many members of the
community speaking to the critical issues of the day.

Now the meetings rarely have more than one or two
speakers and still the chair insists on limiting the one or
two speakers to two minutes during oral communication
and on agenda items. These arbitrary limits despite the
chair’s propensity for running on almost endlessly on all
issues.

The efficiency of the meetings apparently is more
important to the chair than public participation.
Forgotten is the lesson of the first Jew on the Supreme
Court Louis Brandeis: the most important participant in
a democracy is not the public official but rather the
citizens-members of the community. (Emphasis mine)

In any event, I will continue to attend HRC meetings and
express my views on the important issues of the day.

I’m used to dealing with right-wing judges, Jim Crow
judges, judges determined to deny my client's due
process and the right to a fair trial. Despite these
obstacles, we always figured a way to get our message to
the jury even in the most restrictive of environments.

I refuse to be intimidated by this chair, a judge, or any
other public official.

I am, however, afraid that other members of the public
without the benefit of my training may have already
been scared away by the unnecessarily authoritarian
atmosphere created by the chair. Ok, see you at the
October 14, meeting. Thanks for continuing to update
me on HRC issues.

Best regard,

Aram

P.S. I will be very interested to see if community
members show in large numbers at the October 14, HRC
meeting…. to discuss whatever policy suggestions HRC
members Kraus and Savage have made to the PAPD re
possible changes to the current PAPD canine policy.

P. S. As I have made clear in my writing to the HRC,
city Council, etc., the only acceptable policy in light of
the history of the use of canines to disproportionately
target African Americans and other people of color is to
ban the use of canines to apprehend presumed innocence
crime suspects.

                               

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Council, City
citycouncil@mountainview.gov; james pitkin; Tanaka, Greg; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Cormack, Alison; alisa mallari
tu
After lawsuits and calls for his firing, police agent leaves Palo Alto | News | Palo Alto Online |
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:00:36 PM
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FYI:

Hi Andrew, ( assistant police chief Andrew Binder)

Excellent work in encouraging at least one former rogue
member of the PAPD to leave law enforcement
hopefully for good.

It will be interesting, moving forward, to see how much
the city will have to payout for DeStefano’s
extraordinarily brutal beating of Julio Arevalo.

Keep up the great work,

Aram James

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/09/27/afterlawsuits-and-calls-for-his-firing-policeagent-leaves-palo-alto

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean McCown
Council, City; Shikada, Ed
Lucy W. Wicks; Jean McCown; Joel Berman
Stanford announces steps to acquire Notre Dame de Namur University campus in Belmont
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:19:27 PM
2021.09.27 NDNU Announcement[40][1].pdf
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Hello Mayor DuBois, City Councilmembers and City Manager Shikada:
It is with great enthusiasm that I share the news that Stanford University has entered into an
agreement with Notre Dame de Namur University (NDNU) to work toward Stanford’s purchase
of NDNU’s campus in Belmont, California. The agreement is designed to support the academic
missions of both universities and stems from a new vision that NDNU is independently pursuing
to transition to a university offering graduate programs and undergraduate degree completion
programs. That shift led NDNU to decide to sell its campus.
For Stanford, the campus presents exciting potential opportunities as it pursues its educational
mission and Long-Range Vision that includes more purposeful engagement with the region,
nation, and world. The universities envision a future for the site under Stanford’s leadership that
honors the shared academic histories of NDNU and Stanford as institutions of higher education
working to advance knowledge and understanding for the betterment of humankind and supports
the distinct plans that each university has for its future.
Attached is a full announcement of this agreement.
Stanford is committed to engaging all stakeholders throughout the process of planning for the
Belmont campus’ future. As it begins the process, the university is inviting interested stakeholders
to send comments and questions to belmontcampus@stanford.edu.  
Please let me know if you have any specific questions.
Sincerely,
Jean McCown
Jean K. McCown
Associate Vice President
Office of Government Affairs
Stanford University
(650) 725 3329
COVID at home (650) 324 8768

Stanford INews
Embargoed until Tuesday, Sept. 28, at 3 p.m. PT
Contact: Joel Berman, University Communications: (650) 208-8819; joelberman@stanford.edu
Monday, Sept. 27, 2021
Stanford takes steps to acquire Notre Dame de Namur University campus in Belmont
The potential transaction supports NDNU’s ongoing transition to a primarily graduate university while providing
Stanford with additional space to support its people and programs and deepen its commitment to the region.
Stanford University has entered into an agreement with Notre Dame de Namur University (NDNU) to work toward
Stanford’s purchase of NDNU’s campus in Belmont, California. The agreement is designed to support the academic
missions of both universities and stems from a new vision that NDNU is independently pursuing to transition to a
university offering graduate programs and undergraduate degree completion programs. That shift led NDNU to
decide to sell its campus.
For Stanford, the campus presents exciting potential opportunities as it pursues its educational mission and LongRange Vision that includes more purposeful engagement with the region, nation and world. The property’s existing
use as a residential academic campus was an important consideration for Stanford, as was its location on the
Peninsula in proximity to public transit and Stanford’s existing main and Redwood City campuses.
The universities envision a future for the site under Stanford’s leadership that honors the shared academic histories
of NDNU and Stanford as institutions of higher education working to advance knowledge and understanding for the
betterment of humankind and supports the distinct plans that each university has for its future.
“We are delighted to be planning for the future of the Belmont campus in a way that strengthens both universities
and our respective connections to the community,” said Stanford President Marc Tessier-Lavigne. “We have a
chance to envision new and innovative academic uses for the site that are grounded in its rich history and embrace
the dynamism of the Bay Area.”
A Stanford campus in Belmont could, for example, unlock opportunities to provide space for programs that are
emerging from the Long-Range Vision and extend the reach of the university’s Continuing Studies course offerings to
more Bay Area residents.
For NDNU, the agreement with Stanford will provide financial resources that enable the university to develop new
programs and provide outstanding educational opportunities to its students, continuing its 170-year legacy.
“This agreement between NDNU and Stanford gives NDNU the flexibility to grow again in new and exciting ways,”
said NDNU President Beth Martin. “We will be able to continue the programs for which we are so well known, and to
add new programs directly targeted to changing student needs, including a mix of in-person, hybrid and fully online
programs."
“This is a unique opportunity for Stanford to support higher education in the region, connect with residents in a part
of the Peninsula where we have historically not had as much of a presence and invest in expanding our academic

Stanford News Service
425 Santa Teresa Street, Stanford, CA 94305-2245 T 650.723.2558 F 650.725.0247

mission in service to the community,” said Stanford Provost Persis Drell. “While we do not anticipate moving existing
teaching and research activities off of the main campus, adding a campus in Belmont will provide us with additional
space and facilities to enhance those activities through more regionally-focused work.”
Stanford will develop a campus plan with input from NDNU, the Stanford community, City of Belmont and local
residents. In tandem with and to inform that process, Provost Drell will be working with a faculty advisory group to
provide strategic direction about possible future academic uses for the campus. The space planning and campus
design effort are being led by Stanford’s Land, Buildings and Real Estate Department through a process that is
expected to take several years, beginning when Stanford submits its application for site improvements that require
city approval.
Stanford is committed to engaging all stakeholders throughout the process of planning for the Belmont campus’
future. As it begins the process, the university is inviting local residents and community stakeholders to send
comments and questions to belmontcampus@stanford.edu.
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Heidi Voltmer
Council, City
Kate Conley; Kate Blessing-Kawamura
Follow up comments on 525 East Charleston Road
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:12:14 PM
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Dear City Council members,
I wanted to follow up on the discussion last night on the planned development at 525 East
Charleston around two items.
First I strongly endorse Council Member Kou's request that height poles be put up on the
site so that people can get an accurate idea of the height of the proposed building. I have
asked the architect twice for renderings of the building showing it in relationship to the
building around it but so far she has only shared rendering of the building by itself.
Second as my neighbor Carmen Rodwell pointed out last night, people in the
Greenmeadow neighborhood do not oppose the project. We do however have concerns
about the lack of parking currently in the project and safety issues due to the traffic the
project will generate as well as the overall size in relationship to everything else around it.
While there have been multiple community workshops and meetings, I don't believe that
those issues have been adequately addressed in the current project design. I hope that that
the architect, developer, and planning commission will work to address these issues prior to
a building permit being issued.
Thank you for your consideration,
Heidi Voltmer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; dennisbalakian; David Balakian; Doug Vagim; Mayor; Mark Standriff;
esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; Council, City;
alumnipresident@stanford.edu
Fwd: State Citrus hauling rules
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 2:29:56 PM
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 2:10 PM
Subject: Fwd: State Citrus hauling rules
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 2:03 PM
Subject: Fwd: State Citrus hauling rules
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 1:59 PM
Subject: Fwd: State Citrus hauling rules
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 1:37 PM
Subject: State Citrus hauling rules
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Tuesay, September 28, 2021
To allLook at why they are requiring the tarps when transporting citrus in Calif. The psyllid
and the bacteria it can spread to the citrus trees has only wiped out 70% of the citrus
industry in Florida. Yikes!

State delays new citrus-hauling rules - The Business Journal
Big new Bee Sweet mandarin processing facility in Fowler: (south of Fresno on 99).
Hope this article opens. One of those where you get 5 views and then blocked: They see your
IP address, so maybe you get 5 views. Tellls about the scale of the mandarin industry in
California. And then you see the article above about the psyllids and the tarp requirement.
Hard to see why it takes an hour to put a tarp on when loading and another hour to remove it
when unloading. Looks like some automated equipment is needed to place and remove the
tarps. And tarps on the trucks is the main way to protect the trees? They do spray in the
orchards and require twigs and leaves be handled right by packers. This threat to the industry
is a huge issue.
Fowler citrus packer to build new facility. Here's the buzz - The Business Journal
L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danielle
Council, City
Housing!
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:38:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Council members,
We are writing to urge you to approve The Eden project for 50 affordable homes, Life Moves
proposal for 88 transitional units at LATP and to relax some of the Objective Zoning Standards
that notoriously make it difficult to build in our community. We want PA to be a more
welcoming place for everyone and it is not. We'd love it to be a place where our kids could
return to, people from different communities and income levels would be able to live etc. In
order for those things to happen we must build more housing.
Thanks for all you do,
Danielle and Jon Mewes
(539 Seale Ave)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arlene Goetze
Senator Becker; senator@feinstein.senate.gov
4,700 say Covid --Crimes on Humanity
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:36:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

September 27, 2021

TOP NEWS OF THE DAY
Pfizer, Moderna Eye Windfall Profits as
COVID Booster Rollout Begins

4,600+ Doctors, Scientists Accuse
COVID Policymakers of ‘Crimes
Against Humanity’

Ralph Nader: Let’s Teach Kids About
Corporate Criminals

Why Many Americans Think COVID
Poses Same Risk for All Age Groups

Gene Editing May Cause ‘Massive

Damage’ to Chromosomes, Study Finds

Take Action: Tell Biden and Congress
to Investigate Fauci’s Role in
Dangerous Gain-of-Function Research

Pfizer Says Ready Within Days to Ask
for Approval of COVID Vaccine for Kids
+ More

Tens of Thousands of New York
Healthcare Workers Could Lose Jobs
as Soon as Today + More

You Make It Possible

Children's Health Defense depends on generous
donations from our community. Large or small, every
donation gets us closer to achieving our goals.
Listen to what RFK, Jr. has to say.
Become a Member | Donate Now

Children’s Health Defense | ChildrensHealthDefense.org
Our mission is to end the childhood health epidemics by working
aggressively to eliminate harmful exposures, hold those responsible
accountable, and establish safeguards so this never happens again.

Children’s Health Defense
1227 North Peachtree Pkwy, Suite 202
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269
Contact us
Want to change how many emails you receive?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe below.
Unsubscribe or Manage
Your Preferences

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Landesmann
Council, City
Release of U.S. Government Accountability Office Report on Aviation Noise Impacts
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 12:06:34 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council,
Per below, the U.S. Government Accountability Office has released the highly anticipated
report on how the FAA handles noise impacts and PBN and GAO makes some key
recommendations.
I participated in the GAO interviews when their team interviewed our national quiet skies
group of grassroots leaders from Queens, Minneapolis, and Boston, QSC.
As you may be aware, there are some open questions about the future of the SCSC roundtable
and ongoing community concerns about how airspace changes are being handled. I hope this
report can provide some definitive guidance to establish a common understanding of what
concerns your constituents and many communities around the country.
Best,
Jennifer
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Hamer, Katherine E <HamerK@gao.gov>
Date: Tue, 28 Sept 2021 at 10:48
Subject: Release of U.S. Government Accountability Office Report on Aviation Noise Impacts
To: jlandesmann@gmail.com <jlandesmann@gmail.com>
Dear Jennifer,
Thank you for taking the time to speak with us as part of our review of community noise
impacts from FAA’s implementation of performance-based navigation (PBN). Our review is
complete and we would like to share a copy of the final report with you.
You can access the full report, AIRCRAFT NOISE: FAA Could Improve Outreach through
Enhanced Noise Metrics, Communication, and Support to Communities, here.
Our report examines:
·         FAA’s approach to assessing potential community noise impacts from proposed
PBN changes,
·         The extent to which FAA’s noise impact analysis conveys expected changes in the
noise created by flights overhead, and

·         How FAA has conducted community outreach on potential noise impacts of PBN
implementation and actions FAA could take to improve its outreach.
Please let us know if you have any feedback, and we welcome your sharing our work with
others who may be interested.
Best regards,
Katie
Katherine E. Hamer
Senior Analyst
Physical Infrastructure
U.S. Government Accountability Office
202-512-3824

From:
To:

Aram James
Council, City; Human Relations Commission; chuckjagoda1@gmail.com; Jeff Moore; Sajid Khan; Winter
Dellenbach; Jeff Rosen; Planning Commission; Jay Boyarsky; Roberta Ahlquist
White woman accused of telling black couple to ‘stay in their hood’ is fired
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:48:13 AM

Subject:
Date:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

News
Break
OVER 10 MILLION PEOPLE USE

Open APP

White woman accused of telling black couple to ‘stay in their
hood’ is fired
New York Post

A white woman who allegedly threatened to call police on a black couple in a Brooklyn
dog park — while telling them to “stay in [your] hood” — has been fired from her job,
her former employer said. Emma Sarley, who was identified by the other dog owner,
Frederick Joseph,...

Click to read the full story

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Loveland, Sierra Club
Council, City
Supporter, are you still interested in creating a gift that gives back?
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:06:01 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Supporter,
I am following up on my last email to see if you are still interested in protecting our
planet for future generations while also receiving dependable income in your
retirement.  
With a charitable gift annuity, you’ll support the Sierra Club Foundation while also
receiving regular payments for life. Plus, you may qualify for a variety of tax benefits,
including a federal income tax charitable deduction if you itemize.
To learn more about this wonderful way to support our crucial work, you can
download this FREE guide: Strengthen Your Future With a Charitable Gift Annuity.
Please contact me by email or on my cell phone at (626) 419-1836 to receive a
personalized illustration.
With sincere thanks,

Debbie Loveland

(800) 932-4270 | (626) 419-1836

Associate Director

debbie.loveland@sierraclub.org

Gift Planning, Sierra Club

www.myplan.sierraclub.org

Pronouns: She/Her/Hers

714 West Olympic Blvd, Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA, 90015

This email was sent to: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
This email was sent by the Sierra Club
2101 Webster St Suite 1300 Oakland, CA 94612
View Email as Web Page | Click to unsubscribe
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UNAFF
Council, City
THE REUNITED STATES (September 30)
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:04:11 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

THE REUNITED STATES
Thursday
September 30, 2021
7:00 PM PDT

Stanford Arts Camera as Witness Program is proud to be part of the in-person event
We Are Stanford: A Festival of Reflection and Renewal
for a screening and panel co-presented with the Center for Deliberative Democracy, Stanford Medicine
and the Muse, Stanford Center for Biomedical Ethics, Martin Luther King, Jr., Research and Education
Institute, World House Global Network, and Stanford Film Society.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2021, at 7:00 PM PDT
Stanford Medical School's LKSC Room 130
THE REUNITED STATES
(75 min) US
Director: Ben Rekhi
Producers: Sol Tryon, Raj Krishna
Over the past several years, political divisions have cut through every aspect of American society,
through our communities, our workplaces, our friendships, and even our own families. There is, however,
a growing movement of people who recognize this polarization as the single greatest threat
to our democracy, and they are working tirelessly to build bridges across the divide.
The Reunited States is a feature documentary that profiles people who have dedicated their lives to
promoting depolarization and communication across the political divide.
Following the screening, hear from the filmmakers Ben Rekhi and Raj Krishna, and Stanford experts
Kristin Hansen and Megha Nanaki Parwani, in a panel discussion moderated by Jasmina Bojic, Stanford
Arts Camera as Witness Program Director and Founder of the international documentary film festival
UNAFF.
FREE and open to the vaccinated and mask-wearing public. No RSVP required. For more info on this
screening, please visit http://events.stanford.edu/events/925/92575/, and to read more about this
phenomenal film, please see http://unaff.org/2020/f_ReunitedStates.html.







UNAFF | PO Box 19369, Stanford, CA 94309

Unsubscribe city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
Update Profile | Constant Contact Data Notice
Sent by info@unaff.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Council, City; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission; chuckjagoda1@gmail.com;
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com
THE GUARDIAN: Almost half a million US households lack indoor plumbing: ‘The conditions are inhumane’
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:43:50 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

FYI: More on the impact of systemic racism
In housing -including in San Francisco. Worth a read.
Almost half a million US households lack indoor plumbing: ‘The conditions are
inhumane’
Renters and people of color are most likely to be living without water or flushing toilets in
some of America’s wealthiest cities, new research shows
Read in The Guardian: https://apple.news/AvhVTFguLROm4HkXtUmY3UQ
Shared from Apple News

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Binder, Andrew; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Jeff Moore
Council, City; Human Relations Commission; Winter Dellenbach; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Gennady
Sheyner; Joe Simitian
After lawsuits and calls for his firing, police agent leaves Palo Alto | News | Palo Alto Online |
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:49:46 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hi Andrew, ( assistant police chief Andrew Binder)
Excellent work in encouraging at least one rogue former member of the PAPD to leave law enforcement hopefully
for good.
It will be interesting, moving forward, to see how much the city will have to payout for DeStefano’s extraordinarily
brutal beating of Julio Arevalo.
Keep up the great work,
Aram James
>
>
> https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/09/27/after-lawsuits-and-calls-for-his-firing-police-agent-leaves-paloalto
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liz Gardner
Council, City
Agenda item #10 homekey
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:25:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Honorable council
Re: item 10 Home Key
How much would the city save on emergency services calls, police, fire, hospitalizations a
year from the now emergency current unhoused crisis? Surely it would be in the low millions
of savings in safe supportive housing.
Sincerely,
Liz Gardner
-Liz Gardner

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

GASTON OLVERA
Council, City
Strong support for Mitchell Park Apartments project
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:24:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
We write to you to express our strong support for Mitchell Park Apartments. This wonderful pro would create 50
new affordable homes in a very active corridor. The architects and development team have been great at engaging
with neighbors and responding to comments and concerns.
I was recently part of a design and community outreach session and I was gladly surprised by how the team
presented the project and addressed past comments.
Please support this project that would make a great step in make housing more affordable in Silicon Valley's most
livable city. We need more projects like this one. I sure hope you show leadership and get it approved.
Sincerely,
Gastón Olvera + Amor Terrazas
484 E Charleston Rd
Palo Alto CA
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allan Seid
Channing House Bulletin Board; CHOpinion@googlegroups.com
Fwd: The Asian Experience
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:54:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Frances Burr <bnfburr@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Sep 25, 2021 at 10:06 AM
Subject: The Asian Experience
To: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>
In today's NY Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/09/25/us/asian-americans.html
<https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/09/25/us/asian-americans.html>
Frances

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Council, City
After lawsuits and calls for his firing, police agent leaves Palo Alto | News | Palo Alto Online |
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:33:42 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
The article that Winter mentioned!
https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/09/27/after-lawsuits-and-calls-for-his-firing-police-agent-leaves-paloalto
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Botelho
Council, City
Please move forward with approving affordable housing
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:56:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
Please move forward with approving affordable housing as proposed by Eden Housing and by
LifeMoves. This is an amazing proposal and will make Palo Alto a better city.
As well, please relax the height and FAR requirements in our zoning standards. Our city's
entitlement process is crazy. Let's make it easier to build housing of all types.
It increases our carbon footprint to not have housing near jobs. Please help people who work
in our community have places to live in our community.
Thank you,
Anna Botelho
Palo Alto resident

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Please Contact the Clerk’s Office
to View Additional Pages,
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to this Document

Dilma Coleman
chiefdavis@youngstownohio.gov; Council, City
embassy@egyptembassy.net; erin@erindarlinglaw.com
Fwd: Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs wore a minions Halloween costume whereas her temp
assignment was at Stitch Fix in SSF in 2018.
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:36:55 PM
Screenshot_20210927-095256.png
Screenshot_20210927-173907.png
Screenshot_20210926-153938.png
Screenshot_20210927-152055.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 6:20 PM
Subject: Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs wore a minions Halloween costume
whereas her temp assignment was at Stitch Fix in SSF in 2018.
To: <uff.affarilegislativi@cert.vigilfuoco.it>, <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>
Cc: <segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <rlucia@acgov.org>
Hello it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman. Dilma Coleman argues that Attorney
Jarrett Adams played the game minion too much whereas the game was based on real life
charectoristics behaviors from the makers of minions as if minion charectoristics behaviors are
for men to trapped women and expose their nakedness in front of children is ok. The children
argues that the reality of the movie minions hurt their aunt. Keep that costume in the dark
closet were mommy and daddy said is off limits. Dilma remembers the challenges of working
at Stitch Fix in SSF on an assignment with A temp agency in Hayward,CA. Dilma wore that
minions Halloween costume at the Stitch Fix costume contest. It was something like that SSF
commercial buildings complex was crowded with gang activity whereas most of the temp
workers there were affiliated with Lucinda Southworth's Cohorts. Dilma Coleman currently
recognize that most of the Gateway Hall clients and Homefirst homeless shelter guests were
temp workers at Stitch Fix or something like a uncontrollable guests at the brewery in the next
building behind stitch fix in SSF. Argue it. Irronic how Dilma went from Hayward,CA to
Stitch Fix in SSF to Fabiana's home in SJ with a carry on bag filled with dirty laundry.
.Fabiana Vega had a job in the County jail yet she possibly volunteered with an organization
that had stem courses for children to learn coding. Argue it. There the children learnt different
nutrition whereas small cooking classes had precedence.. especially recipes for making sweet
pickles in a jar from harvested cucumbers. Not sure if the Fairgrounds was a place the children
had those classes yet it was a place the children were with their aunt for that evening.
What led Fabiana Vega to drop off the kids with their aunt Dilma at the fairgrounds whereas
Dilma's only piece of clean clothes was her(Attachment#2) minions Halloween costume.
Fabiana Vega resided near the Valley Fair Mall whereas her laundry machine was broken.
Fabiana had managed a busy weekend whereas Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman agreed to
babysit for Fabiana And Virgil Vega two-three small children. Argue it. Dilma Coleman said
that the fairgrounds had bed cots and the heater was on..Dilma says that Fabiana had fed the
children Chick fil A and she was also fed. Fabiana was hospitable also with a provided meal.
Dilma says she might of been attacked with the HGB drugs..whereas she exposed her minions
Halloween costume. Dilma says that the girls were far away from her it appears they were
asleep. Dilma Coleman was uncomfortable and she could not get up quickly. Dilma Coleman

says that the children complained about a man being on top of their auntie and that auntie's
dirty underwear and clothes were torn from other men who decided to bullying..using their
Auntie's laundry clothes "underwear". The men involved with each other continued bullying
that the underwear were torn apart.. whereas the men took the torn under wear from the
Fairgrounds towards the McDonald's. It was broad daylight wheres Fabiana Vega broke up the
men from their bullying and returned the underwear to Dilma. Mr. Jarrett Adams the children
seen him on their aunt and Dilma did not know who he was. The children continued to mimic
their aunt's behaviors especially her noises and her body postures..they simulated the sounds
with food in their mouths as if their aunt's mouth was stuft with french fries. The children also
used french fries in their mouth to reflect and mimic what was happening with their aunt. The
children argues that auntie was hurt in her minions costume and didn't know it. And mommy
and daddy have to his the costume as if it was a scary thing which promoted PTSD. Argue it.
The kids had went into the parents hide out their closet deep in the back and seen the yellow
costume. They describe how they seen it and ask Auntie to watch the minions movie and point
to the favorite Charector as if she mimic that charectoristics. The child debated back n forth
that auntie did not mimic any minions from that movie..but to watch the movie "The Grinch
who stole Christmas". That distraction gave the children gratification that auntie is a lawyer
with the same charectoristics behaviors from the grinch who stole xxmas yet the debate of it
created gaslighting techniques from Fabiana taught to them about "what color is this"..the
children were watching the Grinch everyday yet the child who didn't know why auntie's
minions Halloween costume had to be thrown away and how it caused arguments of name
calling and unfortunate unforgettable experience of auntie exposing herself..to men she didn't
even know. Then the child seen in the minions movie how auntie was in fact a minion who
argues that she didn't know the other minions. The child was sad depressed and angry..because
her role in the way she viewed her Aunt demonstrated that she was a good person who got her
in trouble for when aunt is doing bad. How that scared her. It was a discrepancy between a
children's simulated gestures mimicking adults being Victimized by sexual Assaults. Yes
Dilma Coleman was questioned further about who was the men who accompanied Dilma with
the children to Burger King whereas the children walked with their aunt from the Fairgrounds
to the Burger King. The children were supportive and understanding that Auntie didn't
recognize the man Mr. Jarrett Adams. At the Restaurant Burger King Fabiana Vega returned
to the Burger King because the child had a cellular phone returned to them to make a call. The
child communicated well to Fabiana about their aunt being restricted. Fabiana begin
gaslighting whild the child defended and questions about why mommy didn't believe her and
said bad things about auntie. The child said that someone was hurting auntie and mommy
didn't believe her she begins to argue ,whine complain then blame auntie for for Mommy not
believing her. The child was unable to phone their guardian Fabiana and that made them
angry.Dilma Coleman's niece complained about how her aunt Dilma Coleman didn't even
know where she was and the kids continued to talk talk talk about auntie not sure why she
was with a man that she didn't know his name. The children continued to ask questions
saying that how is it impossible for a man to be on top of auntie doing inappropriate things and
for her not to know his name. The child was angry and she tried to get the man off her aunt.
The child said aunt was asleep and could be woke. The children kept mimicking their Aunt
thinking and behaviors. The aunt asks the children a series of questions about her behavior
which continued to be answered by Fabiana and interrupt..the children complained about how
their mom kept them from fully understand why auntie couldn't remember what the youngest
child kept repeating that worried her so much.. The first time on September 27,2021 Dilma
began to understand what that man Attorney Adams did to Her at the fairgrounds in San Jose
CA whereas Dilma was trapped under the influence of GHB drugs and the different men who
took the kids phones until the children were allowed to speak. The children kept

Communicating effectively yet that Communication kept Fabiana using gaslighting techniques
whereas the children kept mimicking the behaviors which auntie displayed as inapropriate.
ARGUE it. It was inapropriate for their aunt to have to keep quiet and the children had set up
walls of Communication they seems scary and awkward for auntie not to understand and
communicate normally. The children were concerned about their aunt especially when they
used their physical hands in distresses to remove the man's hands from touching their Aunt's
body. Diva aka Dilma Coleman felt trapped yet the children had used the skills an techniques
their Aunt demonstrated as security if a man had touched aunt's body especially if auntie didn't
respond, suck her thumb or something like fart. This is the type of self defense Dilma used to
help the children have awareness of people's behaviors when Auntie wasn't able to speak.
Dilma had taught the children to get the attention of the attacker yet keep ur distance and
scream if u want.
The children in Attachment #3 had been targeted and angry at their aunt for not knowing the
man's name. The bigger girl Bella had the greater understanding that the little kids knew that
the minions movie charectoristics scared auntie and hurt auntie and they covered their ears or
keep the TV volume down. (Let's pause are the kids in attachment #3 alive and or something
like unsolved homicides of 2021) argue it. Fabiana Vega knew his name was Jarrett yet
Fabiana Vega asked Dilma if she knew Jarrett Dilma responded no. That she only remembers
a Garrett not a Jarrett. Dilma asks if Jarrett Adams was a cartoon character that was scary for
Bella.or something like that. I hope u understand Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva
Lee's alligations of the restraining order Fabiana Vega made against Dilma Coleman on
December 28,2020 with Dept 20 in Fairfield CA inside David Haet courtroom..was details that
Fabiana claimed happened at her 1330 Shelby Dr Fairfield CA home. Fabiana gaslighting with
lies..defamed behavorial habitual..lies...without mentioning that this inappropriate things had
began at the fairgrounds in San Jose,CA whereas that man Attorney Jarrett Adams had access
to Fabiana n Virgil's home address or something like it. Dilma says that the Solano family
justice center has Fraudulent workers Vigilantes who work together with those who Exploited
children and trapped adults such as Dilma Coleman with illegal restraining orders to further
trap the illegal children Exploited further. Dilma argues that an Hawaiian women isn't doing
justice and is a relative to a homeless women named Wendy aka Willow(a former dentist a
current professional Sorcerers doing santanic ritualistic practices with the usage of GHB).
Dilma argues that Fabiana Vega had an identical twin brother or sister who was a
transgendered women who had a terrible addictions to doing crimes with Amoni Mayfield and
others. Dilma believes that Fabiana is either deceased or her identical twin named BABY is
deceased as of 2020 buried at Oak Hill Cemetery in San Jose CA..or elsewhere like Alta
Mesa Cemetery burial grounds in Palo Alto CA. The other witnesses at the fairgrounds were
Fabiana's distance relatives who worked as security guard(Jolene Walton etc.) at the
fairgrounds in San Jose,CA whereas they acted as if they didn't see anything out of the
ordinary and they didn't care about-face to face confrontational acts that would incarcerate
their life if they involved themselves with the criminal acts around them especially if it was
justified that they were introduced to Jarrett Adams as an attorney who was incredible person
wrongfully incarcerated then his miraculous recovery to go from being incarcerated to owning
successful law firms scattered across the U.S. The men who forced themselves to be indecent
with children as if that room was occupied with men who Exploited children for sex. The
other men felt trapped by the presence of Jarrett Adams as if he was a phony lawyer who is
trapped by lies and aggressive law makers who turned his story into a fictional character that
isn't a reality. The men debated that Jarrett Adams's success should be with multiple other men
and if his success story wasn't fictional that he should not be the singled out as a loner in the
fastest route to being a criminal lawyer focuses on civil Rights whom had offices spreading
across the U.S while Mr.Adams made strong comments and suggestions for how his success

surpassed the career experience of Diva Lee a MD and JD who's background was as a former
rescue firefighter medic at San Quinten's prison, Psychiatric nurse at Santa Rita Jail, former
Law enforcement officer with various rewards and various Accolades and keys to the city for
her heroric events as a DOJ agent in gun control who worked at various state prisons including
the BOP etc. Why would DIVA's financial assistance come in assistance for Mr.Jarrett Adams
quickly yet Diva aka Dilma Coleman worked temp jobs and had unpaid student loans and
closed bank accounts where a prepaid credit card bill is due. Whereas her credit report reflects
a purchase of a new car and home in the Elk Grove,CA. Argue it. The judical system to
complain about Solano Judge David Haet Dept 20 the system is broken. David Haet Dept 20
needs to be charged with Malfeasance especially when he has correct information about Diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs being the adopted daughter of beloved Steve Jobs..etc. attachment#3 Creed.
Define Creed..show it as a dogma u could relate to? Identify any creative illustration of
Catholicism in the lyrics by the Christian group "CREED" whereas that group had creative
Songwritings consultant by Diva lee the granddaughter of Italian Pope John Paul I aka Albino
Luciani. Argue it. Argue that John Pope II born in Poland had creative influential discussion
and teaching whereas music Songwriters journal and visited Catholic Church services for
analysis of making Holy spirit inspired Music.Argue it. . Best regards Dilma Coleman aka
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Voltmer
Council, City
Kate Conley; Kate Blessing-Kawamura; Barnes, Andrew; Monk, Natalie; Heidi Voltmer
Comments on 525 East Charleton
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:29:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Palo Alto City Council,
I am a homeowner and resident in Greenmeadow and my home is within a couple hundred feet
of the proposed development project at 525 East Charleston. In fact, if the project is built as
designed, it will be in direct view of the living and sleeping areas of my home.
I personally feel that this project is way too big for the proposed location and I feel it should
be scaled back significanly in both the proposed height and number of units. Here are the
reasons:
The parking plan does not reflect what would needed by this project. Only 50% of the
units are for developmentally disabled people who may not likely to have a car.
However, the other 50%, which are low income residents and those who work in the
2,700 square feet office section will most likely have cars. The first block of Nelson will
become parking for the facility as it is the nearest location that is not on Charleston,
where parking is limited.
The intersections of both Nelson and Charleston as well as Middlefield and Charleston
are already complex and any additional traffic in and out of this site will increase this
complexity and impact safety of children biking and walking to school.
The proposed height of the project is between 39 and 49 feet which will make it one of
the tallest buildings in the area by far. The nearest buildings of this height are either the
JCC or the library. This project sites right next to Greenmeadow, a community which
has single story zoning to protect privacy of our Eichler homes which are designed with
large floor to ceiling windows. I feel that the project is way beyond the height it should
be to maintain harmony with the neighborhood. Please scale back the project to no more
than than 35 feet as normally allowed for properties within 150 feet of a residential
zone.
While I do think the project addresses a real need for housing for developmentally disabled
individuals it should not be built at this scale at this location. Just because you are allowed to
build to this scale under the law does not mean you should as it impacts the privacy and safety
of all who live in the community.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Andrew Voltmer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elan Music
Council, City
Please approve items 3 and ten!!
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:25:19 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi, I'm a teacher in Palo Alto and I grew up in Barron Park (where I still live). Housing is so
important to our city. Please approve items 3 and 10, these are hugely important.
Thanks,
Elan Loeb

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Keith Ferrell
Transportation
City Mgr; Baird, Nathan; Hur, Mark; Council, City
Re: Southgate RPP question
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:40:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Coming back to this as we have yet to receive an explanation.
When will we be informed that our permits are being extended?
When will we be informed that the program is going to start being enforced?
For those that purchased and used daily permits to avoid a ticket thinking the program was
being enforced, will they be refunded the $25 daily permit fee? If not, why not?
Thanks
Keith
On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:30 PM Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com> wrote:
Please explain the portion of the note where it says, "While we understand residents believe
they are losing value on the permits through a lack of enforcement, there are associated costs
to maintaining a program of this kind. The City of Palo Alto RPP parking program is
voluntary, and you are allowed to purchase at any time of the year or when there is full
enforcement."
The purchase price of the permits should easily cover the cost of the program given that the
program is not active. The program is not voluntary. If I need to park on the street, I need to
buy a permit or I will get ticketed. How is that voluntary? We were told that we would need
to buy a permit as enforcement was going to start back in April/May. We have received no
notice that the enforcement has ended. Why is that?
TO THE CITY COUNCIL: Why are residents being asked to purchase a permit for a
program that is essentially not active? I request that all permits that have been purchased be
extended an additional six months, given that the program has not been enforced for that
length of time. If the enforcement does not start on October 1, then I request that the permits
be further extended. This is what was done the prior year.
Residents are not an ATM for the city to use when they need money. If the RPP is not being
managed, what exactly are the costs? If the costs to print and track permits are more than the
cost of the printing and inputting of the information, then something is very wrong.
I would like an explanation from someone as to how this is being allowed.
Keith
On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 4:19 PM Transportation <Transportation@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:

Hello Mr. Ferrell,

Here is the response from the parking team:

On behalf of the City Manager, Ed Shikada, thank you for registering your concerns with
the Office of Transportation.

The City’s parking programs have not operated regularly due to the impacts of COVID.
After a couple previous attempts, including in early May, the City will resume full
enforcement on October 1, 2021. Soft enforcement with notices/warnings will increase as
the date approaches.

While we understand residents believe they are losing value on the permits through a lack
of enforcement, there are associated costs to maintaining a program of this kind. The City
of Palo Alto RPP parking program is voluntary, and you are allowed to purchase at any
time of the year or when there is full enforcement.

We apologize if our program management has not been satisfactory over the summer.
Still, we appreciate your feedback and will take it into consideration as the program
evolves, especially as we continue to negotiate the demands of a public health emergency.

Please let us know if you have any additional questions.

Sarah Wilson (she, her)
Administrative Assistant, Office of Transportation
City of Palo Alto
Transportation@CityofPaloAlto.org
(650) 329-2520

From: Keith Ferrell <ferrell.keith@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:36 AM
To: Hur, Mark <Mark.Hur@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Baird, Nathan
<Nathan.Baird@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Council, City
<city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Re: Southgate RPP question

Mark/Nathan,
Since we were required to renew our residential permits in Southgate back in April, I
would have expected enforcement to also begin shortly thereafter. I can't remember
seeing any vehicles coming through the neighborhood checking on permits. I've seen
several cars in the neighborhood without tags that have been parked for weeks, others just
during the day. I have even left our car on the street several times and forgot to put a tag
on it, but didn't receive a ticket.

If the city isn't going to monitor the parking situation and ticket cars that are illegally
parked, then why are we paying for a permit?

If the city ever looks at the cost of the RPP's around the city, I will expect that staff points
out that one of the reasons that revenues are so low is due to the fact that cars that are
parked illegally are not being ticketed.

Please let me know when I can expect to see enforcement of the Southgate RPP.
Otherwise, please issue an extension or a refund on our current permits.

Thanks
Keith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anita Lusebrink
Council, City
Tonight"s Agenda: Proposed Development at 525 E. Charleston Road
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:34:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and members of the Council,
I would like to express my support for the important proposal by Eden Housing on tonight’s
agenda regarding building 50 affordable homes at 525 E. Charleston Road. This includes the
funding recommendations relating to financing the development of affordable housing for
extremely low-income and very low-income persons with intellectual or developmental
disabilities. Affordable housing for the disabled and lower income members of our community
is almost impossible to find, is still needed, and is completely achievable.
The housing shortage is still a major factor for those who are actively working or seeking jobs
in the area, with public servants such as teachers, nurses, public safety officers etc. being
prime candidates for these affordable units … but what about the people who don’t stand a
chance at what is available because they are not able to work at all due to Developmental
Disabilities and other handicaps? They have no income except for governmental stipends, at
best a minimum wage part-time job, or their families’ generosity. Having a place they can call
home, near to their family (but not IN their parents’ home!) and other support systems such
as San Andreas Regional Center, is crucial. I know this from my own niece’s journey as a 26year-old young adult on the Autism Spectrum, struggling to find a safe place where she can
‘live her own life’.
People with disabilities need help; there is no two ways about it. I see it in my niece’s
situation: she needs help from other people to complete the “Tasks of Daily Living” as well as
help from government stipends, programs, and accommodations. Public transportation is a
lifeline for those like her who never will be able to drive, and the proximity to both specialized
services, retail, banking as well as VTA routes will decrease this type of Bay Area citizen’s
dependence on more complicated and expensive resources.
I am so excited to have new housing developments like the currently being constructed Wilton
Court project in Palo Alto (21 out of 59) having units set aside for people with developmental
disabilities. It would be wonderful to have my niece have choices to be able to live closer to
her grandmother (who also doesn’t drive) and I; and I think most families with a member who
has Developmental Disabilities would feel the same. I also like that the units will be a mixed
population, where people of differing abilities can both enrich each other’s lives as well as be
close when someone is in need.

With more than 10,300 people in Santa Clara County living with a developmental disability,
this population is an important demographic to consider in proactive planning and prevention
of homelessness and dependency on other County services. Indeed, from school age on, a
federal ruling in 2014 was passed to ensure that those who get long-term services because of
disabilities have as much opportunity to enjoy life in a community as anyone else and are not
just relegated by default to institutions or other restrictive residences. States had five years to
comply with the new rule and each one has had to develop detailed plans showing CMS how
they will do it. Palo Alto’s new housing construction and zoning can make this plan into reality.
Thank you for having a positive, practical, and inclusive vision for our city’s future!
Anita Lusebrink
428 Ruthven, Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Lythcott
Council, City
Watering grass at Juana Briones Park
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:45:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear City Council,
I am unsure where to direct my concerns about watering the grass at Juana Briones Park.
I walk there in the early morning often. Every time I have been there in the last month the grass is very wet and
there are muddy puddles on the path way. It would seem that the watering schedule could be, ought to be,
significantly reduced in these days of debilitating drought.
If you would let me know to whom I should direct my concerns I would be pleased to follow through with this.
Sincerely yours
Jean Lythcott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lchiapella@juno.com
Sproat, Derek
Council, City; city.manager@cityofpalo.org
loss of street trees after new construction
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:41:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mr. Sproat,
Another street tree was approved for removal on the 500-600 block of Colorado Avenue.
Your division apparently insisted on street tree protection of this tree and then approved
removal as soon as the home became available on the real estate market. This will be the 6th
tree removed from this block of Colorado with only 2 trees replaced by the City. Did the
Planning Department notify your division of the new houseAre you planning to denude the
north side of the 500 block of Colorado Avenue???   
The same phenomena seems to be happening to the Midtown shopping area with trees
disappearing and never replaced. Both City-owned trees in the park strip and ARB approved
landscape trees at Safeway and Chase bank are missing. Most of the missing trees occurred
BEFORE covid-19.  
I requested to see the list of tree plantings for Fall 2021 and Spring 2022. Is there a plan,
especially for South Palo Alto? Is there at least a list of trees that were planted in the last 10
years?
Sincerely,
Lynn Chiapella

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lissy Bland
Council, City
Let"s Keep Context Sensitive Design
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:31:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Re: Item #9, September 27, 2021 - Please Incentivize Affordable Housing and Maintain
Existing Residential Protections
Dear Mayor DuBois and City Council Members:
I am writing in favor of maintaining Palo Alto's Context Sensitive Design standards. If you
have not driven down Waverly St. near JLS Middle School recently, please do so. Many
houses on Waverly were expanded or replaced during the late nineties before the context
sensitive design guidelines were established. You may see a two-story colonial mansion overtowering a modest Eichler, a two-story Tuscan villa next to a California ranch-style home.
I am so grateful that context-sensitive design guidelines were adopted before the tear-down
craze hit the Ventura neighborhood. Although the new houses are typically quite large, at least
they blend with the older homes.
I believe that these changes will make building affordable housing in Palo Alto even more
difficult. Relaxing building standards drives up the value of land by increasing the density of
what can be built.
To date, the City Council has not received public input on these changes. Please take the time
to compare the proposed code with the current code so that we understand what these new
standards will mean for Palo Alto.
Sincerely,
Lissy Bland
Ventura

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen McNally
Council, City
City Council To Review 525 East Charleston Project
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:14:11 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello,
I will not be able to attend this meeting, but would like to offer my thoughts on the 525 E Charleston project.
In short, more parking is definitely needed.
The height is also a concern. Maybe a mixed height could be considered. That might also be more architecturally
more interesting, appealing, and not so “in your face” and out of place for the neighborhood.
Also, the “flow” of traffic is a BIG concern.
Thank you,
Maureen McNally,
420 adobe place
Palo Alto. CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Bergen
Council, City
Sept. 27 agenda items 3 and 10 - housing
Monday, September 27, 2021 3:55:02 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members,
As a Palo Alto resident and homeowner for the past 30 years, I am writing in support of
two important housing projects that are to be discussed at the September 27 meeting.
Agenda Item 3 - Eden Housing: This is a unique opportunity to provide truly affordable
housing for those with developmental disabilities at a location close to beneficial services
(AbilityPath, Ada’s Café, bus lines on Middlefield, shopping nearby at Charleston Center,
etc.).  I am grateful to the County for providing the land for this project, and I strongly urge
you to use your study session to determine ways to help move the project forward in a
productive manner.
Agenda Item 10 - LifeMoves Emergency Housing Project: I strongly urge you to pass the
resolution authorizing the City Manager to apply for Project HomeKey funds to construct
transitional housing for the unhoused at the North San Antonio site (similar to the program
LifeMoves is running in Mountain View). We truly have an emergency shelter crisis in our
City as well as the broader region; we need to step up to provide transitional housing for
those in need.  
Both of these projects bring in outside funding while providing significant benefit to the city
and some of our most needy residents. Thank you in advance for your consideration and
support.
Sincerely,
David Bergen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michele Hollar
Council, City
525 East Charleston Project (intersection of Nelson/Charleston)
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:47:04 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Members of the City Council,
I am very interested in this project and appreciate the effort to create badly needed low income
housing.
However, I do think there are a few important issues that need to be studied and perhaps
reworked before I could support it wholeheartedly.
I saw in the proposal that Eden Housing is not required to provide a minimum of parking spots
for low- income housing with disability units. Not having enough parking makes a complex
much less workable. The suggestion is that renters with special needs will not have cars, and
low income drivers won’t either because they can’t afford them. I think this is rather
patronizing and presumptuous. There are many good older cars that people with less income
drive, as well as students. There are many kinds of special needs, and not all of them prevent
driving.
Expecting tenants to use the bus system is not practical. I myself have used the bus on several
occasions and routes. I found that they ran irregularly, transfers were difficult with lots of wait
time, buses did not show up etc.
The reality is that these renters will have cars and the City needs to plan for that. Either build
underground parking, or make a deal with the Charleston Center to rent enough spaces so each
unit has one parking spot.
The other big problem facing this complex is that the traffic pattern must be studied and plans
made to make entering and exiting the complex safe. The Charleston/Nelson crosswalk is very
dangerous for cars, bikes and pedestrians. It is much better than it was before the Arastradero
corridor improvement, but there are still too many moving parts there to have a driveway tying
to empty out close to the traffic light. At rush hour especially the residents will be trapped.
Penny Ellson discussed this with me and I am definitely in agreement with her suggestion to
use the fire road between 525 and Challenger to bring exiting traffic from the complex to
Middlefield Rd instead of Charleston.
These problems need to be solved in the planning stages. If you can get them addressed, I am
totally in support of the project.
Thank you,
Michele Hollar
440 Adobe Place
Palo Alto, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joslyn Leve
Council, City
Agenda items #3 and #10
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:45:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear esteemed members of the Palo Alto City Council,
I've lived in Palo Alto for over a decade. I've seen friends priced out of the housing market, an
increase in RVs throughout town, and an increase in the homeless population. This city cannot
just be a home for the wealthy. A healthy community has affordable housing for all income
levels.
I'm very much in favor of both the Eden Housing project and the Life Moves proposal.
The space at 525 Charleston is well-situated for housing. I live near Mitchell Park and delight in
all the nearby services. Building housing for people with special needs, with a ground floor
non-profit to help them, seems like a perfect synergy.
The LifeMoves proposal offers a safe space for people going through tough times. Finding an
affordable place to live in the South Bay has been difficult these past few years. Adding COVID
in the mix, it's become even more so, with more people in need due to illness or job loss. No
project will ever be perfect. We have the opportunity to help people now. I encourage you to
adopt the resolution to apply for HomeKey Funds in conjunction with LifeMoves.
Sincerely,
Joslyn M. Leve

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Heath
Council, City
Re: Item #9, September 27, 2021 - Please Incentivize Affordable Housing and Maintain Existing Residential
Protections
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:43:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and City Council Members:
The big question is, how many people who took part in these proposed changes to Palo Alto's
design standards actually live in Palo Alto?  
I am concerned that once again it appears the City Manager and his Planning Department Staff
are attempting an "end run" in favor of those whose short term financial interests do include
bothersome details such as the quality of life for the people who live here. Or the future impact
on the city's carrying capacity if density is allowed to increase piecemeal without forward
planning.
Please require the light of day be shined on every one of Staff's proposed code changes.
Require an accurate line by line comparison of the current code and every proposed code
change so that any impacts are not obscured.
In particular, provisions against height and massing that have protected all residents in the city
should not be cherry picked so that some neighborhoods are sacrificed while others are
protected. Provide parity for all neighborhoods. Especially those neighborhoods who have not
been well represented in the past by council members with pro-office development agendas.  
Finally, before this returns to you, please insist on adequate time for the public to thoroughly
study and provide input on any code changes Staff proposes to Palo Alto's current design
standards.
Sincerely,
margaret heath
2140 Cornell Street
.
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Dilma Coleman
districtattorney@sfgov.org; sfpdbayviewstation@sfgov.org
franklin.nguyen@mhsinc.org; segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it
Fwd: Mike Futrell had supervised dates with Diva Lee(the Farter). Steve Jobs adopted father Paul Jobs died in
1993. Edward Debartolo Sr had died in 1994. We measured everything.
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:35:41 PM
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

It's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman..how did Jarrett Adams attachment#1 spread
out law firm across the U.S..quickly..whereas diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in homeless
shelter with only SSDI income? Argue it.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 2:25 PM
Subject: Fwd: Mike Futrell had supervised dates with Diva Lee(the Farter). Steve Jobs
adopted father Paul Jobs died in 1993. Edward Debartolo Sr had died in 1994. We measured
everything.
To: <sfpdbayviewstation@sfgov.org>, <sfpdinglesidestation@sfgov.org>
Cc: <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>, <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 2:22 PM
Subject: Fwd: Mike Futrell had supervised dates with Diva Lee(the Farter). Steve Jobs
adopted father Paul Jobs died in 1993. Edward Debartolo Sr had died in 1994. We measured
everything.
To: <Mike.Futrell@ssf.net>
Hello, it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. Diva dated Mike Futrell and the business was for different
reasons. #1-2 the Debartolo family house in SF.. didn't Diva inherited Edward Debartolo Sr's
SF home she had 2mortgages on the houses that were next to each other or something like
that. I forgetting that Mike Futrell had business..it was all that music stuff the Debartolo's had
managed n built up around DIVA's skills to create grief therapy for her adopted father Steve
Jobs. Those music artists Diva Lee gave a creative songwriter's consultations. Diva created
small classes for writers and singers to scream rock n roll singing. Diva sung rock n roll. Mike
Futrell had business to buy food to allow Diva to fart and embarrassing funny things exhibited
to those music Artists who came to SF for music consulting..
What happened to those small music rooms in the SF that were rented intended for Diva Lee.
Who stole those music rooms whereas Steve Jobs DIVA's adopted dad had tried his best to
manage and quickly learn the music industry as his grief counseling sessions at Edward

Debartolo Jr's SF home. We had transition from Edward Debartolo Jr's SF home. Diva kept
saying that her situation at the homeless shelter is ugly, uglying, ugliest. Mike Futrell had
business to take Diva to eat,and consult music artists for song writing ideas that was done in
the SF home of Edward Debartolo. Argue it. What's up Mike Futrell? Diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman needs housing? Why is Diva Lee a MD to JD yet oppressed trapped by those
vigilantes whom targeted Diva Lee for stories for Netflix TV series "dirty John" and others
stuff. Why is SSF city attorney Mike Futrell silent to Diva Lee especially when Diva Lee is in
the South Bay surrounded by individuals who spread their sorcerery type of Solicited Diva
Lee..for their own way to outsource sells of everything to keep Diva oppressed and victimized
trapped by the worst non creative individuals who lived Fraudulent year after year affiliated
with DIVA's real estate properties which were illegally managed by a corporation created by
Vigilantes. Argue it. Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 1:57 PM
Subject: Mike Futrell had supervised dates with Diva Lee(the Farter). Steve Jobs adopted
father Paul Jobs died in 1993. Edward Debartolo Sr had died in 1994. We measured
everything.
To: <Mike.Futrell@ssf.net>
Hi, what's up. Remember my adopted dad Steve Jobs. We measured everything in music
measures, rulers and construction engineering strategic planning tools to keep depression away
from Steve Jobs. We stayed busy at Edward Debartolo Sr's SF house before Edward Debartolo
Sr died in 1994 after 1993 when Paul Jobs died. We tried to comfort Steve Jobs and he stayed
with us inside Debartolo's house in SF for almost one whole year.
Do u remember our dates whereas my adopted dad Steve Jobs called frequently on ur phone
from Edward Debartolo Jr's SF home. All that Mike Futrell did was take Diva for Burger
King milkshake and burger on a date. Diva returned home to Debartolo Jr's SF home whereas
Steve Jobs frequently visited to end his grief. Remember that group Boys II Men had
frequently been trapped in the back seat of ur car whereas diva's farts loudly and smelly. My
dad Steve Jobs came to the car..the window crack down..Steve had got angry about the smell
and figured it out that it was only farts not sex smells. That's funny how my dad kept asking
questions about measures.the . immeasurable this n that. The ruler we used was curved and my
dad had questions about ur future as a lawyer. What's happening now? Best regards Dilma
Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Naphtali Knox
Council, City
City Council 27 September Agenda Item 10
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:21:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Dear councilmembers:
I support the proposal by LifeMoves to develop 88 transitional homes at 1237 San Antonio
Road and urge you to adopt the resolution to apply for California Project Homekey funds
in conjunction with LifeMoves.
Agenda item #10, LifeMoves proposal for 88-transitional homes at LATP using Homekey Funds

--

Naphtali

-----------------Naphtali H. Knox, FAICP
1025 Forest Avenue

(415) 699-7333

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Schreiber
Council, City
Support for two housing proposals
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:18:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Dear councillors,
I want to express support for two housing developments: the Eden Housing project at 525 E Charleston,
in our neighborhood (we are in Greenmeadow) and the Project Homekey funded work on an emergency
shelter at 1237 N. San Antonio Road.  
In my view the best argument for local control in the housing area is to do what must be done locally.
Let's do it.
Sincerely,
Rob Schreiber

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ginger Levy
Council, City
Fw: Eden House proposal to be discussed at City Council Meeting on September 27
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:16:42 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Following up on the below.
Thanks.
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Ginger Levy <gingerlevy@ymail.com>
To: Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org <tom.dubois@cityofpaloalto.org>; %20tomforcouncil@gmail.com
<%20tomforcouncil@gmail.com>; Alison.Cormack@CityofPaloAlto.org
<alison.cormack@cityofpaloalto.org>; Eric.Filseth@CityofPaloAlto.org <eric.filseth@cityofpaloalto.org>;
Lydia.Kou@cityofpaloalto.org <lydia.kou@cityofpaloalto.org>; Greer.Stone@CityofPaloAlto.org
<greer.stone@cityofpaloalto.org>; Greg.Tanaka@cityofpaloalto.org <greg.tanaka@cityofpaloalto.org>;
%20greg@gregtanaka.org <%20greg@gregtanaka.org>; %20kou.pacc@gmail.com
<%20kou.pacc@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021, 08:54:20 PM PDT
Subject: Eden House proposal to be discussed at City Council Meeting on September 27
Council members,
I understand that an additional affordable housing project is planned for Charleston Avenue, in the
southernmost part of Palo Alto.
I would like to see the City's overall plans and map for existing and planned affordable housing projects,
including their locations. If we believe, as a community, that affordable housing is an important goal, I'm
sure you would agree that such housing should be be built throughout the community -- North and South;
East and West.
Many thanks in advance for providing this information and map. Please provide this before the meeting
on September 27.
Ginger Levy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kang, Danielle
Council, City
Workforce Housing Overlay - 2755 ECR Alta Locale
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:08:27 PM
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Good afternoon City Council,
Please see the below, detailed by Council Member Filseth.

Thank you,
Dani

Danielle Kang

Administrative Associate III
Office of the City Clerk
250 Hamilton Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301
P: 650.329.2159 | E: Danielle.Kang@CityofPaloAlto.org

From: Filseth, Eric (Internal)
Sent: Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:24 PM
To: Lait, Jonathan <Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Shikada, Ed <Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Milton, Lesley <Lesley.Milton@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: Filseth, Eric (Internal) (Eric.Filseth@CityofPaloAlto.org) <Eric.Filseth@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Workforce Housing Overlay - 2755 ECR Alta Locale

Lesley, can you please forward this email to City Council? Thanks very much.
Folks, since we may touch on the Workforce Housing Overlay tomorrow evening, and since the first project under it has now been named (“Alta Locale”) and has begun
leasing, I thought it would be worth reviewing progress on this overlay so far. From the project’s website, 1-Br units in 2755 ECR run from 374 sf to 661 sf in size, with monthly
rents ranging from $3,377 to $4,658/mo. A couple data points are:
This represents a roughly 50% to 150% premium above prevailing Palo Alto market rates1 (from Craigslist, May 2021) for similar-size units, which run mostly between
$2,000/mo and $3,000/mo. (Chart below)
Some possible reasons for the difference might include location, amenities, or simply newness.
The Workforce Discount (20% of units) appears to be about one-half percent below Market Rate2 (diagram below). For example, a 374-sf “Jr 1-BR S1 ‘Below Market’”
unit rents for $3,377 /mo, while the same unit at market price rents for $3,392 /mo. So the Workforce discount on this unit would be $180 per year, or about 0.4%.
A “30% of household income” yardstick for the smallest 374-sf unit would imply a household income of $135,080 per year.
A “30% of household income” yardstick for the largest 661-sf, $4,658/mo unit would imply a household income of $186,320 per year.
Charts below.
Regards, Eric

1.       Alta Locale vs prevailing Palo Alto market lease rates for different-sized 1Br units. For example, a 626-sf unit at Alta Locale leases for about $4,500 per month,
whereas most listed Palo Alto units of similar size rent for between $2,000/mo and $3,000/mo.

Sources: Craigslist May 2021, altalocale.com

2.       The Alta Locale web site shows market and below-market lease rates for various units. For example, a “Jr 1-BR S1 ‘Below Market’” unit leases for $3,377 /mo, while
the same unit at market price leases for $3,392 /mo. So the Workforce BMR discount on this unit would be $180 per year, or about 0.4%.

Source: altalocale.com
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 1:33 PM
Subject: The entire Santa Clara county Sheriff crew that arrived at Gateway Hall on Sept
20,2021. Suspend them all without Pay. Why?
To: <MPeterson@oaklandcommission.org>, <uff.affarilegislativi@cert.vigilfuoco.it>
Cc: <USEmbassyVatican@state.gov>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>
Attachment#1-3 Santa Clara county Sheriff mimicking Laurie Smith..her ackward mean
verbal bullying brief chats.
Diva explains the past: Laurie Smith and her cohorts are bullying Dilma Coleman aka Diva
Jobs when they are off duty Sheriff's. Plus those individuals in the past who had followed after
Laurie Smith's leadership and Santa Clara county DA Jeff Rosen's leadership in the streets
prior to their training to become a Santa Clara county sheriff or something like patient in
Enborg Ln emergency Psychiatric ER..
(Laurie Smith's cohorts behaves in certain ways.)For example if anyone connected to Apple
Corporation as employee or something like related to beloved Steve Jobs .
attachment #1-3 the women had attended homeless camps at Palo Alto CA parks on
Embarcadero Rd prior to her employment with Santa Clara county sheriff. It seems that there
was an underground individuals who spread homeless people at night to sleep at various parks
because the shelters were full to capacity. The women in Attachment 1-3 had pick pocketed
certain homeless individuals at a Palo Alto CA park on Embarcadero Ave near Palo Alto
museums..at like 3am under the directions of Laurie Smith and used whatever cash for her gas
money,nails etc. Homeless people woke up angry missing cash and complained about the
women who pick pocketed them. That women is now at shelters as a deputy sheriff scary
looking mimicking Laurie Smith as Alameda county DA Nancy O'Malley. Argue it.
Attachment #1-3 the women had attended a party at a hotel Whereas Laurie's favorite
celebrities gathered for whatever. Diva was there..when they arrived..diva was bullied to seat
elsewhere and deputy lady told Diva to sit over there.go way over there...like she a bully. Then
the guests in the party were transferred to Mr. Larry Page's homes. Diva was invited. Same
deputy sheriff accompanied by others in their crew..told Diva to get out her seat and sit
elsewhere. They were mean to Diva. The party left Larry Page's home and travelled to Las

Vegas,NV to homes whereas Diva once owned. The guests arrived at certain homes then went
to a casino with karoyoke music and restaurant then Diva was thrown to the streets as if it was
a place to sleep similar to the Parks in Palo Alto CA along the Embarcadero Rd. That Deputy
sheriff who accompanied Laurie Smith was foul with how they not licensed in Las Vegas NV
as sherrifs yet they had gave instructions to the homeless individuals who accompanied the
Host Larry Page in Las Vegas NV. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs didn't understand what and how
she ended up in Las Vegas whereas she had visited Las Vegas had a hotel room for 2 days
alone on her trip. Diva Lee could not understand why there was so much geographic analysis
of the different types of bullying whereas Diva was VICTIMIZED while Larry Page had
hosted certain individuals to Las Vegas. Diva Lee didn't understand how she had played Poker
and the winning tickets diva was forced away from the gambling tickets..to be redeemed. It
was a horrible trip whereas Diva Lee was robbed. And a few faithful folks turned the winning
tickets into diva to cash out..yet diva was VICTIMIZED with that GHB fell asleep at the
casino tables and a mother and son was elated with a huge amount of cash to solve their
financial burdens as if it was a miracle. Diva doesn't like being bullied and trapped at the
casinos to win.yet drugged with HGB and forced to let go of her winnings or donated them as
it's for a non profit..that bullying is cruel and evil.
Certain individuals are educated to mimic and spread their own name calling based on medical
charts or created files on Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs..
This created the most hostile environment in the shelters..whereas they defend their favorite
shelter workers or Dignity on Wheels contact person or frequently visited sherrifs. Their
complaint against Diva Lee is valid..and diva is subjected to physical mental abuse especially
when the abuse is considered 5150.
Similar as something like the bullying that De Anza College Professor Barack Goldman had
accused Diva of stalking his classes when she was a student at De Anza College and his
student. De Anza College faculty accused Diva of resisting arrest..diva completed 18 sessions
of anger management college suspension whereas the De Anza College Professor Barack
Goldman spread lies in a jealous sadistic santanic ritualistic practices because Barack
Goldman stole journals which Diva Lee wrote about her affiliation with John F Kennedy jr.
Argue it. Barack Goldman had turned those journals into screenplays for movies produced and
created for Lion Gate productions.
This crew on Sept 20,2021 had done it in the past and especially during Harris Presidential
campaign fundraising event at the Fairgrounds whereas Diva Lee Victimized.
Santa Clara county Sheriff's Laurie Smith is the wrong leader. Argue it.
Santa Clara County Sheriff's Harasses Diva Lee..with restraining orders at Levi's Stadium in
the past..Re: DIVA LEE relationship with Colin Kaepernick and front office Hannah Gordon.
Colin Kaepernick's evil financial abuse on Diva. Does Colin Kaepernick have children with
Diva? Do the children (teenagers) live in Oakland CA and or San Jose,CA Argue it.
Santa Clara County Sheriff's Harasses student Diva Lee with restraining orders at Stanford
University..whereas Diva Lee had attended the University as a student in 2007-08 underwent
attacks.at Black student Union whereas Diva majored in Afro-American/African studies. Diva
At Stanford University..whereas the .database crashed/hacked.. Victimized identity thief,

financial abuse on her student identity card whereas it was also had usages as a credit
card..Diva was Attacked by anthrax ended up in rehabilitation hospital with severe illnesses
ruled as Autistic behaviors. Prior to the Anthrax.. Apostolic members from My.Olive Church
at 605 Hamilton Ave Menlo Park,CA had protests on campus against Diva being in the wrong
college they stated that Stanford University was evil..yet they physically mentally financially
oppressed Diva Lee as she held good standing grades. U.S. Department of defense could
explain it the rehabilitation process after DIVA's exposure to Anthrax. Diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman was rewarded a scholarship at West Valley College in Saratoga,CA to attend
Stanford University from Joe Lacob's employer had Joe Lacob change his heart and took back
the financials. It was John Handy IV his wife Dell Anderson and others who did analysis of
DIVA's Stanford University applications for a study abroad program affiliated with Peace
Corps. Yes. Joe Lacob robbed Stanford University of his scholarship money intended for
Diva..yes he gave it then took it away...Diva was forced to fled to the Reno Judicial college to
become as Judicial student. Argue it. Joe Lacob came there with protestors affiliated with
Kamala Harris who also attended Judical College with focus on political science..or something
like that.
This Santa Clara county sheriff this crew also harassed Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee at Apple
Corporation in recent months..argue it.
Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
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Hello,
Please find attached a letter of support on behalf of Assemblymember Berman for staff report
item 10. Please let me know if there are any questions.
Thanks so much for all you do,
Zachery Ross, District Director
Assemblymember Marc Berman | AD-24
721 Colorado Ave. Ste 101 |Palo Alto, CA | 94303
P: 650-324-0224

STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0024
(916) 319-2024
FAX (916) 319-2124
DISTRICT OFFICE
721 COLORADO AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(650) 324-0224
FAX (650) 324-7932
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MARC BERMAN

SPECIAL COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE ETHICS

ASSEMBLYMEMBER, TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT

September 27, 2021
Mayor DuBois and Council Members
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Dear Mayor DuBois and Council Members:
I am writing to express support for the resolution authorizing the City Manager
to apply for California Project Homekey funds in conjunction with LifeMoves for
an 88-132-unit emergency shelter project at a portion of the former Los Altos
Treatment Plant site (1237 North San Antonio Road), which will be discussed
at the City Council meeting today, September 27 th.
We are facing a homelessness crisis in our community, in the Bay Area, and
statewide. As the City Council staff report summarizes, the proposed project is
the rapid deployment of modular housing for the purpose of providing interim
housing opportunities for the homeless in the City of Palo Alto. This project
would get individuals and families off the streets now and is a critical step to
tackling the homelessness crisis. LifeMoves’ outside-of-the-box modular
approach and robust wraparound support services means we could be housing
the folks living on the streets, on University Avenue, downtown car parks, and
the San Francisquito Creek in a matter of months, not years. It is a proof of
concept that works and would also benefit the community of Palo Alto.
The Project Homekey program has been a substantial effort to respond to the
homelessness crisis. In fact, the Legislature passed and the Governor signed an
unprecedented budget responding to this crisis, which includes $1.2 billion
federal American Rescue Plan Act funds for Project Homekey in 2021-22 and
$1 billion for Project Homekey in 2022-23. Now is an opportune time to act and
take advantage of this funding.
I am pleased to support a partnership between the City of Palo Alto and
LifeMoves, and I encourage the adoption of this resolution to apply for Project
Homekey funds.

Sincerely,

MARC BERMAN
Assemblymember, 24th District
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Dear City Council,
As you review the proposed housing project at 525 East Charleston, please consider my view
that more parking is required. 20 spaces for 55 units + offices is inadequate. I'll guess the
building could house as many as 100 adults, many or most of whom will require a car. Buses
and bicycles are inadequate.
I find in discussions there is plenty of support for lower cost housing, and it is the congestion
on our roads that is the biggest concern.
Forcing new residents to park on our public streets is a bad plan, as this creates more
congestion, at a location that is already stressed. Please insist on many more parking spots.
I appreciate that the County wants to avoid the cost of underground parking now (or other
solution), but the consequence is everyone pays a congestion price continuously, for all of our
lifetimes and others thereafter.
Sincerely,
Jeff Kmetec
375 Tioga Ct.
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Hello City Council members,
I live in Greenmeadow, so I frequently exit from my area onto Charleston from Nelson Dr. I
reviewed the Eden Housing proposal and have some real concerns about its size and scope,
given the location. It really needs to be scaled back to half the height and number of units for
these reasons:
The intersections at Charleston and Nelson and at Charleston and Middlefield are
already very busy since Arastradero/Chaleston was narrowed to one lane. The Eden
Housing project would be located right in front of the merge from two lanes to one!
Charleston/Arastradero is one of the main roads heading to/from 101, so cars are
constantly backed up at peak traffic times, morning and afternoon/evening. The Eden
Housing project would add to an already chaotic mix of pedestrians, bikes and cars.
The parking in the proposal is not adequate for what would be needed. Only 50% of
the units are for developmentally disabled people who are not likely to have a car.
The other 50% are low income and they most likely will have cars. There is also
2,700 square feet of office space. Those who work there will need parking as well. It
is likely that Nelson road will become parking for the project as it is the nearest
location that is not on Charleston. The shopping area across the street will probably
instigate 2-hour parking, so Eden residents and office staff will not be able to park
there. How can the County promote a project with the expectation that those who use
the facility will somehow use the poor public transit in the area?
The height is 40-50 feet which will make it one of the tallest buildings in the area.
The nearest buildings of this height are either the JCC or the Mitchell Park library.
Note that it is one story higher than Stevenson House! This project is right next to
Greenmeadow which has a 'single story overlay' to protect privacy of our Eichler
homes. The Eden project is twice the height it should be to maintain harmony with the
neighborhood.
It's a laudable goal to provide more housing for the developmentally disabled. However, the
Eden Housing proposal is too big and lacks proper parking for that location.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter,
Lisa Steinback, Creekside Dr.
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Re: Human Relations Commission Meetings….and arbitrary time restraints for public speakers
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9/27/2021
Hi Mary,

The chair is a very bright man. And despite my
criticism, it’s seems the HRC continues to function well
and benefit the community on a number of critical
issues.
That said his refusal to give folks sufficient time to
speak is inexcusable and anti-democratic. As you know
the HRC, prior to the current regime, was communityfriendly …and in my view consistent with the mission of
the HRC encouraged community participation.
The HRC historically, for all the years I‘ve attended,
gave speakers five minutes for oral communication and
five minutes to speak on separate agenda items. The
meetings were often packed with many members of the
community speaking to the critical issues of the day.
Now the meetings rarely have more than one or two
speakers and still the chair insists on limiting the one or
two speakers to two minutes during oral communication
and on agenda items. These arbitrary limits despite the
chair’s propensity for running on almost endlessly on all
issues.
The efficiency of the meetings apparently is more
important to the chair than public participation.
Forgotten is the lesson of the first Jew on the Supreme
Court Louis Brandeis: the most important participant in
a democracy is not the public official but rather the
citizens-members of the community. (Emphasis mine)
In any event, I will continue to attend HRC meetings and
express my views on the important issues of the day.
I’m used to dealing with right-wing judges, Jim Crow
judges, judges determined to deny my client's due
process and the right to a fair trial. Despite these
obstacles, we always figured a way to get our message to
the jury even in the most restrictive of environments.

I refuse to be intimidated by this chair, a judge, or any
other public official.
I am, however, afraid that other members of the public
without the benefit of my training may have already
been scared away by the unnecessarily authoritarian
atmosphere created by the chair. Ok, see you at the
October 14, meeting. Thanks for continuing to update
me on HRC issues.
Best regard,
Aram
P.S. I will be very interested to see if community
members show in large numbers at the October 14, HRC
meeting…. to discuss whatever policy suggestions HRC
members Kraus and Savage have made to the PAPD re
possible changes to the current PAPD canine policy.
P. S. As I have made clear in my writing to the HRC,
city Council, etc., the only acceptable policy in light of
the history of the use of canines to disproportionately
target African Americans and other people of color is to
ban the use of canines to apprehend presumed innocence
crime suspects.

On Sep 23, 2021, at 4:15 PM, Constantino, Mary
<Mary.Constantino@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:


Hello Aram,
The agenda states three minutes but if the chair thinks the meeting may
take a long time, he may shorten them to two minutes. Tonight’s meeting
has two topics that will probably take a long time.
Mary
From: Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:55 PM
To: Constantino, Mary <Mary.Constantino@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Re: Human Relations Commission Meeting
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the

organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and
clicking on links.

Hi Mary,
Certainly hope you have a fun and relaxed vacation.
Thanks so much for the notice re the meeting . I’m taking a nap lol
starting right now in hopes that I can attend tonight’s meeting and be
borderline coherent if I decide to speak.
I note from the agenda that 3 mins not 2 mins is now reserved for oral
communication. Is this correct?
Best regards,
Aram

On Sep 23, 2021, at 3:47 PM, Constantino, Mary
<Mary.Constantino@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

Hello Aram,
I wanted to make sure you are aware that the HRC meeting
is tonight. It was rescheduled from September 9.
I was on vacation last week so someone else sent out the
agendas.
Mary
                               
<image001.jpg>
Mary Constantino | Program Assistant II |
Office of Human Services
Cubberley Community Center | 4000
Middlefield Road, T2 | Palo Alto, CA 94303
D: 650.463.4906 | E:
mary.constantino@CityOfPaloAlto.org

Please think of the environment before
printing this email – Thank you!

<09-23-21 HRC Agenda.pdf>
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Dear City Council:
I am glad that we have found an opportunity to build affordable housing! Our city definitely
needs more of that.
A couple of comments on the proposal:
- Traffic entering/exiting will be dangerous. This is a very difficult location traffic-wise.
There is a busy school crossing in one direction, a busy shopping center entrance in the other,
and generally busy street traffic on a narrow lane with many bikes. (This is a school route.)
Traffic into and out of this building will not only be difficult, it will be dangerous. I like
Penny's idea of using Challenger's driveway if that is possible. Otherwise, I'm honestly not
sure how to make this safe. There are going to be a lot of cars going in and out with all of the
non-disabled residents and workers. (Public transit here is difficult to use. I've tried it. It takes
forever.)
- Parking on neighboring streets will endanger cyclists. I'm sure you've gotten comments
about the lack of parking. It is inadequate, and it is very problematic to have the bike lanes
(marked or unmarked, as on Nelson) filling up nearby, because there are a lot of bikers in this
area, especially kids going to school but also adults going to work. Look at San Antonio or
Rengstorff or ... and what happens to the bike lanes there near the underparked developments.
Please, please do not repeat that mistake here, it will endanger the cyclists.
- 40-50 feet is really tall for this area. Finally, I worry about putting a 4-story building here.
There is nothing that height anywhere nearby. Virtually everything is one story. Stevenson's a
few blocks away is three stories, but they are short ones and it is well set back. I worry that a
building 40-50 feet in height will stick out like a sore thumb. I'd encourage you to reconsider
the height of the structure. (BTW, I wouldn't bother with the slanty roof. That doesn't make the
building fit in.)
I hope you will consider these comments.
Thank you,
-- Sherry Listgarten
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Leslie Francavilla
Council, City
Affordable housing in Palo Alto
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Members of the City Council,

As the parent of an adult with disabilities who has been given the opportunity to live
independently thanks to the Mountain View affordable housing project at 1585 El Camino, I
support Eden Housing’s proposal for affordable housing at the former Abilities United site in
Palo Alto. Please lend your full support to the proposal.

Thank you,
Leslie Francavilla
Mountain View
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Fwd: Lock up & Shut down law offices of Jarrett Adams. Why? Sexual Assaults on Diva Lee & financial abuse.
Argue it. Jarrett Adams did verbal Assaults, gaslighting, name calling etc. on Diva at San Jose CA Fairgrounds, El
Camino Hospital Mountain view,...
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 27, 2021, 10:52 AM
Subject: Lock up & Shut down law offices of Jarrett Adams. Why? Sexual Assaults on Diva
Lee & financial abuse. Argue it. Jarrett Adams did verbal Assaults, gaslighting, name calling
etc. on Diva at San Jose CA Fairgrounds, El Camino Hospital Mountain view,ca, LA
mansions & hotels in Wisconsin. Argue it.
To: <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>
Cc: <segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <ncip@scu.edu>
It's Diva Lee.. attachment#1.. Jarrett Adams had no idea that several people Solicited Diva to
pay for his law School classes..or something like Diva had been on various BOP
Investigations for inmate services especially inmates accused of crimes. Whatever Adams got
financially from DIVA he assumed it was from other resources. Jarrett Adams possibly was
administrated by Lucinda Southworth and or Zuckerberg stuff which was greater than any of
Jarrett Adams's settlement awards. Argue it. Did Jarrett Adams have sex inside building at
Fairgrounds in San Jose CA? Argue it. Diva don't agree with the story of Mr. Adams. DIVA's
10 yr old niece complained that Jarrett Adams is the same guy on her auntie. And Bella didn't
ask enough questions about it. Auntie was sleep exposed herself and she don't remember it.
Argue it. Diva has had a difficult negative experience with Mr.Adams in Wisconsin whereas
Diva arrived in Wisconsin under the influence of that GHB. Diva was found in a date rape
situation in a Wisconsin hotel. Argue it. Mr.Adams is picky and has great discernment of the
type of women he associated with and that's why he wanted Diva. Was Diva Exploited in
Wisconsin among her ex husband Wissam Al Mana and or Colin Kaepernick's evil cohorts?
Argue it. Colin Kaepernick's family members from Wisconsin not Colin's adopted parent.
DIVA's ex landlord William Truchinski(Hayward,CA resident) from Wisconsin. William
Truchinski is the biological father to Meghan Markle. Argue it. This is not on Wikipedia.
Argue it. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs did compete as Miss.Milwaulkwee in the early 1990's.
Argue it. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs using good Charector analysis of Miguel from the Disney
movie "Coco". Explain the process of how "Miguel" was trapped in the land of the living
seeing ghosts who were his favorite deceased loved ones who had crossed to the other side and
their unsolved homicide mysteries were present. Didn't Miguel want to sing? Diva wants to
sing. Diva born in Italy a student of Luciano Pavarotti..Argue it. Diva Lee a granddaughter of
the Pope John Paul I Aka Albino Luciani..for whatever reasons to really believe that Pope
John Paul I born in Italy his sperm was harvested into a women..Argue it. Diva's birth mom a
test tube baby. Diva Lee not a test tube baby. Diva had a bunch of kids none of them a test
tube baby. Go find out if Diva had an subscription to the National Enquirer whereas there
must be receipts..that explain for articles rejected..are subject to payments..or something like

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry's mansion was purchased with stolen money that was his
inside that Columbian drug Lord's interior walls of his mansion. Argue it. Mr.Adams quickly
learnt of Diva thru various cohorts of Wisconsin's best or New York's best organized
Vigilantes in leadership with law offices spread in different geographic locations. Argue it.
What's happening now? Don't worry if you don't understand or agree to follow up on any of
DIVA's observations and complaints. Stop calling Diva Lee a liar. Diva Lee living in a shelter
is real and it defines allegations of being oppressed by individuals/religious and government
officials in California spreading the worst jam on the toast(Jeopardy TV questions on Family
Fued). Worst of the worst in Santa Clara county and other geographic locations. The name
calling as such schizophrenic, delusional etc by the worst law enforcement officers, Maha
Vajiralongkorn's relatives including the Judges in Solano County, Alameda County, and Santa
Clara county..are the most dispicable..dirt with Fraudulent files on DIVA's aka Dilma
Coleman's medical & employment & educational & criminal background which violates
DIVA's human rights & reproductive Rights (Narcissistic greed of wrong data) Argue it.
Those who gathered data from 23 & me, ancestry DNA.etc. The data distorted hidden as if
that process was never completed or something like under the wrong files on purpose.
Mr.Jarrett Adams argues that Diva Lee is just trying to get fame and fortune with Wikipedia.
Mr.Jarrett Adams argues that Diva doesn't know Lucinda Southworth,Mark & Chan
Zuckerberg initiative. Jarrett Adams had argued that Diva Lee had failed in various places.
Diva Lee believes that Jarrett Adams is a relative to those Vigilantes in the Grace Temple
Baptist Church in E.Palo Alto,CA and has his affiliation across the U.S. Argue it.
Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
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To the City Council of Palo Alto
KICKOFF EVENT for the World Day Against the Death Penalty.

Your attendance at this event will add greatly to this important project.
Saturday, October 9, 2021 at 2:00 pm. Lytton Plaza : University at Emerson. Palo Alto CA.

Amnesty International Group 1107 (located at Channing House) announces
its KICKOFF EVENT for the World Day Against the Death Penalty : a Rally at Lytton
Plaza in downtown Palo Alto on Saturday, October 9th at 2:00 pm. Speakers include
Terry McCaffrey, the chair of California's People of Faith coalition to end the Death
Penalty. The speakers will focus on “Woman and the Death Penalty”.
On October 10, 2021, the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty and abolitionist
organizations around the world will celebrate the 19th World Day Against the Death
Penalty. This year the World Day is dedicated to women who risk being sentenced to
death, who have received a death sentence and so much more. Their stories are an invisible
reality. While working towards the complete abolition of the death penalty worldwide, it is
crucial to sound the alarm on the discrimination woman face and the consequences such
discrimination can have arising from the death sentence.
For a better understanding about the impact on society when Women face the Death Penalty, we
have attached a brochure which gives more information on the plight of women and the death
penalty's reality.
Rich Albert, Group Coordinator
Alice Schaffer Smith
Amnesty International
850 Webster Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
www.worldcoalition.org
650 283 2822
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On 10 October 2021, the World Coalition Against
the Death Penalty and abolitionist organizations
around the world will celebrate the 19th World
Day Against the Death Penalty. This year the
World Day is dedicated to women who risk being
sentenced to death, who have received a death
sentence, who have been executed, and to those
who have had their death sentences commuted,
have been exonerated or pardoned. Their stories
are an invisible reality.
Since the late 1970s, the global abolitionist movement has won numerous
and crucial victories. Today, 1441 countries are abolitionist in law or practice,
representing more than two thirds of the world's countries. While the statistics
quantifying how many women are currently facing a death sentence are scarce,
according to Amnesty International’s report on the death penalty in 2020, at least
28,567 people were known to be under a sentence of death worldwide. The report also
con rmed that at least 113 women were under sentence of death globally. However,
this number only refers to gures con rmed for seven countries and does not account
for women sentenced to death in other countries where precise numbers are not
available. A 2018 Cornell Center on the Death Penalty Worldwide report, entitled
‘Judged for More than Her Crime,’ estimates that there are at least 800 women under
At least 800 women under sentence sentence of death around the world and reports that over 100
were executed between 2008 and 2018.
of death around the world and
reports that over 100 were executed
between 2008 and 2018.

International legal instruments aim to exclude pregnant women
and mothers of young children from the application of the death
penalty (see page 9). However, these instruments do not address gender-based legal
and socio-economic discriminations that women continuously face. Extensive
discrimination based on sex and gender, often coupled with other elements of identity,
such as age, sexual orientation, disability, and race expose women to intersecting forms

1 Amnesty International, https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/act50/3760/2021/en/
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of structural inequalities. Such prejudices can weigh heavily on sentencing, including
when women are stereotyped as an evil mother, a witch, or a femme fatale. This
discrimination can also lead to critical mitigating factors not being considered during
arrest and trial, such as being subjected to gender-based violence and abuse. Nondiscrimination is a core human rights principle embodied in the Charter of the United
Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other core human rights treaties.

While working towards the complete abolition of the death penalty worldwide for all
crimes and for all genders, it is crucial to sound the alarm on the discrimination women
face and the consequences such discrimination can have on a death sentence.

KEY TERMS

Gender — Describes an identity in relation to "masculine" and "feminine," acknowledging
that these notions are socially constructed rather than determined by physical attributes.
Gender-based discrimination — A form of discrimination based on a person’s gender
that can manifest in a multitude of ways, both subtle and overt.
Gender-based violence — Violence directed towards a person based on their biological
sex or gender identity and grounded in unequal power relationships. It encompasses
physical, sexual, verbal, emotional, and economic harm, and it includes threats and
coercion. It should not be con ated with violence against women, which excludes a
broad understanding of gender2.
Intersectionality — A concept that recognizes that structural discrimination, for example
based on sex, gender, race, class, caste, or another prohibited ground, does not operate
in isolation; individuals may suffer additional or unique forms of discrimination when
they are subjected to a combination of different forms of discrimination.

2 De nitions referencing ‘gender-based’ are provided for by the Glossary and Working Concepts
authored by Cornell Center on the Death Penalty Worldwide and Harm Reduction International.
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Ghati Mwita
has served 13 years in a prison for the murder of a man who
died in an accidental re in her home.
"Like many women in prison, Ghati had lived a di cult life and had overcome many
challenges. She rst married when she was only 13 years and gave birth to her only child.
Unhappy in her marriage, she ran away and joined the police force, where she excelled.
However, whilst working, she was raped by her superior and forced to leave her job.
After leaving the force, she met her second husband, Manfred, a German national who
was working in Tanzania. They married and moved to Germany, where they lived a happy
life for nearly 20 years. In 2007, Ghati returned to Tanzania and set up a charity
combatting FGM [Female Genital Mutilation], a practice she was subjected to as a girl.
However, this happy return was short-lived after her arrest and imprisonment. [Following
the accidental house re,] Ghati was held in police custody for 6 days without access to
a lawyer. At her trial, there was no clear evidence against her, and all the witness
testimonies were riddled with inconsistencies and contradictions. Despite this, Ghati
was sentenced to death and spent many years on death row. Ghati has always maintained
her innocence throughout the years."

TANZANIA

Source: Testimonial and photo collected by Reprieve.
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Masumi Hayashi
has been on death row in Japan since
2002.

After being named as a suspect, the mass media descended like a pack of jackals. 24H/
day they stood on ladders and photographed me, my husband and our four children. My
kids were accosted, "Do you think your mother is a murderer? What will you do if she is
arrested?" They would even forage through our trash.
Under Japanese law, the prosecution must provide a criminal motive to the court. The
assumed motive was vengeance- my anger at slights from neighborhood people. None
of this was ever proven. The media love a femme fatale and my picture appeared on the
front page of every major newspaper. Despite the lack of evidence, I was sentenced to
death."

JAPAN

extermination business.

"In July of 1998, 4 people died after eating poisoned curry at
a festival in my neighborhood. After the curry was found to
contain arsenic, I became a suspect- I helped prepare the
curry, and my husband frequently used arsenic in his

Source : Testimonial and photo collected by the Japan Innocence & Death Penalty
Information Center.

Fatemeh Haqiqatpajuh
was executed in 2008 for defending
her daughter from being raped3.

Source : Memorial and photo sent in by the Abdorrahaman Boroumand Center.

3 The testimonial has been edited for length and clarity. Fatemah Haqiqatpajuh’s full story
can be found here: https://www.iranrights.org/memorial/story/-7767/fatemeh-haqiqatpajuh
https://www.iranrights.org/memorial/story/-7767/fatemeh-haqiqatpajuh.
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IRAN

"Ms. Haqiqatpajuh was arrested in […] 2001 following the
disappearance of her husband, Mohammad, and discovery of
his body in a river near Tehran. […] During the trial [of her
husband’s murder] Ms. Haqiqatpajuh stated […] she woke up
hearing noises from her daughter’s room. She ran there and saw her daughter’s
defenseless and naked body in the hands of her husband. She attacked him. ‘My child
was only 15 and was crushed under his body. I fought
"My child was only 15 and was
with him.’ […] [During her trial] there was only one
crushed under his body. I fought
session and Ms. Haqiqatpajuh had to defend herself
with him."
without an attorney."

'lfr-ct,~
·~~;;

Merri Utami
was convicted of drug tra cking, a charge that she insists
she had no knowledge of, in 2002.

Fourteen years following her conviction, she was transferred to Nusakambangan Island,
Cilacap, where executions usually take place4.
"The rst time I stepped into Tangerang Detention Center, I was terri ed. Then, at the
moment the judges sentenced me to death, my emotion began to stir uncontrollably.
Living in the prison, I tried to make peace with the unimaginable environment. I lled
my days with gardening. I then became involved in many activities, from making music
to praying […] One night, two prison guards woke me up. The guards informed me that
I had to go Cilacap, Central Java. I fell into silence. My eyes looked at the cell once
inhabited by the late Rani Andriyani, another death row inmate who faced the same
situation I was facing now. In Nusakambangan I lost my appetite. For two days, I did not
meet anyone except the wardens. The next (few) days, I was met by my daughter who
brought along my infant grandchild. It was the height of my sorrow. Everything in Cilacap
prison appeared so unfamiliar. Every time I heard gates being opened or padlocks
unlocked, my blood rushed; this went on again and again for so long.

INDONESIA

I hope to be free, together with my family and other people, and become once again a
citizen without the status of a deceased death row inmate."
Source : Testimonial and photo gatheredby LBH Masyarakat (Community Legal Aid
Institute).

4 The testimonial has been edited for length. Merri Utami’s full story
can be found here: https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/
2020/08/28/if-only-i-were-given-a-chance-to-be-free.html
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Debra Milke
was on death row for 22 years for the murder of her son in
the US State of Arizona. She was fully exonerated in 2015.
“In December 1989, I was a single mother with a 4-year-old son named Christopher. A
male friend, with whom I lived, took my son to visit Santa at the mall. Unbeknownst to
me, Christopher was taken to the desert by my friend and another accomplice where he
was shot 3 times in the head. Soon after, they lied to me and the police, and claimed that
Christopher went missing in the mall.
While in a state of despair waiting for my son to
return, I was later informed of his murder and
arrested at the same time. The detective claimed I
had confessed to participating in the crime. I did not
confess and I did not waive my right to an attorney.
There was no evidence of a confession; no witness,
no audio/video tape, and no signed confession. There was also no evidence linking me
to the crime. The suggested motives were to receive $5000 of life insurance, and a fear
of seeing Christopher grow up to be a drug addict like his father.
"My character was assassinated
and I was deemed criminal by
associating, unknowingly,
with bad men. The state violated
womanhood, motherhood,
and the law"

The prosecutor hid the detective’s long history of malfeasance and decided what story
to tell the jury instead of letting the evidence tell the story. My character was assassinated
and I was deemed criminal by associating, unknowingly, with bad men. The state violated
womanhood, motherhood, and the law, and I languished on death row for 22 years
because of it. I am free today thanks to 3 U.S. federal judges who reviewed my case and
granted my Habeas Corpus.”

USA

Source : Testimonial collected by the Japan Innocence and Death Penalty Information
Center and Witness to Innocence.
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Poem by Victoria Drain
a trans woman, who was sentenced to death in
2020 in the US State of Ohio.
TIME
Sand slips, losing its grip through the hands of time
like a forgotten girl’s life falls through the cracks
lost somewhere between the concrete blocks and razor wire
an elegant autobiography etched into prison walls
with pretty nails and homemade make-up
surrounded by misogynistic hieroglyphics
like a single feminine rose drowning in a sea of thorns
Next to pictures of strangers she thinks she remembers
if memories could be more than just enemies to her
Continuously drifting through her thoughts and her dreams
like a long, lonely river owing refusing to surrender
As she paces her cell and nally realizes
that time can never truly heal, or feel
it will only reveal that even mirrors are capable of lies
and forever and forgiveness, love and redemption
were never things she could ever obtain or acquire
As tomorrows die and resurrect as yesterdays
she waits and she prays to the women before her
And the scars on her arms, her only friends left

USA

Will remain by her side until her last breath…
Poem collected by The O ce of the Ohio Public Defender.
Written on 4 April 2021.
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THE DEATH PENALTY IN PRACTICE5
5 Amnesty
International, https://
www.amnesty.org/en/
documents/
act50/3760/2021/en/

108

28

8

55

countries have
abolished the death
penalty for all crimes

countries have
abolished the death
penalty for ordinary
crimes only

countries are
abolitionist in practice

countries are
retentionist

In 2020, the 5
countries that carried
out the most
executions were:

1 China
2 Iran

3 Egypt
4 Iraq

5 Saudi Arabia

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS
AND STANDARDS ON THE DEATH PENALTY
- WOMEN AND DISCRIMINATION
> The African Charter on Human and
People’s Rights, General Comment No.3 on
the Right to Life states
"whatever the offense or the circumstances
of the trial, the execution of pregnant or
nursing women […] will always amount to a
violation of the right to life."
> Article 4 (5) of the American Convention
on Human Rights states
"Capital punishment shall not be imposed
upon persons who, at the time the crime was
committed, were under 18 years of age or over
70 years of age; nor shall it be applied to
pregnant women. "
> Article 6 (5) of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights protects new
mothers from the death penalty and Article
26 guarantees equality before the law.
> The Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women, in its
general recommendation No.28 (Article 2)
states that

"the discrimination of women based on sex
and gender is inextricably linked with other
factors that affect women, such as race,
ethnicity, religion or belief, health, status, age,
class, caste and sexual orientation and gender
identity. States parties must legally recognize
such intersecting forms of discrimination and
their compounded negative impact on the
women concerned and prohibit them."
> Article 7 (2) of the Arab Charter on Human
Rights states: "The death penalty shall not be
in icted on a pregnant woman prior to her
delivery or on a nursing mother within two
years from the date of her delivery."
> Freedom from discrimination is included
in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (Article 2) and core human rights
treaties, including the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (Article 2), and the Convention on
the Rights of the Child (Article 2).
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10 REASONS

TO END THE USE OF THE DEATH PENALTY
1

No State should have the power
to take a person’s life.

2

It is irrevocable.
No justice system is safe from judicial error
and innocent people are likely to be sentenced
to death or executed.

3

It is unfair.
The death penalty is discriminatory and is
often used disproportionately against people
who are poor, people with intellectual or
psychosocial disabilities, and members of
racial and ethnic minority groups.
In some places, the imposition of the death
penalty is used to target groups based on
sexual orientation, gender identity, political
opinion, or religion.

4

It is inhuman, cruel, and degrading.

Conditions on death row and the anguish of
facing execution in ict extreme psychological
suffering, and execution is a physical
and mental assault.

5

It denies any possibility of rehabilitation.

6

It creates more pain,

particularly for the relatives of the person
sentenced to death, including children, with
harsh transgenerational consequences.

7

It is applied overwhelmingly in violation of
international standards.

It breaches the principles of the 1948 Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which states that
everyone has the right to life and that no one
shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment. On seven
occasions, the United Nations General Assembly
has called for the establishment of a moratorium
on the use of the death penalty (resolutions No.
62/149 in 2007, No. 63/168 in 2008, No. 65/206 in
2010, 67/176 in 2012, No. 69/186 in 2014, No. 71/187
in 2016, No. 73/175 in 2018, and No. 75/183 in
2020).

8

It is counterproductive,

because by instituting the killing
of a human being as a criminal solution,
the death penalty endorses the idea of murder
more than it ghts it.

9

It is ine cient and does not
keep society safer.

It has never been conclusively shown that the
death penalty deters crime more effectively than
life imprisonment.

10

Not all murder victims’ families
want the death penalty.

A large and growing number of crime victims’
families worldwide reject the death penalty and
are speaking out against it, saying it does not
bring back or honor their murdered family
member, does not heal the pain of the murder,
and violates their ethical and religious beliefs.
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10 THINGS

YOU CAN DO TO END THE DEATH PENALTY
1

6

Organize a demonstration

Join the events
prepared for the abolition of the death penalty
worldwide.

2

Donate

This option must be considered with the utmost
care given the COVID-19 pandemic – please use
public policy and common sense if you decide to
hold a public demonstration.

Organize a gathering
on a videoconference platform

It can take the shape of a webinar, remote
workshop, conversation, a public debate, art
exhibition or even a virtual lm screening to
create awareness.

3

Build partnerships with women’s rights
organizations

to spread awareness about how gender-bias is
present in the application of the death penalty.

4

Participate in a TV show or within a
community radio

to raise awareness of the need to abolish the
death penalty and the realities of women on
death row.

7

to a group working to end the death penalty.

8

Follow and repost
the social media campaign

on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter:
#nodeathpenalty

9

Mobilize the media

to raise awareness on women who are sentenced
to death both locally and worldwide.

10

Participate in “Cities Against the Death
Penalty/Cities for Life”
on 30 November 2021.

5

Organize an interview with a woman
on death row
to help raise awareness on their story.
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To ﬁnd out more…
Find out everything about The World Day Against the Death
Penalty at: http://www.worldcoalition.org/worldday.html
including : The 2021 World Day poster; The Mobilization Kit;
The Detailed factsheet on women and the death penalty;
The 2020 World Day Report.

The World Coalition Against the Death Penalty is an alliance of
more than 160 NGOs, bar associations, local authorities and
unions. The aim of the World Coalition is to strengthen the
international dimension of the ght against the death penalty.
Its ultimate objective is to obtain the universal abolition of the
death penalty. The World Coalition gives a global dimension to
the sometimes-isolated actions taken by its members on the
ground. It complements their initiatives, while constantly
respecting their independence.
The World Coalition Against the Death Penalty created the World
Day Against the Death Penalty on 10 October 2003. For the 19th
World Day, in 2021, the World Coalition would like to help activists
worldwide rally to oppose the death penalty and unite behind the
struggle for universal abolition.

www.worldcoalition.org

World Coalition Against the Death Penalty
Mundo M
47 avenue Pasteur, 93100 Montreuil, France
Tél : +33 1 80 87 70 43
contact@worldcoalition.org

This document was produced with the nancial support of the Agence française de development
(AFD), the Delegation of the European Union to Barbados, the Fondation de France, the Government
of Belgium, the Government of Switzerland, and the Paris Bar Association. The content of this
document is the sole responsibility of the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty and should
in no way be considered to re ect the position of the AFD, the UN Delegation, the Fondation de
France, the above-mentioned Governments, nor the Paris Bar Association.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dilma Coleman
jbryant@brentwoodca.gov; OCPO@dallascityhall.com
cityofdp@cityofdp.com; jfontes@cityofepa.org
Fwd: Angelica aka Angel Gateway Hall is being removed from bed #57 for bad behavior on Oct 4,2021. A brief
reflection of what occurs at the Fairgrounds whereas it spreads geographic locations thru the manipulated
sources.
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:11:43 AM
Screenshot_20211004-085059.png
Screenshot_20211004-091443.png
Screenshot_20211004-073002.png
Screenshot_20211004-031649.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 4, 2021, 10:06 AM
Subject: Angelica aka Angel Gateway Hall is being removed from bed #57 for bad behavior
on Oct 4,2021. A brief reflection of what occurs at the Fairgrounds whereas it spreads
geographic locations thru the manipulated sources.
To: <notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>
Cc: <attorneygeneral@agc.gov.jm>, Justin Sterling <justin@thesterlingfirm.com>
Hi it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman. Argue it. Angel aka
Angelica has a history of being mean angry and doing corrupt things to individuals who don't
deserve her habitual verbal aggressions. Angel argues and gets physically violent as if she is a
serial cohort for Claire Boucher aka Canadian singer Grimes. Or a serial thinker for those who
created reality dramas with the real lives around these homeless shelter environments. Argue
it. Angelica aka Angel in 2020-2021 had violent bully attack on a child(Bella) in the
guardianship of Fabiana Vega. Argue it. What did Angelica aka Angel to do Dilma Coleman
aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee? . Angelica stole equipment from CeVa logistics Hayward. Angel
brought equipment into a hospital staff area whereas professionals tried to trapped Diva aka
Dilma into a TV series Malpractice or the Plaintiff.. angel acts as if she's a trained reality show
install whereas her brief acting classes at local community colleges granted her the right to
intervene into the private lives of professional people like Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in
the name Dilma Coleman. The problem needs to be addressed. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs will
talk about the past again and again because she is Victimized and there are individuals who are
habitual in financial crimes whom abused DIVA's real estate properties and inherited income
and professional attributes whereas diva was awarded then others claimed rewards intended
for Diva Jobs based on her abililites to create the best most popular trends. Diva is targeted
again and again because individuals in an organized group have a organized systems to gain
employment, verify their achievements intended from Diva while keeping Diva oppressed in
homeless shelter systems. Argue it. This is why Diva has had numerous babies stolen from her
forced into Adoption centers and it's because of the worst law enforcement agents and mental
health workers in Santa Clara county and other Bay area counties. Argue it.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman describes the fairgrounds
whereas a hub(meeting place for individuals who perform corrupt events) for Gematria
santanic ritualistic practices. This fairgrounds in San Jose CA is a favorite pastime of those
individuals in government or terrorist groups, music individuals who used individuals to write

or design their music whereas the individual didn't receive credit or is trapped among them as
a slave trying to break free from the celebrities doing the worst financial Fraudulent things to
those individuals who created their famous songs etc. ..celebrities who use their fame and
fortune to hurt those individuals who actually had their items or words(lyrics) to make their
own fame and fortune yet was trapped by the individuals who spread their sorcerery whereas
in the past they had unlearned innocent behavorial habitual aggressions making the
fairgrounds a landmark in their personal life..an importance piece of mind. Argue it. That
explains the agressive violence in the music /film industry.
Diva argues that Angel aka Angelica is A Individuals trapped in a revolving door affilated
with Judge Stephen Manley mental health courthouse.attachment #1-#2(Nice coherent honest
good female santa Clara county sheriff giving good survival mode advice to Angelica on
Monday Oct.4,2021) Diva urges the immediate removal of Judge Stephen Manley's to reduce
crime and get the worst Psychiatric doctor Yvonne Maxwell out of his courtroom referred
systems. Diva urges the immediate removal of Judge Andrea Flint to reduce crime and reduce
the use of Fremont mental hospital habitual behavorial agressions towards individuals who
have psychosis that they like for their Netflix TV series. Put that alcoholic Andrea Flint her
addictions on Netflix and take away her license to practice law and judge criminal procedures.
Argue it.
Either or it was an medical surgical procedure whereas Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka
Diva Lee is a trained MD in real life Victimized trapped in human trafficking labor trafficking
sex trafficking. Argue it. Those who were at El Camino Hospital to watch a Victim of labor
trafficking victimized as an outpatient delusional women with a real educational background
with MD degree. Argue it. Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs is MD she worked in a warehouse in
Hayward CA Whereas Diva recovering from traumatic experience as in she is recovering
from a gun shot wounds in her head from 2012 & 2018. Argue it. That's real facts as to why
Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee isn't working as a MD. Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs needed to
heal from her gunshot wounds in the head whereas her wounds are not visible because of
cosmetic surgical procedure. Diva was offered an acting assignment yet she declined to it
because of the Vigilantes who targeted movie sets with drug infused fruits n drinks. Argue it.
The law enforcement agents who apprehended Dilma Coleman on the past argues that Dilma
is a liar who never had traumatic history of head trauma and shows no visible signs of gunshot
wounds...and argues that Dilma Coleman never had any cosmetic plastic surgery. Argue it.
Why have the law enforcement agents in SJPD are so argumentative and wrong in their
charectoristics analysis of Dilma Coleman. Diva Jobs disagree on the those individuals in law
enforcement agents who have the worst profile on Dilma Coleman. The profile about Diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman easily needs to be corrected and
amended. What's funny? Medical school isn't funny.individals who could perform
neosurgurlocial procedures, heart procedures, and phalanges surgical procedure. Etc. Should
be able to have a chance to do it without the distraction from those who try to make the
surgical room into a drama TV series as if it's a social drop in center where the worst drug
addicts want to mingle with surgeons who need to perform a medical procedure not smoke
drugs then perform it. who were the individuals in the El Camino Hospital who spread name
calling and threats of a 5150 behavorial agressions to describe Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee?
Who was kidnapped from Ceva logistics at a Hayward CA plant. Argue it. That GHB is
always being administered to Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs by those individuals who spread lies and
doing high crimes Affiliated with certain individuals who want to ruin the career of the
educated Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name of Dilma Coleman.

(Attachment #4)There are current corrupt individuals in the Santa Clara county including
corrupt individuals in the Psychiatric care functioning in Santa Clara county who mingle with
the individuals who went to Canada on Dec 15,2017 to killed Barry And Honey Sherman.
Argue it.
Yes who was trapped there as a babysitter to the killers who have guardianship of children
who are possibly blood related to Diva Lee aka Dilma coleman. Argue it.
Now begin to understand who needs to be arrested in santa Clara county Affiliated with santa
Clara county sheriff's computer systems and or something like Canadian government.
And who at these Adoption centers needs to be arrested. Why Solano County Judge David
Haet Dept 20 needs to be arrested and have malfeasance. Why? Because diva Lee aka Diva
Jobs is trapped in the name Dilma Coleman whereas that GHB drug is being administered by
the corrupt individuals who keep the worst negative sex slavery, Exploited children with the
worst guardianships. Argue it. Diva urges the license of Yvonne Maxwell to be revoked for
multiple reasons for malpatrice because of Yvonne's social past with drugs and alcohol
whereas yvonne entertains the worst serial killers and hosts the worst whom participated in
pedestrian killings. Yvonne Maxwell has done the worst to Diva Lee whereas she knows who
has guardianship over DIVA's children and the whereabouts of the babies recently taken out of
DIVA's vagina. Yvonne Maxwell is a monster functioning properly for a secret society who is
organized with Exploited children. Argue it. Argue it. Dilma aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs was
employeed with a temp agency In Hayward,CA kidnapt from work warehouse because TV
Producer wants to create a TV show for individuals who are licensed medical doctors and or
licensed lawyers trapped in labor trafficking to give them an escape from being trapped
transitioning them onto a environment where they are skilled professional doctors or lawyers.
Reality TV is not the proper way to rehabilitate those with MD license and Or JD license for
bonifide employment. The TV documentary writer wants personal jargon and detailed
complaints to be adjusted as if Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee was intentional in
appearing at El camino hospital as if she wanted to be a surgeon that. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
argues that Stephen Manley's courtroom behaviors had trapped Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs
aka Diva Lee with accusations of being so mentally ill that she is trapped in a homeless shelter
surrounded by other mentally ill and uses the hyperchondriac empath skills to imulate others
behavorial agressions around her in the homeless shelter. Who who wants to produce this type
of TV series charectoristics behaviors from the real life experience must be arrested. because
Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee was VICTIMIZED at A MTN.View El Camino
hospital where she was forced to perform a neosurgical procedure on a man who had
committed a series of unfortunate attacks in re: car jacking, physical gang violent controlling
physical attacks etc. The man has a history of having neosurgical procedures on his skull
which is in a 1/2 bowl shape. I don't know another way to describe it ok. It doesn't mean that I
don't care to use the educated words learnt in medical school. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs did not
set up her life to be trapped in silicon valley oppressed in this valley as a homeless shelter
guest. It's just that after Diva Lee graduated from higher educational learning environments
she fell Victimized trapped with a series of attacks from individuals who spread their sorcerery
spells hatred and sadistic santanic ritualistic attacks on Diva Lee. Diva Lee is oppressed from
using her professional educational license and inherited income whereas diva Jobs
completed the degree. Etc. Argue it. Who is doing this wicked attacks on Dilma Coleman aka
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee.
In this email, Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs gave a brief description of the type of individuals who

oppressed her financially and trapped her in labor trafficking..and corrupt rehabilitation
process. I've described the corrupt behaviors of santa Clara county mental health leader at
Ujima and the same as Santa Clara county Judge Andrea Flint and mental health Judge
Stephen Manley revolving door Court docs..as if it's for a future Netflix documentary series.
(Add attachment # 3) Eastcoast Judge Beryl who has greed in owning oil refinery and or crude
oil and or a loop gas station whereas her cohorts who shipped oil yet it was a huge leak on the
west coast near the southern California beaches. Argue it.
Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee
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________________________________
Palo Alto seems determined to mess with programs that work. And waste valuable Staff time in the process of
doing that. The report on this item is a bit mind-boggling. As I read it I couldn’t help but wonder if it was
deliberately written to discourage scrutiny. Using numbers or letters to delineate key points would have been more
helpful than the use of bullet points so that one could reference a specific point.
The third bullet in one section references virtual permit options. Is the use of a virtual program really an option?
Can residents instead opt to continue with the physical sticker and hang tags for guests? Transitioning to a virtual
permit parking program leaves wide open potential for rampant abuse by those who do not own a permit to park in a
particular area but choose to park there anyway because it is convenient for them. The physical tags are an
immediate indictor that a car is legitimately parked in a given area. When a street is fully parked, that indicator is
important.
A consistent argument in the Staff Report on this is that the virtual program is better. The report specifically states
that the virtual approach will “streamline operations for staff”. While complicating it for residents? How are
violations - which can easily become problematic - to be known? Cars obviously won’t explode if parked where
they ought not to be parked, so how does a virtual program maintain the protections achieved by the existing RPPP?
How often and how do the license plate readers get read? What is the additional cost associated with that? Will fees
increase so as to maintain the required revenue-neutrality of the program so that costs to operate do not exceed the
fees charged? How is the license plate reader program limited so as to be constitutional?
About guest parking - the existing program that requires a hang tag works perfectly well. Requiring residents to go
on line and register a guest’s vehicle is onerous. Frankly, beyond paying for an annual permit, I cringe at the
thought of having to access a City website for anything to do with parking. I base this on problems experienced
with the utility website. What safeties will be built into the proposed program to assure that permit holders are not
fined b/c the website was not working as it should? And the idea that residents may have to register guests online is
offensive. Very Big Brother.
Tech isn’t always the answer, as we recently learned with regard to the train track monitoring system. I hope
Council will send this proposal back to Staff for serious revision. Or scrap it altogether.
Annette Ross
Palo Alto
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On page 16 of the staff report it is noted that architects, developers, and consultants
who can benefit financially from changes in the city ordinances were contacted to
assist with this report. I note although residents' homes and their privacy are to be
greatly impacted by these changes, the participation of residents did not seem to be
a primary concern.
Although the invited stakeholders mentioned in the report may know the subject
matter very well, the general public may not. It is believed the more than 30 pages
of new ordinance could have been presented in a manner that explains to the
common resident what exactly they may be losing in the new ordinance and why.
An example is the City required solar panels on our neighbors newly constructed
home. Also we have sought bids for solar panels on our home which the city
encouraged. Will these new changes allow developers to cast a shadow at any time
of the day on a neighbor's solar panels costing the neighbor energy/money. If so
will the city/developer be liable.
Perhaps the staff could return with a report that is more user friendly and not one
that is just intended for professional stakeholders.
Thanks
Paul Machado
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Dear Mayor Dubois and Council Members,
The Objective Standards package is a hot topic of conversation in the community,
accompanied by much confusion. Below are my concerns.
As I understand it, the Objective Standards will streamline the approval process for multifamily housing development.
Recently a package of State Laws, sponsored by the legislators Wiener and Atkins, that
includes but is not limited to SB 9, and SB10, has been added to existing legislation that
includes SB35, for the purpose of facilitating housing development.
To my great regret these new laws do not focus in any way on developing affordable housing.
I urge you to facilitate the development of affordable housing in every way you can.
In addition livability is of key importance for all residents whether they live in the new
multifamily housing or live with the multifamily housing as neighbors, all need the benefit of
green in de form of trees, plants and open space such as parks.
Objective Standards need to keep our city livable for all.
It is my undedtanding that if a multifamily project exceeds the Objective Standards it will be
returned for approval to the ARB according to the regular process.
I am concerned that office development included in many housing development projects will
increase the amount of jobs and thereby contribute to new and increased RHNA demands for
the next Element. This way we end up in endless games of housing development allocations,
never getting ahead but remaining under the gun to accommodate developers and the
investment community demanding to build multifamily housing at market rate but not as
affordable housing.
I did listen in on the Objective Standards discussion at the PTC, and was struck by a lack of
clarity in the Staff proposal. At one point Staff maintained that changing a sentence for
stylistic reasons was necessary to "clean up the code", while the Commisioners perceived a
significant change in policy. This pertained to the 150 ft required between a highrise and
single family houses.
Clarity is extremely important.
In particular when the frequent use of the ministerial method of approval that bypasses
neighborhood notification and input, will be felt as a significant sacrifice by a great many
homeowners.
Therefore I urge the Council to improve communications with the residents on the subject of
Objective Standards.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Melanie Grondel
College Terrace
Palo Alto, Ca
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October 3, 2021
Dear City Council Members,
We believe it critically important to express to you our concerns over the new, proposed Objective Standards, the need to have more
community involvement, and a detailed analysis of how these new standards will affect our entire community.
To quickly summarize, we hope you will focus on 7 key issues or areas which we believe are deeply concerning to us:
1. There is no explanation of the impacts of these proposed new standards on neighbors and our City. Which specific rules
are being removed or modified? What is being lost or changed? The staff report fails to provide any details on the impacts of
removing these criteria or even have a public discussion on these impacts in a manner that residents, Council, or others can
review.
2. The new standards clearly eliminate meaningful privacy protections for residents. For example – the current law states
that new projects must “respect privacy of neighboring structures, with windows and upper floor balconies positioned so
they minimize views into neighboring properties.” The new standards eliminate the above statement and replace it with only
“a landscape screen that includes a row of trees with a minimum 1 tree per 25 linear feet and continuous shrubbery
planting”. It doesn’t say anything about respecting privacy or how those trees or shrubbery will prevent views from a second
or third floor of a building.
3. Several new loopholes – buried inside -- are created by the new standards. Table 1 on page 111 says that the new
standards will apply to a number of zones, but there is huge exemption. Largely, commercial properties. Instead, these
commercial properties will be able to avoid the Objective Standards and be only asked to comply with a series of very weak
“Intent Statements”, which are located inside the chapter of the Objective Design Standards. So, to put it simply, if a
commercial building is less than 2/3rds residential, they don’t have to follow the Objective Standards and instead just the
“Intent Statements”.
4. The staff proposal favors upzoning for commercial development. The proposed ordinance would allow more large-scale
housing by commercial developers without acknowledging that this will raise land values and make it harder – not easier – to
build the affordable housing we need in our City.
5. The new standards would remove protections from multi-family residences, thus discriminating against the same
residents they are trying to attract. Example – the current Context-Based Criteria states, “Where new projects are built
abutting existing lower-scale residential development, care shall be taken to respect to scale and privacy of neighboring
properties . . . “. The new standards totally eliminate this sentence and says, “When a building abuts a side and/or rear
property line with a RE, RMD, R-1, or R-2 zoned parcel or existing single-family use, the building shall break down the
abutting façade by . . .”. This means that some people living in RM-20, RM-30, or RM-40 could be losing their rights and
protections. It’s simply unconceivable that these residents should be discriminated against by our City and they should be
treated in the exact same way as other residents. It is critically important that this be changed.
6. The new standards are poorly-written and could eventually lead to being unenforceable. One example – in the proposed
Objective Design Standards at 18.24.050(b)(1), page 136, it says, “When the height of the subject building is more than 20
feet above the average height of an “adjacent” building an upper floor step back shall start within 2 vertical feet of the height
of the adjacent building.” However, the law doesn’t specific what “adjacent” means, so isn’t that up to staff to interpret? A
court could one day rule that this law requires too much staff interpretation and consider all the objective standards invalid.
7. Lastly, these standards were developed by not treating residents as “stakeholders” too. In the staff report, page 120, it
says, “On January 22nd, March 23rd, . . ., staff sent an email to a wide range of architects and consultants that have worked
with the City in the recent past on development projects to solicit their comments on the draft objective standards.” It’s a
shame that Staff did not consider that residents might also be interested or be “key stakeholders” as well in this process. It’s
unfortunate that developers and contractors that the City has “worked with” are treated as their primary stakeholders and
not residents.

We sincerely hope you will review these 7 points and truly take the time necessary to change and reformulate these objective
standards. It is critical to all Palo Altans and is not something left to Staff to decide. Thank you.
Respectfully,
Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning

Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning
PO Box 305, Palo Alto, CA 94302
http://sensiblezoning.org

